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Editor's
Editor’sLetter
Letter
–––––––––––––––

photo : Wojciech Baginski

:

Keith Muscott

Keith Muscott

I
T

OUgHT TO STRESS again that the correct
destination for any changes to your details –
address, phone numbers, email address, new boat,
here were so many of us on the Lough Erne
etc – is our Membership Secretary, David Morton.
rally I knew that keeping track of everyone would be
If you ask me on the Forum – or in an email
Tony Nield and I would also appreciate being full deal all over again this October, with new winners
a major problem and might lead to faulty reporting – to pass on your interest in another member’s
informed when you email changes to Dave, but of awards, etc. They will feature in next year's AgM.
later. Even recalling boat names would be difficult. So I boat or cruising plans, I will do it. I’d much
please do not respond in any way to David Pritchard, It would be unfair to the present holders if this were
left an A4 ring-bound exercise book on a table in the club rather do that than be constantly struggling
whose name appeared earlier this year on the full not the case, not to mention the officers.
and asked everyone to jot down a few notes about what with ever-changing lists. But if you know
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
membership emails we sent out. David P is not a DCA
they were doing whenever they felt like it. There was his email address yourself... A big fault in
Kath Hall and I sailed Swift Decision for a day
member,
but
an
official
of
the
postal
company
which
an enthusiastic response, much greater than I expected. the
Regulation is that it makes o.no distinction
during
the Lough
Erne friend
Rally in
C the
sends
out
the
journal.
His
name
appeared
on
the
email
Fermanagh
When I saw one of our lady members sitting at the table between
a potential
and
man whothis
because
he
used
his
designated
computer
at
work
to
July.
During
a
sandwich
break
she
took
me
to task
writing furiously with her arm curled around the book as rings you late at night to sell you a new
boiler.
send
them.
David
has
been
kind
enough
to
forward
pleasantly
for
suggesting
in
my
rally
report
that
if to guard it from prying eyes, I knew that I had cracked
There is a big difference, however, if youher
to
me
DCA
mail
he
has
received
since
then,
which
he
gP14
DollyusBlue
had on
no the
other
optionof
but
to accept a
it. She looked for all the world as if she were re-sitting ‘O’ expect
to take
policing
hundreds
did
not
need
to
do,
as
we
had
already
paid
for
those
tow
up
the
lake
from
us
when
we
all
suffered
those
level English in a previous existence.
of names and once more make them available
earlier
services!
ferocious
northerlies
on
Coniston
Water
a
year
ago.
I had sixteen A4 pages of notes to mull over when I to you all in a 15-sheet document, electronic
If youittake
Dan Houston's
Classic
Sailor
Sheonknows
herThis
boathas
well,become
and sheawas
inspected
at home.
This hasmagazine
meant of
course
that I or
paper.
Bigconfident
Deal.
I'm
afraid
Paul
Arro's
report
on
the
Bridlington
Sailing
she
could
have
brought
Dolly
home
under
her
own
have tried to give all attenders their due in the report, Unlike an email or a phone call, we can’t
just
Coble
Festival
of
2017
will
not
be
news
to
you.
He
steam,
as
it
were,
and
accepting
our
offer
of
a
tow
was
which is impossible anyway, so it’s the longest one I’ve apologise and withdraw if we drop a clanger.
beat
us
to
the
draw
with
this
one.
Fortunately
those
a
whole-crew
decision,
born
of
the
moment.
As
Kath
ever written. My apologies if that makes you groan. It So use your ingenuity and trust like-minded
excellent
photographs
so be
many
traditional
very experienced
one of the
was
gratifying,
though,ofto
ablelovely
to lift
quotationsis apeople.
And keepdinghy
savinginstructor
the Newand
Members’
boats
will bear
looks
like the Festival
enthusiastic
DCA sailors, I have no hesitation in
and
extracts
fromrepetition.
the entriesIt to
let attenders
speak formost
lists
in DC.
themselves
times.
will be anatestablished
item in the sailing calendar apologising
and accepting
that they could
battled
If anyone
knows Margaret
Dye’shave
number,
The which
GDPRishas
raised as
itsPaul
uglyand
head
again.
The– oldsuccessfully
please getonintheir
touch
me mighty
(See Jeremy
now,
pleasing,
many
others
ownwith
in those
gusts. (I
adage
that ‘you
don’t
miss and
something
until
it has
gone’would
Michell’s
lettertoon
page 8.)
believe gratitude
I may be to
including
the boat
owners
skippers
– have
tried
also like
express
myI sincere
has
asserted
itself,
despite the obvious lack of interestRobin
trusted
to forward
his
to over
her and
hard
to achieve
this.
and gina
Marsden
forletter
turning
theirthen
SWIFT
in membership
over will
recent
years.
can’t begin
her they
decision
butsight-seeing.
if closer
Our AgM lists
this year
take
placeI before
you to18 abide
to me by
while
tookafterwards,
a day off for
tell
you how
it was
be spending
so on
muchSuch
friends
wish to
take it to her themselves, so be
receive
this deadening
journal. Most
DCAtoofficers
reported
wonderful
generosity.)
time
that only
a couple
of people
might it.AtI give
you permission
use theFestival
JournalofforSail
2016on
in something
the Spring journal
this year,
so don't
expect the
the impressive
Old to
Gaffers'
ask for. It is important to bear in mind that we have hadin Holyhead
that... ThatHarbour
was notatanthe
earth
you Ijust
endtremor
of August
did a
no choice in this present decision, though. Keeping themdouble-take
felt, by thewhile
way,returning
it was George
Orwell
turning
to Charles
Henry
Ashley
going was a non-starter. No-one has the time to spendpast
in some
his grave
– and
KMtraditional boats
huge
and laughing.
immaculate
on them, or the interest. And unless the lists were to befrom all around our coasts. I had suddenly spotted
updated continually and precisely they would becomea Drascombe Dabber tucked between them on the
a dangerous minefield. This is the DCA, not a publicpontoon with her skipper slinging a tent over a spar.
utilities company. We have no insurance if things turn'You should be in the DCA,' I said. 'I am,' he replied.
ugly, and we are lacking in human resources. But do you
'I'm Steffan Llwyd.' Who, you will remember, wrote
really need lists?
about his youthful experience of salmon-netting on
If you send me an email without seeking my permission,
the River Dyfi in DC233, page 17.
I won’t thnk twice before reading it and responding.
Time to confess my howler – I wrongly named
Why should I allow a monstrous bureaucracy to change
Joan Abrams as Sophie Annetts in the top photograph
my personality or my manners? I will simply judge your
mail to be a cautious attempt to make contact, and so itof Sophie's obituary (DC234), confused by the wording
is acceptable. Email doesn’t even have to be answered, ifin an old letter from Sophie, and by Joan looking
different from my memory. An editor's nightmare.
you want to be sniffy about it. It is non-threatening.
Any nice photographs of Sophie out there I can use ... ?
'Sir, Seaman Figgis says he's weevil-intolerant.'
–Ed

destitutus ventis remos adhibe
'When the wind will not serve, take to the oars'
All material for Number 240 – hard copy, digital images and text – should be sent to Keith Muscott at
material
for Winter
236No
– hard
copy,given
digital
images
– should be sent to Keith
theAll
email
or postal
addressissue,
givenNumber
on page 2.
deadline
except
‘as and
soontext
as possible’.
Muscott at the email or postal address given on page 2, as quickly as you can
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David Morton

Welcome to our New Members:
3548 John Stamm, 38 Biscombe Gardens, Saltash, Cornwall, PL12 6EG.
Morton Explorer 2 & M-Giles Thames one-design. Falmouth & Plymouth. 07946 764 821
jhs@waitrose.com
3549 Mark Tinkler, 3 Vicars Close, Thorpe Thewles, Stockton on Tees,
Co. Durham, TS21 3LJ. Streaker. Gull or Wanderer soon. Scaling Dam, N. Hampshire.
01740 631 031 / 07866 551 033
mwtinkler@gmail.com
3550 Sam Knight, Shanbally, Craughwell, Galway, Ireland, H91 WTVO. WW Potter and National
18. Galway Bay. 0353 876 524 784
sam.knight@myclick.ie
3551 Shona Fairchild, Shrub Farm, Larling, Norwich NR16 2QT. Deben Lugger. East Coast, etc.
07905 422 144
shonafairchild@yahoo.co.uk
3552 Gary Hardware, 5 Crouch Road, Burnham on Crouch, Essex, CM0 8DX. Wayfarer Mk2 &
Wanderer. River Crouch. 01621 928 193 / 07704 937 863
garyhardware@yahoo.co.uk
3553 Andrew A Powell, 6 Beaumonts, Redhill, Surrey, RH1 5DT. Laser 2000. Mercers Park Lake,
Poole, Chichester. 01293 774 588 / 07740 168 323
andrewpowell888@hotmail.com
3554 Paul Hennekam, Hartmanstraat 14, 2313 NB, Netherlands. RoG. Wadden See.
031 612 906 085
p.hennekam@xs4all.nl
3555 M. John Cookson, Pant Terfyn, Mynydd Du, Nercwys, Mold, CH7 4BW. Shipmate Senior.
The Wirral Coast. 01824 780 388 / 07788 776 703
johncookson999@btinternet.com
3556 James R. Bryan, 32 Beech Close, Kirkby, Liverpool, L32 0SJ. Mirror, GP14, Skipper17, sailing
canoes. NW England, 0151 289 9386 / 07908 202 061 jaybryan289@hotmail.com
3557 Gary M. Hardy, 36 Queen Street, Seaholme, Victoria 3018, Australia. Mirror.
Port Phillip Bay, Gippsland Lakes. 061 402 254 801
garym.hardy@gmail.com
3558 George W. Fuller, 119b Earlham Grove, Forest Gate, London E7 9AP. Foreland 12.5’ sprit rig
Orwell, Stour, Deben. 0208 534 5352 / 07891 232 418
george.g.fuller@btinternet.co
m
3559 Paul Pearson, 7 Highclere Road, Bassett, Southampton, SO16 7AX. Solent/South Coast,
River Dart. West Wight Scow. 02380 704 884 / 07824 347 753
rainbowpitta@btinternet.com
3560 Keith Pallett, 6 Bentley Brook, Hilton, Derbyshire DE65 5HA. International Dragon. Flying
15, Laser 16. UK & Europe. 07824 358 062
keith@comech.co.uk

Roger Barnes, President
I am pleased to welcome these new members to the Dinghy Cruising Association. The most obvious benefit of
your membership is Dinghy Cruising, which drops through your letterbox every three months, and is packed with
information about using dinghies for purposes other than racing. But there is a lot more to the Dinghy Cruising
Association than that.
To take full advantage of the Association, you should contact our librarian and exploit our vast collection of
literature, including back issues of the Bulletin from the beginning, 60 years ago. Their content is available cheaply on
our CD, too. You can also ask any question you like of our technical adviser. If he does not know the answer he will
find it for you. And, if possible, you should attend one of our rallies.
From the rally reports in the journal you may feel that these are cliquey events where everyone knows everyone
else, and that they are only for the most intrepid sailors. Nothing could be further from the truth. DCA Rallies are the
most laid back events imaginable, and most are easily attendable even by fairly novice sailors. Most venues can be
reached in sheltered waters, and a quick telephone call to the rally organiser will tell you all you need to know.
Roger Barnes

Autumn 2018
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From Frank Paske: Cutting Loose
Hi Keith,
I would like to cancel out my membership with the
DCA. My boat is in the garage where it will probably
stay; I have had to accept the fact that my health is not
up to my thinking, so I have bought an old van and I am
fixing it up to use to go up to the lake for picnics with
my mate. I think my balance can handle that.
Thank you for a couple of years of great publications.
It’s one of the best out there. It’s been wonderful to hang
out with the DCA.
I watched Roger’s recent video. It was great so I
commented on it. The next night I wanted my partner to
see the video and I looked for my comment, but it wasn’t
there, so I must not have pushed ‘publish’. Doesn’t seem
like much, but I make these kinds of mistakes all day
long: doesn’t make for a safe sailor.
Fair winds to ya !
Frank
§ Our very best wishes to you on your retirement from
sailing, Frank. Many thanks for your support over recent
years – it has been a pleasure to talk to you, and I’m also
very pleased that you’ve enjoyed reading the Journal.
As I’ve already mentioned to you privately, that doughty
Canadian sailor and writer Farley Mowatt ‘went bush’
in his ancient Land Rover and adorned it with port and
starboard navigation lights in order to feel more at home.
No need for you to go to such extremes, but I hope the old
van will be a good substitute for the boat, enabling you to
keep on savouring the outdoor life –Keith

From David Priestley & Niky Wooderson:
The Charente-Maritime Rally, 2018
Dear Keith
I wonder if you have space to permit us to ‘wax lyrical’
a little...? Niky and I recently took part in the CharenteMaritime rally so wonderfully organised by our local
friend and fellow DCA member Miles Dent.
For us this was a first – our sailing to date has been
almost totally day sailing out of la Rochelle here in
SW France – and so we signed up with a mixture of
excitement and apprehension. Having read the report
of the last Charente-Maritime rally two years ago we
wondered if we would be good enough to undertake a
fairly challenging programme in the company of such
experienced sailors. I’m thrilled to say that our fears
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were groundless, partly because we were not as
inadequate as we thought we might be, and partly
because our new friends in our little fleet were
both helpful and patient with us!
In fact, by the time we had all launched at la
Cayenne and sailed up the River Seudre and then
on to the magical little creek up to the beautifullynamed Port Paradis for our first overnight stop, we
had begun to feel that we were in good company;
that we would be OK and that the experience
was going to be memorable. And, as the week
progressed, so those feelings strengthened such
that, even though we were undoubtedly the least
experienced team, it never seemed to matter –
more of that in a minute.
Miles will no doubt report fully on the week’s
sailing (see page 24) so I will leave that to him. I
would like only to make two personal comments.
Firstly, our thanks to several groups of people
who contributed massively to our enjoyment of
the week. From Miles of course, who, with his
extraordinarily detailed navigation notes and his
discreet ‘looking out for us’ as the beginners, made
a massive contribution to the success of the week.
He should feel justifiably proud of himself.
Then to Miles’s friend Jean-Luc who, with his
friends at his excellent cabane at Port Paradis, so
generously looked after us on that first night and
got us all off to a wonderful start. I shall never
forget the sail, both into the sunset up to his cabane
and away from the sunrise on the way back down
the creek – truly magical! Then to Christian and
his wife Patricia who helped in several ways and
were such good company. The Cercle Nautique de
Fouras people who gave us such an extraordinarily
generous reception in Fouras and left us the keys
of their superb clubhouse overnight for showers,
loos etc. The VAP people in La Rochelle who,
again, greeted us with a wonderful BBQ supper
and great company and who also left us the keys
to their clubhouse, allowing us to use all their
facilities. Lastly, but equally importantly, our
new friends with whom we spent the week. They
gave so much of themselves to making the social
aspects of the week every bit as successful as the
sailing. They showed us great kindness and we
shall remember them very fondly. So warmest
possible thanks to Miles and David; to John and
Jo; to Gerald and Mark; to Matt and Tim and to
Roger and Mary.
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As Niky and I reflect on the week’s experience it is
all of these people who will form the core memories.
I hope we shall have the chance to sail with them
again.
So to my second observation – and clumsily, to the
point of this letter. That is to say simply well done and
thank you to the DCA, for providing the framework
within which disparate groups of people, such as
those in our little fleet, come together to participate
in their shared passion for small boat sailing, to sail,
to learn, to have fun and to create special memories.
That’s me done. Thank you to all at the DCA for
all that you do for us.
David Priestley & Niky Wooderson
5 Rue des Tamaris, 79210 Usseau, France
david.niky@orange.fr

From Charlie Hitchen: Dinghy Cruising 238
Hi Keith,
Thanks for the journal which arrived in this
morning’s post and I have just read from cover to
cover. Congratulations on having turned out a quite
extraordinary edition.
Sorry to hear about the passing of Barry Lancaster:
such a gentleman.
Anyway I hope all is well. Not much dinghy
cruising for us this year. We spent four months on
the yacht up on the West Coast. Hope to get out in
the dinghy a bit after she comes out of the water in a
couple of weeks.
Cheers, and well done again.
Charlie

From Stephen Davies: The Wrong Beach?
Dear Keith
I was pleased to have a mention in Steffan’s article
on Broads and Bagpipes. However I challenge him
to submit a picture of the Stripy Tent, which shone
like a DCA beacon, emanating character and charm,
which was lacking in all the smart beautiful sailing
yachts I had seen at Acle Regatta the weekend before.
Stephen Davies
Mirror Dinghy, Reflections,
Medway.
§ Stephen, your prayers are answered. Steffan has
provided me with another article in which the said
stripy tent appears in photographs not once, but twice
(see page 75). As there seems to be some chance of his
attending my ‘Softies’ rally in Coniston next weekend,
I will look forward to seeing it light up the Autumnal
Cumbrian landscape if the weather remains as grey as
it is at the moment. I do have my doubts about Claire,
though, insofar as she made the tent but does not sail
and therefore does not have to risk being seen using
it–Ed
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From Stephen Davies: Members’ Contact Lists
Dear Keith
I hesitate to add a title to this as no one would read it.
My understanding of the new regulation regarding
personal data stored by organisations or companies
is that all must intentionally opt in to have their data
shared and/or held. This may even include pictures
of us smiling beside our boats.
The organisation needs to have a policy of how it
protects such data, (not circulating data in electronic
form could be considered a sensible policy). I find the
membership list which was sent to me when I joined
the DCA invaluable but I understand that being listed
in a phone book is not considered normal these days
so many new members may opt out.
The DCA should use this new regulation as an
opportunity to rationalise the list. We should keep a
private list of ex-directory members and a public list
for the data which members want to be public. This is
clearly a headache for someone but to dispose of the
public list altogether would be to throw out the baby
with the bath water. I trust the membership to look
after my details and am happy for all my data to be
public; however, circulating an electronic list could
lead to problems so it is good that this has not been
done.
For the record I did attend a briefing from a
specialist in GDPR, and I did remain awake through
some of it.
Stephen Davies

From Chris Best: Members’ Contact Lists
Hello Keith,
I’ve just been reading your Editor’s Letter and wanted
to let you know my thoughts on the provision of
members’ contact details.
As a member of a club (which is how I regard the
DCA) I would like to know who my fellow members
are. The basic information the club holds and which
occasionally I’ve looked through gives me an idea of
those folk who share my interest in dinghy cruising.
It’s interesting to see who is local to me, and what
boats they have.
After the articles I submitted to the magazine I
received emails from members about my exploits.
I’ve also received emails from members asking for
my opinion about the Laser Stratos. If the contact
details were not freely available I suspect at least
some of the messages sent to me would never have
been written. Not everyone would go to the trouble
of contacting a club officer to ask for contact details
because they would feel it was a step too far perhaps,
or feel it wrong to increase the burden on officers
who already have a heavy work load, just to do the
odd communication.
I think that to restrict the availability of members
contact and boat details will inevitably reduce the
communication that occurs within the club, it will
weaken the bond between us to the detriment of us
all and the well-being of the DCA.
With kind regards, Chris
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§ Stephen and Chris, I sympathise, but maintaining
lists that are always exact and legal will be an
impossible task for our amateur group, challenged
by this cumbersome lump of bureacracy. You’d be
surprised how few volunteers keep the DCA going in
its present form. Our membership numbers constantly
change, so it is an administrative grind for the Members’
Sec to send me a list of paid-up members every time
a journal is to be posted. Keeping lists as Stephen
suggests would be an additional continuous heavylifting job. So I fail to bite my tongue when I read that
something is a valuable ‘opportunity’– corporate-speak
for ‘I am about to increase your pain’, or, ‘This is clearly
a headache for someone...’ which needs no comment.
Keep your printed lists, and the New Members’
list that appears in every issue. In future they will
reveal only what the new members want, so your
legal database will build. (I don’t see much change
happening; why join our association then cut off your
means of communication?)
Chris, I agree with most of your conclusions. Full
updated lists are helpful and tend to bind us closely
together, but perhaps are appreciated by too few to
justify hundreds of pounds spent on printing them,
as we once did, or risking breaking the law if we
distribute an imperfect list and someone complains,
which is inevitable, or taking up a vast amount of time
for someone who does not have any more to give –
which is a fact.
I believe that life in our club will only be a little
more difficult without them, if at all, and I’d rather
be approached to establish contacts with others than
commit to the nightmare of producing lists–Ed

From the National Maritime Museum: Margaret
Dye’s Contact Details
Dear Mr Muscott,
I am a curator at the National Maritime Museum
and I am hoping that you can assist me with reestablishing contact with Margaret Dye, widow of
Frank Dye. I note that she wrote a piece in 2013 for
you and I am wondering if you have a contact for her
that we can use.
We have a scan of a photograph of them sailing
Wayfarer 48 (Wanderer) but sadly the paperwork trail
has been lost over time and the contact information is
now out of date. Ideally, we would like permission
to use it for a text panel on the display of Enterprise
No. 2 which is in our Neptune Court. Once we
have contact I can be more specific and send her the
permissions form for completion.
As we all have the new GDPR rules to follow, please
feel free to forward my e-mail to her (assuming she is
web-literate) or let me know if a letter is needed and
I will compose one and post it to you for forwarding.
I am sorry to bother you with this but I hope that
you can assist.
Yours sincerely, Jeremy Michell, MA
Senior Curator, Maritime Technologies
Curator, Polar Relics, Royal Museums Greenwich
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§ Dear Mr Michell
A few years ago I received a lovely letter from
Margaret, thanking me for my past support and for the
articles I’d written about Frank’s exploits, mainly in the
quarterly journal of the Dinghy Cruising Association.
Frank had been an early member of the DCA, and
Margaret remained so for many years, in company with
a number of sailing friends from times past. Her letter,
however, was to tell me that she no longer wished to
remain a member as she intended to leave home and
travel the world in the time she had left, so she had
no idea what address she might give to which I could
send the magazine. I formed the impression that she
was missing Frank a lot, but at the same time perhaps
she found it painful to be approached frequently by
strangers in her guise as Mrs Frank Dye, not Margaret.
I have a distinct recollection of Margaret having an
email address, but I can’t find it in my contacts list or
my past email, both of which stretch back to 2014. I’ll
email our Membership Secretary to see if he can locate
it. If Margaret took modern technology with her on her
travels, we’re in with a chance.
When I asked her permission to quote a lengthy
passage from one of her own books, a year or two
before she left us, she told me in print that I had her
permission to use anything from either her books or
Frank’s, at any time, in order to write about them, and
preserve his memory. (He had died shortly before.) In
the light of this I can assure you that she would have
given me permission to use a photograph in a way
similar to that you describe – but no doubt it would be
highly irregular from your point of view to accept that
as a licence for the Museum to use the photograph and
deem it to have legal worth.
Yours sincerely,
Keith Muscott

From Christine McNay at the Annan Museum:
The Priestside Anchor
Dear Keith
I hope you like this. We have just installed another
new exhibition to end the season called ‘Roman
Invaders in the Solway’, as we have the Priestside
Roman anchor on display, which studies have
revealed to be possibly one of the rarest survivors of
an invading Roman navy! Conquer and colonise, eh!
Well, I will be away in the winter so here is my email
address ‘outwith the Cooncil’, and here is a bit of
background, for your information:
‘In the 1880s this ancient anchor was brought to
Dumfries Museum and for decades the anchor was
on display there. It was assumed to be Roman due to
its appearance, the depth at which it was found and
its proximity to the nearby Roman camps.
Over the years several people have studied the
anchor and wondered if it was really Roman or
perhaps something more recent, maybe Viking?
In 2017 an Australian archaeologist with a Scottish
Conservation archaeologist requested access to
the anchor because they wished to compare it with
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others from northern Europe. It is apparently only
the second anchor of its type known to exist in the
whole of the UK. With funding from MGS plans were
made to create a modern record of the anchor and to
conserve it for the future.
No map reference can be given for its discovery,
which took place many years ago during ditching in
a field on the coastal flats.’
Christine McNay
Annan Arts and Museums
Community and Customer Services
The Priestside Roman Anchor

coincidences, that we live in!
Looking forward to hearing from you,
Cheers,
Malcolm (Tideway 12)

From Andrew Glaister, DCA # 3409:
Lough Erne, and similar in 2019?
Hi Keith,
Just a quick thank you for organising those very
pleasant days at Lough Erne Yacht Club. I followed
a lot of your shared correspondence concerning
the possibility of people coming over from France
on ferries etc., before the event, but remained
unconvinced that it would happen.
However, I was very taken by the relaxed and
friendly bunch I met at Lough Erne. I was just waxing
lyrical about it to a friend, and it prompted me to drop
you a line.
I stopped by Lough Corrib (by Galway) on my way
home, but I didn`t have time to launch. Nevertheless,
it`s truly amazing. There are charts, but it’s a bit rockier
than Lough Erne, and I`d definitely be taking an older
(as in ‘disposable’) boat and a big kedge anchor.
Kindly keep me informed of any other plans afoot.
If you get down this way, be sure to drop by.
Best regards,
Andrew

From Mark Grimshaw: DCA Dinghies seen in La
Flotte Harbour in September, 2018

From Malcolm McDougall, DCA # 2911:
Lough Erne, and a similar venture in 2019?
Hello Keith,
Hope you are well and have enjoyed a good sailing
season subsequent to the excellent experience that
we all had at Lough Erne.
On the subject of a longer summer DCA meet,
Richard Courts, Angela and myself exchanged
texts recently and were wondering whether you
were considering something for next year (knowing
that you did not really wish to return for a third
consecutive year to Lough Erne). Richard thought
that Cork Harbour had been mooted as a distinct
possibility.
Back to Lough Erne. I was having lunch with
an old seafaring colleague of mine last week and it
transpired that as a boy he had lived at RAF Castle
Archdale for a period, when his dad had been
posted there with 240 Squadron (about 1955/56). He
remembers a few flying boats that were still around
and in particular one (a Sunderland) that lay in a
hangar with wings removed and that the children
all used as their playground! After a couple of years
there, the squadron and his father moved to Ballykelly
and he and the family went home to Guernsey.
What an amazingly small world, so full of
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Hi Keith
I just thought you might like to see a photograph of
four DCA dinghies tied up in La Flotte harbour at
low water, taken in September 2018.
My wife and I were on holiday and I spotted these
four boats sailing towards the harbour and I guessed
they might be DCA. The next day there they were,
tied up on the visitors’ pontoon. I did manage to
speak to one couple but stupidly forgot to ask their
names!
They seemed very happy – I only wish I had
been with them...H (We were on holiday in our
motorhome.) Anyway, please do not worry if you
think that the photograph is not suitable; I just
thought it might be of interest.
Great journal by the way, I always look forward to
it – especially in the winter months.
Kind regards
Mark Grimshaw
Oh dear, Mark, I seem to have left this sentence in... I do
hope your wife doesn’t read the Journal...

H

§ Hi Mark
Yes, they were all very happy, with perhaps one
exception. Their rally report was already in DC239
when I read your email – see page 24
It was this year’s Charente Maritime rally all right,
on Wednesday, September 12, when they were on the
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pontoon. That was a rest day in La Flotte, when the
crews, ‘hired bikes, walked or shopped in the local
market then cooked lunch or dinner’.
The boats were the Grey Boat – John Perry and Jo
Street, berthed on the outside; Valentine IV – David
and Niky Priestley’s Cornish Coble, on the inside; and
Susie – Gerald Turner’s Dabber with the tarpaulin up
as a tent, because he had just broken one of his tent
poles, so he may have been unhappy about that –
hence the one possible exception.
The fourth boat would probably have been Jean and
Miles Dent’s Whisstock Cutter The Water Rat (Miles
organised the rally). They all left La Flotte on Thursday,
heading for La Rochelle.
Keith
Below: the DCA boats at La Flotte)

with experienced skippers, such as a Montague
whaler, a copy of a Derwent baywhaling boat and
a St Ayles skiff with a sail, and others are made
available to experienced sailors as ‘self-drive’ - such
as a 1950s Flying Fifteen, an Atkin Gretchen and
several Oughtred Grebes (Tammie Norries).
The expedition costs AUD $1080 for 9 overnights
including all meals and support – the chef and all
camping gear go by road, so if you capsize you still
have a dry tent and sleeping bag for the night.
The Living Boat Trust is a member-owned, not-forprofit community organisation set up to maintain
Tasmania’s maritime heritage (including skills and
knowledge) by using it.
You can see more about the Living Boat Trust on our
web-site at: http://lbt.rforster.
org/home

From Len Wingfield: How
Real is Swallows and
Amazons?

From Deb & Martin Ribble: Tasmanian Small
Boat Expedition
Hi,
I am hoping you can provide a bit of exposure
through your Newsletter and website for a small
boat expedition that we (‘the Living Boat Trust’ in
Franklin) run every two years in southern Tasmania.
I’ve attached a word document that tells you a bit
about the Tawe Nunnugah expedition and a poster
as a PDF.
The 10-day expedition is timed so that it arrives in
Hobart in time to join the Parade of Sails at the start
of the Australian Wooden Boat Festival.
In 2015 and 2017 we were joined by several people
from the UK who got to know about the Raid through
their connection with St Ayles skiffs / Scottish Coastal
Rowing – a group of women from the LBT built the
first St Ayles skiff in the southern hemisphere. I am
hoping that in 2019 we might have some UK dinghy
cruisers along.
We have a number of boats available for people who
can’t bring their own boat. Some of our fleet come
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Dear Keith,
Regarding your page in Bulletin
238 referring to Swallows and
Amazons, how realistic was
this beloved children’s book?
I am of the generation where
schoolboys did indeed go off
with their friends unsupervised.
At 13 or 14 I had no boat and no
tent but went off bivouacking. I
later made a canoe from crashed
barrage balloon fabric and
soapboxes. It capsized in an
October gale so I swam ashore
pulling it after me. That was
when I found out about wind
chill.
Even as late as the 1950s my 14 year-old son Paul
went off camping in his 11-Plus dinghy with an
equally clueless friend. Irresponsible? Anything to
keep them off motorbikes! However, boys would be
allowed to do it, but definitely not girls, nor taking
young children. Incidentally, nor, in my time, would
a girl want to be called ’Titty’. Even if she was!
For me, ‘We Never Meant to Go to Sea.’ is the best
book. Except for the kids, it is based on reality. The
short scope of anchor chain, the dodgy anchorage
(opposite Felixtowe Ferry wasn’t it?) and the run into
Flushing bring back memories.
It has occurred to me that our popular authors,
Arthur Ransome and Erskine Childers, had much
in common. Ransome was ‘our man in Moscow’
but married Trotsky’s secretary. Trotsky was Stalin’s
rival. He was hunted down and assassinated. Sound
familiar? Was he too close to the Communists?
Childers was in British Naval Intelligence but had
run guns (at the risk of his boat sinking) for the Irish.
He was later shot by an IRA death squad
Len
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§ Dear Len
The experiences of the five Altounyan children were
very similar in kind to your own personal memories. If
Ransome had narrated them as they really happened,
in the English Lakes and Aleppo, he would probably
not have found a publisher. They were ‘rough and
tumble’ kids, known locally as ‘the tribe’. They taught
themselves to sail. They never wore lifejackets. Roger,
always adventurous, caught a pike alone in the dusk
aged 7, and wrestled it into submission.
When they were older (Taqui the eldest being about
15) they continued sailing on Coniston Water by
themselves when their parents returned to Aleppo. On
such admittedly infrequent occasions they stayed at
Bank Ground Farm, the site of the carvings shown in
the last issue. At the time, their father’s comment to their
mother was, ‘Well, there are no strong currents in the
lake, they’ll be safe enough.’ (Is this where Ransome got
his idea for, ‘If not duffers won’t drown’?)
Their mother Dora was a daughter of William
Gershom Collingwood, John Ruskin’s last secretary and
right-hand man, and she had been brought up with her
sisters and brother in an atmosphere of almost hippy
freedom, being treated more as an adult and spoken to
as such from an early age.
The children’s father, Ernest Altounyan, had a similar
unusual background with a brilliant Armenian doctor
for a father and an equally impressive, spirited Northern
Irish mother.
If you go online here –
https://www.allthingsransome.net/literary/sevens.htm
– you will read a transcript of a talk that Taqui Altounyan
gave to TARS (The Arthur Ransome Society) in 1994
when she was 77, which is a real eye-opener.
It is clear that Ransome observed the family closely,
took a name or two for his characters and borrowed
some of their vivid personal traits; but he also made
his inventions well-behaved little Edwardian children.
(Taqui found the ‘Walker children’ to be ‘a bit priggish’.)
This helps us to understand why the books have been so
popular down the years. Adventurous they may be, but
proper behaviour is paramount, so parents have always
seen them as ‘suitable’ books, too.
You will not find the girls in the novels sailing off
to Peel Island on their own and sleeping in the open
to find trails over their faces and slugs in their hair in
the morning and laughing about it, or anything about
the really dangerous tests and trials they invented that
excluded their more faint-hearted friends from their
‘secret societies’, but which they passed themselves.
Titty (Mavis Altounyan) got her family nickname from
nursery stories about Titty and Tatty, a pair of mouse
sisters. They had copies of books by Joseph Jacobs, the
respected 19th century Australian anthropologist and
folklorist, who re-wrote the old English fairy tales for
young children – The Three Little Pigs, Jack and the
Beanstalk, etc. When Mavis and Taqui were sailing
together they were called Titty and Tatty by the family.
Ransome admitted to being inspired by the children
at first (see for instance the early ‘pair of slippers’
dedication in S&A). Later, though, under the baleful
influence of Evgenia Petrovna Shelepina, his Russian
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wife, and after falling out with the Altounyans over
their children’s upbringing, he claimed that the stories
were all based on his childhood alone.
As they grew older and developed their own complex
personalities, the children came close to resenting
their connection with Swallows and Amazons: ‘We
were not ‘Walkers’ really, and our father was not in the
Navy,’ said Taqui Altounyan.
The definitive biography of Arthur Ransome is yet to
be written. He was that clichéd type, ‘a flawed genius’,
and as such he is a lot more interesting than simply
good old ‘Uncle Arthur’ (or ‘Ukartha’).
For instance, he went to Russsia primarily to escape
his first wife and the fall-out from a libel suit in 1913,
not to spy for England – or Russia. The well-known
account of his talking his way out of trouble and
playing chess with the officer of a Bolshevik army
patrol he had stumbled into was also mainly a fiction;
the meeting had been planned by the authorities to
ensure his safety. We should remember he was a storyteller by profession and by inclination – a brilliant one.
His occasional aversion to Ernest Altounyan, the
children’s father – which became a deep antipathy – is
explained tactfully by Taqui in the first of her two fine
autobiographical books, Chimes from a Wooden Bell.
She suspected it was a symptom of sexual jealousy that
emerged earlier when their mother married. Ransome
certainly wished to marry into the family – to any
one of the sisters, really, as they sensed! One of them
remained his close confidante for the rest of his life.
Ernest Altounyan was a war hero, who received the
Military Cross for gallantry in action while serving with
the RAMC in France. When he swam in Coniston Water
in later years the livid scars of his old war wounds may
have been a reminder to Ransome that he had not
served at the front like him, nor like his own younger
brother for that matter, who died a hero over there.
Altounyan had been a friend of Colonel TE Lawrence
(of Arabia), and published a poem in praise of him
after his death. They had very different personalities:
in his impulsive behaviour Ernest Altounyan did not
at all resemble the restrained English gentlemen of
Ransome’s class.
The relations between the Ransomes and the
Altounyans were complex and possibly inexplicable.
At one time they wished to adopt the youngest child,
but later, after Ransome’s death, Evgenia insisted that
the fictional Walkers were ‘typical blonde English
children’ and should be presented as such in the first
S&A film, so revealing a dark streak buried in her
psyche. Later, she attacked the adult Mavis Altounyan
for reminiscing about her childhood days at Coniston
in letters to the newspapers, denying any part played
by the children in the gestation of the stories (a fiction
which, I am afraid, has been largely supported by
Roger Wardale of TARS in one of his last books – which
I think you reviewed in this journal, Len).
The Altounyans mostly grew up to be exceptionally
gifted people in very diverse ways. Taqui became
Barbara Stephens, successful scholar, journalist
and author. Roger’s superb natural talent as a sailor
translated into an even more phenomenal skill as a
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(Left) Front cover of a
collection of English
fairy stories re-told by
Joseph Jacobs, which
contains tales of the
mouse sisters Titty and
Tatty and their friends
in the forest and on the
river.
These names were used
by the Altounyan family
as private soubriquets
for Taqui and Mavis.
Ransome claimed
‘Titty’ as the name of
the fictional ‘Walker’
girl, and worried about
what they would say
– a simple example
(Cover depicts Queen Mab and her of how he used the
Altounyans’ young lives
train)
as inspiration.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
flyer, and he became a trainer of bomber pilots in 1941,
especially for low-altitude flying. Later he became a
successful pharmacologist who developed sodium
cromoglycate and invented the ‘spinhaler’ to treat
asthma. He kept his role in Ransome’s Lake District
sagas more or less a secret, especially from his own
children. By that time he was bitter about the whole
history of their connection with him, probably to the
point where he felt their childhood had been betrayed.
On the other hand, at the age of 77, Taqui said, ‘I’m
happy in my old age to be ‘Captain John’, and ‘Captain
Nancy’ if required ... Captain John, Captain Nancy,
Taqui Altounyan, Barbara Stephens – it’s all one to me!’
Finally – Erskine Childers. He was much more a
risk-taking, ‘driven’ man of action than Ransome,
volunteering for military service on a number of
occasions in his life. He was executed by a firing squad
of soldiers drawn from the army of the fledgling Irish
State, on the order of its political leaders following a
derisive trial for treason, on November 24th, 1922 –
this was during the civil war and just three months after
Michael Collins had been assassinated. He wasn’t shot
by an ‘IRA death squad’. Keith

From Peter Empson: A Return to Cruising
Dinghies (Sent in the first instance to Roger
Barnes) and a Request for Advice – and a Boat
Hello Roger,
My name is Peter Empson. I live at Doncaster.
I was a member of the DCA over 25 years ago
(building a GP14 in the days of Joan Abrams) and I
once ran the DCA Shop on behalf of the Association
(Liz Baker may remember me).
I have been over to the ‘dark side’ sailing small
cruisers for the last 25 years (a Leisure 17SL and a
Hunter Horizon 21 ) and I am now thinking of going
back to my sailing roots (at age 72 years) and buying
a dinghy.
I have been considering a Cornish Coble or
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Cormorant and wonder if you could put me in touch
with any DCA member who sails either of these
boats (I think Liz has sailed a Cormorant for over 20
years).
Perhaps there is a DCA listing of boats for sale.
Best regards,
Peter Empson.
07785 926411 / 01302 770036.

From Aidan Williams: Coniston Water Rally
Hello Keith
Sorry for not getting my photographs to you sooner,
as I have been rather busy drying things out!
I hopefully got one or two nice shots from Torver
jetty which I have attached.
I can’t tell you how much I enjoyed the weekend,
I’d have to write pages.
I was looking to sail out of my comfort zone. I got
that, and learnt a lot more about my boat. Thanks.
Regards
Aidan Williams
(Drascombe Dabber Blue Tack)

From Jennifer Heney: Coniston Water Rally
Hi Keith,
A little belated, as ever... Many thanks for your
company and all the organising you did last weekend.
Many thanks to John Sharpe too for letting me come
aboard Michy Lou – such a lovely boat. It was certainly
different – getting so wet and, as you say, it made the
weekend more memorable. I should also thank John
Griffiths for the mince pies. I hope his shoes survived
their soaking. I attach the best of my photos.
I definitely suffer from ‘tsundoku’ H but hope I am
now avoiding ‘karoshi’! You need to avoid karoshi
when working on the DCA journal!
Looking forward to seeing the next one, though.
All the best,
Jennifer
§ H Tsundoku – the stacking of unread reading
materials and books.
Karoshi – death by overwork.
Or so I’m told...

From David Bone: Coniston Water Rally
Hello Keith,
Many thanks for copying to me your email to the
Yewdale Inn. The food was excellent and the company
even more so. The buffet works better than individual
choices and make it far easier for both organiser and
the cook.
The Rally was a great success and over three days
we had completely different weather scenarios. I
much enjoyed the weather on Saturday, which was
exciting and challenging. On board Hope, with me at
75, Tony at 76 and Mike at 85, together on a boat of 22,
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we had 258 years of experience...
From other contributors, I gather we all very much
enjoyed the Rally and you have a wealth of interesting
photos.
Thanks very much for all your efforts.
David

From Einar Kristoffersen: Glasson Rally Report
by Chris Lavender
Hi,
My name is Einar Kristoffersen and I am a member
of Glasson Sailing Club. We have a newsletter called
Mainsheet which is for distribution to our members
only and it is published twice annually, Spring and
Autumn. It is not for sale to the public.
A group from the Dinghy Cruising Association
visited us recently to camp at our club and to sail
on the River Lune and one of them, Chris Lavender,
wrote an excellent article for your magazine which
our membership would enjoy reading. It was brought
to my attention by one of our own members and I
would appreciate it if you would have no objection to
it being included in the next issue of Mainsheet which
will be distributed to our members in April next year.
Best regards,
Einar Kristoffersen
§ The rally to which Einar refers took place on July 1415 this year, and the report appeared on page 34 of
DC#238. Of course I have promised that I will send
him a doc of Chris Lavender’s text, and jpegs of the
photographs used in the report –Ed

From Chris Lavender: Einar & Coniston Rally
Hi Keith
Thanks for helping Einar and ‘Mainsheet’. It’s
really nice that the Glasson club want to include
our rally report in their newsletter. We had a lovely
weekend there and I would like to do next year’s
too. There is always the prospect of a sail across the
bay to Peil Island, perhaps in company with some of
their members.
Also thanks for organising the Coniston event.
With the usual free sailing in the afternoon I didn’t
get to say goodbye on the Sunday.
I really enjoyed this last event and the Yewdale
did do us proud with their service and food. It was
grand to meet up with everyone and swap tales
and I felt very humbled by Steffan who travelled
so far and camped aboard for three nights in pretty
miserable conditions, whilst I took the chicken’s
option of a warm and comfy night at home instead
of the unwelcoming wet floorboards of the Wayfarer.
At the next planning meeting, if there are no
volunteers, I’d like to take on the second Derwent
Water Rally, as Frank and Margaret are wanting a
rest after organising it for so many years.
All the best for now,
Chris
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From Bill Jones: Jousting on Water
Dear Keith
On a recent holiday in Cassis, near Marseille, I
found that the delightful harbour was home to a
large fleet of small traditional wooden fishing boats,
lateen rigged and in very smart condition. But there
was also another surprising phenomenon – the sport,
unknown to me, of water jousting or joute nautique.
This is an extraordinary spectacle: two wooden
boats, with high stern castles or ramps, are propelled
towards each other at high speed. On each of the
stern castles stands a man with a shield and a long
lance, with the aim of striking the opponent so that
he plunges into the water.
This is not a freakish activity: crowds turn out
to watch, and there is much cheering. The jousting
continues for some time and is clearly taken seriously.
A bit of research shows this unlikely sport has a long
history – claimed by some to originate in ancient
Egypt, and certainly popular in classical Greece
and Rome. The Greek colony which grew into the
city of Marseille was associated with such jousting.
Certainly, southern France is traditionally the focus
for this sport, though it is practised in other maritime
regions of the country. There have been organised
championships since 1901 and it was officially
recognised as a sport by the French government in
1960.
While observing the repeated clashes of lance and
shield, and the consequent violent plunging into cold
water, I reflected that this might be a fitting manner
for settling of disputes within the DCA. Heavy
boat or light boat? What to include in Boat Safety
Regulations? Any well-attended rally could provide
crews and opportunity for protagonists to prove their
argument by main force. Even better would be Beale
Park, with a ready-made crowd and available skills
in boatbuilding.
Bill Jones
§ Disputes? What disputes?
(See the two photographs that
accompanied Bill’s letter
in the next journal
– I’ve run out of space!)
(Right)
Apple 16,
Campion Sail
& Design.
See
Bill Haylock’s
article on
page 61
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DCA Shop
White badge as printed on
clothing

Car/Boat Sticker
(No illustrations show actual size)

Cloth badge

Back issues of bulletins are available at £1 a copy (with the old yellow covers, but just as interesting). Please
ring or email for availability.
Sweat shirts:

Navy blue, white DCA badge
Sizes:

Polo shirts:

– 36" to 40" chest
– 40" to 42"
– 44" to 46"
– up to 48"
– above 48"

Royal blue, short sleeves, button-up collar, white DCA badge
Sizes:

DCA Burgee:

Small
Medium
Large
Extra large
XXL

£17.00

Small
Medium
Large
Extra large
XXL

– 36" to 38" chest
– 38" to 40"
– 40" to 42"
– 44" to 46"
– above 48"

£16.00

Woolly hat

(see below)
£12

White triangle on blue background, yellow tail, nylon, large (8ins
x 16ins) or small (6ins x 11ins). They have an open hem which
can be slipped over a small staff and two loops.

£12.50 Small
£15.00 Large
£12.00

Knitted Cap (NEW! Above right), designed to match the burgee
Hand-knitted in navy to match the DCA burgee. White triangles around
turned-up brim and a yellow crown. Two sizes: Small (skull cap) or large,
same price.
Lapel badge/brooch:

Hard enamel, with DCA burgee

£5.00

Baseball cap with badge: Navy blue cotton with DCA printed badge in white, size adjustable.

£8.00

Baseball cap, no badge :

As above but without badge*

£3.00

Boat sticker :

Round, 3.5ins dia, with colour DCA badge

£3.00

Car sticker :
Cloth badge :

£3.00

DCA Mug:

As boat sticker but for attaching to any glass window
63mm x 48mm oval woven badge with DCA burgee
on dark blue background
Pottery or Melamine plastic (same price)

updated CD!

new Bulletin Index and Back-number CD

£3.00
£8.00

£10.00

* If you don’t like the white DCA badge, why not buy a plain cap with a cloth badge and sew it on?
I will endeavour to bring the shop to any DCA events I happen to attend, although if I come by train using a
budget ticket to save on petrol, this might not be possible.
Prices include postage and packing to UK members, but overseas members will be charged extra for postage.
Please include your membership number and send cheque, made payable to 'Dinghy Cruising Association',
to Elizabeth Baker, Westfield, Western Rd, Hailsham, East Sussex BN 27 3 EN. PayPal payments will only be
accepted from overseas members.
Phone: 01323 842 124 Email: bakeratwestfield@tiscali.co.uk
Summer 2018
Winter 2017/18
14
14

Liz Baker
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Members' Advertisements
DCA Mugs

introduced by Liz on page 11, DC229
DCA burgee on one side, and on the other is
the photograph, taken by Liz, which appears
on the cover of Dinghy Cruising 226.
Two types available: one is the usual straightsided pottery variety, which is dishwasher
FOR SALE:
proof, and a similar one in melamine plastic, Boat Building Frame Supplies
unbreakable but probably not dishwasher
2 'i' Beams (wooden floor joists) 3.9m long £8.00
proof.

Slight distortion of image
here resulting from my
removing the time & date
from the photograph –Ed

2 'i' Beams 1.060m long £2.00
4 Castors loading 250kg each £8.00
Price for either type: £8, DCA Shop
50 zinc plated 100mm M8 Coach Bolts, nuts and washers £3.00
4 flooring angle brackets £2.00
6m biaxial glass fibre cloth 1300mm wide £48.00
NB: Two views of the same mug!
In Cheadle Hulme near Stockport. £60.00 for the lot
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Antony Sluce: aj.sluce@virginmedia.com Tel. 0161 485 7306
WESTRAy 16 FOR SALE (1994): Cruising / Camping Sailing Dinghy, the type seen in two articles
The
Dinghy
Cruising
Tales and
Advice from Sailing a Small Open Boat (1st Edition), by Roger Barnes,
in
the
last issue
ofCompanion:
Dinghy Cruising,
#233
President of the DCA

ROGER'S BOOK HAS rapidly achieved the
One owner. Ply /status
Epoxyofbuild.
Gunter
and small
Bermudan
a modern
sailing
classic.
illustratedrigs
The text covers:
Spray hood / tentthroughout
and full length
by CJ Marine.
with tent
inspirational
colourSleeps two.
Finding a good boat
Combi trailer. Cover
by CJ Marine.
Lots ofillustrations,
extras. Ready
sail.
photographs
and helpful
it to
shows
Fitting out for daysailing
just why small boats are the perfect passports
Boatcraft under engine and oar
£2750
to remote and
beautiful places.
Mooring and anchoring
Preparing for open water
John Kuyser: 02380
871 951. Johnkuyser@btinternet.com
Details: Published 13.03.2014 by Bloomsbury.
Out at sea
imprint: Adlard Coles
Coastal navigation
Beautiful colour illustrations and photographs
Dinghy homemaking
throughout.
Keeping comfortable and safe
Buy online from Bloomsbury:
http://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/the-dinghyDimensions: 234 X 156 mm.
cruising-companion-9781408179161/#sthash.
Paperback
256 pages
NLULaflB.dpuf
RRP: £15.99 Online price: £14.39

(Also sold by Amazon)

Paul Constantine's Practical Dinghy Cruiser (2nd edition) (Right)
& Practical Coastal Cruising: Serial Starship (Left)
Practical Dinghy Cruiser: where do you start? What to do? Many simple diagrams
of useful equipment and stories of lessons learned. Much of the content closely allied
to the DCA and all its works. Find it on Amazon.
Or go to www.moonshinepublications.co.uk and claim a DCA discount.
Paul has now published another book (left) that relates the story of circumnavigating
Britain, including Orkney and Shetland. First published in instalments in Multull
international, now available in book form.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Rally Reports

North West
Derwent Water, October 6th and 7th, Frank & Margaret Dearden
Attending:
Colin Bell
Brian and Kate McClellan
Antony Sluce
David Chatterley
John Sharpe
Tony and Mark Nield
Chris Jackson
David and Margaret Spensley
Simon Rippon
Chris Lavender
Mike and Anne Marie Harrington
David and John Bone
Richard Bargh
Margaret and Frank Dearden
Mike Hinsley
Lyn Bolger
Jayne and Colin Firth (Meal only)

Sea Hopper folding dinghy
Motor Cruiser
Highlander 12ft
13ft own design double-ended yawl
Suffolk Beach Punt
Leader
WW Potter
Scamp
Enterprise
Wayfarer
Wanderer
Cornish Coble
Ness Boat
Tideway
Ness Boat

Roger Blamire towed his
Wayfarer down from Scotland on
the Friday afternoon but sadly
tweaked his back so was unable to
sail – but well done for making the
effort!
John Sharpe launched on the
Friday afternoon and overnighted
in Myrtle Bay. The rain finally
stopped by lunchtime.
Saturday was a lovely day, cold
in the morning but sunshine after
lunch. A gentle F2 from the north.
12 boats pulled up on the beach in
Otterbield Bay.
20 people sat down for a meal
on the Saturday evening at the
Swinside Inn, which worked well
as we were able to remain in our
seats afterwards.
A very cold night followed –
hard for those sleeping on board.
Sunday saw a very different
day with winds up to F6 from the
south.
A few boats made it to the
south end of the lake, the majority
staying in the north, with early
recovery. Mike and Lyn had only
come for the day so a lot of driving
and little sailing but again, well
done for coming.
We had a capsize with the boat
and crew being recovered by
various DCA boats. No injuries but
some gear lost.
David Williamson, Marina
owner, did a great job taking care
of the engine from the capsized
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Magic Mirror
Katie Em
Fraoch
Iona
Michy Lou
Red Leader
Alityarna
Trinka
Kindly Light
Ben Gunn
Arion
Avocet
Bonxie
Grace
Badger 1

All photographs by Brian McClellan
John Sharpe and Colin Bell, with Michy Lou to the left and Katie Em on the right

(Below) Antony Sluce in Fraoch
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boat and would not take any payment, so
thank you David.
It was a good meeting despite the
Sunday weather. The crews who made it
to the south end of the lake on the Sunday
came back on a high.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Margaret and I have decided that after 20
years of running meets, usually two a year
at Coniston and then at Derwent Water, it
is time to let the younger generation take
over. We have enjoyed doing it but look
forward to taking a step back.
If anyone wants to volunteer please let
John Hughes know. F&MD
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Brian McClellan writes:
An excellent weekend. I have no idea
who is doing the report but I will tell you
that Sunday in particular, with a strong
southerly breeze and a choppy lake, was
quite exciting. Kate and I were glad to be in
a comfortable heavy motor cruiser. BMcL

(Above right) David Bone in Cornish Coble Avocet
(Above) David Chatterley in yawl Iona
(Right) Chris Jackson in WW Potter Alityarna
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Coniston Water ‘Softies’ Meet, November 3-4, Keith Muscott
Attending:
Keith MuscottH
David BoneH
Margaret Bone
Mike HinsleyH
Sarah Hinsley
Mike HarringtonH
Anne-Marie Harrington
Brian McClellan
Kath McClellan
Tony Nield H
Chris LavenderH
Frank Balassa
Bill Jones
Lucy Bate
Colin Firth
Jayne Firth
Andy Biggs
John SharpeH
Aidan WilliamsH
Jennifer Heney
John Griffiths
––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Those named above dined in The
Yewdale Inn on Saturday night)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Steffan LlwydH
H

A

Sailed on both days

ll week the Met Office
repeated that Friday would
be the last pleasant day before the
dying gasp of Hurricane Oscar
blew away the sunny period to
give us over 25 mph from the SW,
with 41 mph gusts at Coniston. I
particularly remember the 41mph
gusts, as I found it silly that they
should be so insistent on the extra
1 mph. Nevertheless, this precise
speed appeared in forecast after
forecast. Saturday would be the
gristly bit of old steak filling the
sandwich of the weekend, with
Friday as a lovely soft white
slice, and then a return of barely
tolerable conditions on Sunday –
let’s say a chewy layer ripped off
last week’s wholemeal loaf. With
seeds in. (And that’s quite enough
of that analogy.)
They were right about Friday.
Those who were attending,
organising and competing in
Coniston Speed Week were
ecstatic, as it marked the end of a
week of perfect weather, almost
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Suffolk Beach Punt
Winkle Brig

Michy Lou
Hope

Winkle Brig

Hope

Wayfarer

Ben Gunn

Inflatable

Salome

Owner/Skipper

Leader
Wayfarer
Wayfarer

Red Leader
Ben Gunn
Ben Gunn

Owner/Skipper
Owner/Skipper

Drascombe Dabber
Suffolk Beach Punt
Drascombe Dabber
Suffolk Beach punt
Suffolk Beach punt

Blue Tack
Michy Lou
Blue Tack
Michy Lou
Michy Lou

Drascombe Dabber

Dras Boot

Owner/Skipper

Owner/Skipper/Builder
Owner/Skipper

Owner/Skipper

(Unattributed photographs were taken by Keith Muscott)
unrivalled in their memories. I
attended it on Friday after walking
to the sailing club and seeing only
David Bone out on the water,
enjoying himself solo in Hope, his
lovely old Winkle Brig, so I came
away without shouting to him.
The soft, balmy day encouraged
the laid-back style of the lady
on the PA who was telling us

about the speed attempts, and
while I nodded off in the sun
someone shot up and down the
measured course on the lake with
an agonised banshee howl, and
she told us languidedly that he
had averaged 68.3 mph and had
therefore broken the national – no,
wait – the WORLD record. Had I
expected that, I would have paid
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The ‘crowd’ on the pontoon by the Bluebird Café on Friday, gathered to see the
speed trials. The mallards showed no interest at all in taking part at this point.

more attention. That speed was a
record for his boat’s class, of course,
whatever that was. A 41 mph gust
would equate to a whisker over
60% of the headwind he had just
generated, I mused. That would be
a heavy gust, all right.
Jennifer Heney arrived in
Coniston around 13.30 from
Edinburgh, hungry and sans boat,
as Jonathan Seagull’s gunwales
have split from the stem back a
short way, possibly due to the
stemhead fitting being secured
only through the wood of the
‘wales. She and I, and probably
John Griffiths, would be sailing in
Michy Lou. John Sharpe had said
that he would need us as extra
ballast anyway!
I parted company with the
speed boats in time to meet her in
the Yewdale Inn for a light lunch,
to be joined later by Frank and
Margaret Dearden, who were not
able to attend the rally but wished
to meet up before the winter break.
The four of us went off to the
Coniston Sailing Club, Friday afternoon

sailing club later to connect with
John, David and Tony Nield,
who were on the water in Tony’s
Leader and the Winkle Brig.
They were probably having the
most pleasantly relaxed sail
of the weekend as we arrived.
Arrangements
were
made
concerning boats and crews.

During Friday night I woke at
01.00 and stuck my arm out of the
window. A downpour, right on
time. The Met Office was having it
its own way.
We all met at the Bluebird
Café on Saturday morning soon
after ten o’clock. Oscar paused
to draw breath, ready to hit us
soon after we set out after a quick
drink and chat. David Bone had
Mike Hinsley and Tony Nield
as crew; Chris Lavender sailed
with Mike Harrington and Frank
Balassa. Andy Biggs arrived at the
beach with Aidan Williams in his
Dabber; Steffan Llwyd was solo

in his Dabber and had hitched it
to the pontoon until we all set off.
Brian motored round to the café
in his inflatable to greet us all,
but wisely retraced his course to
the Waterhead jetty in the face of
deteriorating conditions.
We sailed south down the
lake in the order in which we’d
started. All were reefed down,
but fluctuations in wind strength
meant that sail was made and
taken off at various times. John put
me on the helm of Michy Lou, and
at one point he took in another reef
and, thorough as ever, made sure
that everything was tucked away
neatly as the shoreline hurtled
towards us. When all was clear I
lost no time: ‘Readyabouttacking’.
(Above) Aidan with Blue Tack, Steffan
with Dras Boot in the background,
Wayfarer Ben Gunn to the right.
Photograph by Andy Biggs
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It had been two years since I’d
taken the helm on Michy Lou, and
it took me a while to get used to
her again, without dropping off
or pinching up. Fir Island was an
interminable time coming as we
hammered to windward, and we
took a prolonged beating from
wind and rain before we made the
lee side of the island and landed,
boats and crews dripping quietly
among the trees.
For once there was little
encouragement to stay chatting,
even though all were in good
spirits, so as soon as hot drinks
had chased down a bite or two,
we were off again – into far worse
conditions by now, but sailing off
the wind for the leg back.
However exciting the sailing, it

Ben Gunn seen from Blue Tack
Photograph: Andy Biggs

was imperative to lose no time.
The southwesterly was not
freezing cold, of course, but it
was very strong and most of us
were soaked. If a medal were
being awarded I’d present it to
Jennifer; she was chilled to the
bone but complained not at all,
and I don’t suppose the night
before at Coniston YH was a great
preparation for a day’s travail of
this sort.
There was no question of us
running directly before, so Michy
Lou was tacked downwind,
murdering great swathes of
distance on every leg. At one point
I spoke my thoughts aloud, ‘This
boat’s about to plane!’, to which
John replied that she probably was
doing; he could always tell by the
bubbles in her wake. (Michy Lous’s
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Part of a group of migrating amphibians about to blow bubbles and hop back on
to their mobile lily pads. (L-R) Jennifer, Mike, Keith, Andy & John. Aidan in Blue
Tack, behind. Leeward side of Fir Island.
Photograph: John Griffiths
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

hull form is that of
a big dinghy.) But
not the time to be
looking for bubbles
over the transom.
I didn’t hog the
helm, it was offered
out, but I think
even the thought of
swapping positions
during the trip
back was a thought
too far. The quietlooking water in the
photograph below
gives no indication at all of the
blasts driving us along. So yes,

I accepted that they were at least
41mph gusts – without demur.
Much earlier, they had counted
coup on Tony Nield, blowing him
flat in Red Leader when he got
caught on the wrong side of the
rig. A knock-down, not a capsize,
but the boat took on lots of water
and it is a credit to her design
(and to Tony) that she staggered
upright without capsizing fully
and turning turtle – something
to be avoided in this weather.
Thereafter he sailed in Hope.
The gusts fell away in front
of the Bluebird café, so that my
gentle approach to the beach,

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
I could be accused of lying down on the job, but it was the best way to keep an
eye on the sails and maintain the course...
Photograph: Jennifer Heney
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turning into the wind just off the
shingle, was done a little early, and
she started to drift quietly along it,
needing a couple of paddle strokes
to ground her. The shame of it.
Perhaps the most impressive
demonstration of natural power
on this rally was the vast increase
in water everywhere over twentyfour hours. The little Church Beck
that burbled alongside Lake Road
on Friday was now deep, ruckled
and fast-moving. The resident
flight of mallards that ekes out a
living while bobbing up and down
in front of the café always paddles
around as though they have been
fitted with governors by the NT to
keep them down to 2 knots for the
visitors. Now they were dropping
into the beck from its banks and
suddenly appearing on the lake
doing about 20 knots and looking
very surprised.
Behind the lake, this same
beck starts out being fed by two
tarns, Low Water and Levers
Water, where they are cupped
between Coniston Old Man and
Wetherlam. At the point where
Low Water Beck and Levers Water
Beck join to become just Levers
Water Beck, long before it becomes
Church Beck, there is a series
of spectacular waterfalls, which
had now become one huge white
scar on the mountainside, seen
clearly through the mist, as broad
as a motorway and looking as if
it should properly be tumbling
down the side of a Norwegian
fjord. This is what was finally
propelling the ducks.
Saturday night’s meal was a
great success, with a new chef and

Michy Lou (left) and Aidan standing in Blue Tack, taken by Andy Biggs
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

a new presence, Joanna, at ‘front of
house’. Even the vegetarian option
was delicious, apparently – always
a good sign. John Griffiths left for
home on The Wirral right after
the meal; he was taking part in a
shooting competition on Monday.
Jennifer Heney left for Edinburgh
early on Sunday morning.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
I saw three ships go sailing by, on Bonfire Night’s Eve in the morning – under full sail, a
nice change. (L-R): Michy Lou, Blue Tack, Hope.
Photograph by Lucy Bate

Red Leader and Ben Gunn on the café beach, taken by Aidan Williams
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So Sunday saw fewer people
on the water. The wind had
abated, though still blowing hard
occasionally, but the rain became
even heavier for a while. Tony
Nield embarked in Red Leader again
and alternated between reefed
sails and his trusty 1956 outboard
– not his new one, the 1958

model. Chris Lavender and Mike
Harrington were in Ben Gunn. Only
David Bone and Mike Hinsley were
in Hope so there was a reduction of
years’ experience on board from
Saturday’s 258 (including the
boat’s years) to a mere 182. Aidan
Williams and Steffan Llwyd were
in their Dabbers. I sailed with John
Sharpe again in Michy Lou, and he
passed the helm to me for the full
day, so once more I was in clover.
Bill Jones and Lucy Bate took a
lake launch and kept visual contact
for a while (see Lucy’s photograph).
On our way down the lake,
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Sunday’s fleet at Torver jetty: Ben Gunn, Red Leader, Blue Tack, Michy Lou, and
Hope behind, tied to the jetty. For the second day Steffan did not make the lunch
stop. Dras Boot can be seen in the distance in the photograph at the top of the
previous page. A great pity, as we missed the chat – but he probably wanted to
head back early to Bristol on Sunday.
Photograph: Mike Hinsley
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

John suggested that we should not
venture too far, as others had made
plans to leave early. Nevertheless,
we made progress in a good sailing
breeze and soon closed with Fir
Island again, then veered across the
lake to seek out Torver jetty.
What mainly sticks in my mind
from the trip south was a final
deluge from the Heavens, which
felt like having two or three oil
drums emptied directly over us.
It rained throughout the day, but
gradually became lighter.
After an hour’s refreshment and
light-hearted chat, we peeled away
from the shore and sailed back. The
wind fell to a fitful breeze, and then
we were caught up in a ghosting

competition with Hope. As we all
know, there is absolutely no racing
in the DCA unless there is more than
one boat on the water. It became all
very congenial suddenly and the
services of the outboard, unwanted
all weekend, were still not needed
when the breeze came alive and
took us back in good time.
I dined with Brian and Kate
McClellan very pleasantly in the
hotel that night and came home
on Monday morning, with bright
sunshine appearing over Anglesey.
Waterhead Hotel has changed
hands now, and big alterations
are planned. It will be out of
commission for our Spring rally on
Coniston, and will be a different

At last I was able to witness the much
celebrated cream teas ritual of Tony
Nield, here practised on the shore at
Torver. The large plastic drum in front of
him contains ample supplies of scones,
raspberry jam and cream. And as fast
as he made them, they were gratefully
hoovered up. The satisfied customer in
the background is Chris Lavender.
Photograph by Aidan Williams
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

place when it re-opens later in 2019.
In fact it has changed already.
There is now a sign at the start of
the little drive that takes you under
the sweet chestnut trees down to
the lakeside and the grassy boat
slip by the jetty. From here Arthur
Ransome was rowed over to the
Collingwood home by two sisters
and their cousin, the sisters being
the future mother and aunt of the
Altounyan children.
The drive is also a footpath for
passengers intending to board
the ferry, but it has been abused
recently by minibuses and cars
taking passengers down there
in the wet and cutting up the
exquisite lawns and gardens. So
the sign reads, No Vehicles Beyond
This Point, which marks the end of
launching our boats down there.
So many vivid memories of good
times in great company are focused
on this place, but I had the sense of
an ending when I left it, after taking
a few photographs. KM
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
The imperturbable skipper of Michy Lou
Photograph by Jennifer Heney
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South Coast
Daysail to Bosham and Dell Quay, October 7, Joe Murphy
Attended:
Jamie & Jude Scott
Len Wingfield
Liz Baker
Steve Bradwell
Chris Waite
Joe & Joy Murphy

F

Wayfarer
Gull
Cormorant
Enterprise
Own Design Lugger
Wanderer

urzefield Creek exists
to lure over-optimistic dinghy
sailors into an eternity of
entrapment among sandbanks,
underwater meadows and the kind
of stuff that should be avoided
unless equipped with a strong
paddle.
Still, it was a magnificent day for
a bit of creek-crawling before an
easy beat to Bosham and then Dell
Quay.
Heavy winds and rain had
forced a 24-hour delay for this,
the final daysail in the south coast
DCA summer programme. But the
overnight winds gusting at up to
40 knots blew themselves out at
around dawn, making way for a
warm Indian Summer morning of
sunshine and variable breezes that
softened in the afternoon.
Four boats launched at Itchenor
under reefed sails as it was still
gusty, while Liz and Chris set off
from lovely Cobnor. The plan was
to slip in and out of Furzefield – or
Furzey – Creek before high tide at
10.48.
Joy and I arrived first at the
entrance but held back after one
look at the confusing lines of withies
and some forbidding patches where
sea grass poked out of the shallows.
Jamie and Jude sailed in without
hesitation, followed by Chris who
clearly knew his way around the
shoal waters. They jilled around at
the top of the creek until 11.00 when
the heavenly plug was pulled and
the waters began receding. With a
fair breeze from the north, escape
was a matter of running southwest,
with no need to tack. Nevertheless,
Polly Wee’s rudder was raised
horizontal.
Liz joined the group and four
boats tacked up Bosham channel
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Josh
Tessa
Polly Wee
Dulcie

against the ebb, looking out for the
others. The fleet finally combined
later on Itchenor Reach and all six
boats raced towards Dell Quay in
the hope of getting a drink at the
Crown and Anchor before it dried
out. Steve, Chris and Jamie made
it with time to spare.
Len was in his new full-rig
Gull which has already gained
a reputation for showing a clean
pair of heels in light airs. Having
started under reefed mainsail
alone, he found the boat came alive
with the jib set and shook out the
reef in the last mile. He overtook
Dulcie briefly, triggering a frantic
unreefing on our part in order
to regain our place as the breeze
faded to almost nothing. Joy and
I anchored with the others, and
were grateful to Jude who brought
cold beers down to the beach. But
there was no time to linger as Dell
Quay was fast emptying.
It should have been a gentle run
home but the breeze died, leaving
us working hard to avoid moored

boats as the tide swept us past
Birdham and through the moorings.
A faint sea breeze headed us, but at
least it restored steerage way as we
careered past stationary yachts.
Liz sailed on past Itchenor to
East Head and camped for the night
at anchor, the spring tide being too
low to access Snowhill Creek. She
had a quiet night, with the added
benefit of not being woken by dog
walkers in the morning.
Two incidents worth logging:
There was a sad situation at Itchenor
where an ambulance was called to a
person who had collapsed near the
harbourmaster’s office. We did not
realise at the time that Len played
a key role in the drama, having
dialled 999 on behalf of the shocked
family or friends at the scene. He
then held his phone to the ear of a
first aider who was applying heart
massage (CPR) under instruction
while waiting for the paramedics.
Sadly, it seemed to have been
unsuccessful.
On a happier note, Liz saw an
otter twice, once on Sunday while
sailing, although at the time she
didn’t realise what it was, and
again on Monday when she saw
one swimming past Cobnor hard.
At first she thought it was a dog
swimming, but there were no dog
walkers in sight – and when it dived
it could only be an otter.
A grand day out, with plenty
of warm sun to make up for the
occasional lack of wind. JM

Joe Murphy, Jude Scott and the Crown & Anchor

(taken by Steve Bradwell)
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Charente Maritime Rally 2018, September 8 ~ 15, by Miles Dent
(Above) Watercolour by Matt Andrews: ‘Jean-Luc’s cabane at Port Paradis’

				

Taking part :

J

John Perry and Josephine Street
David and Niky Priestley
Gerald Turner and Mark Smith
Miles Dent and Jean
Matt Andrews and Tim Edmondson
Roger Barnes and Mary Dooley
Christian Nanjod

ohn & Josephine, and Mark & Gerald
arrived at Miles’s house on the Friday and camped
for the night in the garden. All three boats (Grey
Boat, Water Rat and Susie) set off for the coast soon
after 11.00 to arrive at the slipways at la Cayenne,
Marennes about 12.00. David and Niky were already
there, rigged and waiting for the tide (HW 16.55) and
we all managed to launch by half tide. Christian, who
lives in Marennes, and his wife Patricia were there
to help us and then ferry us back from the boatyard
where we parked all the cars and trailers.
Four boats set off with the flood for Port Paradis,
tacking up the Seudre estuary as far as the Chenal
de Pelard. Just as we reached the chenal I received a
message from Patricia that Matt and Tim had arrived
and were following us up the Seudre. Water Rat
‘lurked about’ in the Seudre while the other three
boats continued up to Port Paradis. After about an
hour Five Bob appeared and Water Rat was able to
lead her into the Chenal de Pelard and up to JeanLuc’s cabane at Port Paradis. Several people swam in
the creek – it had been a hot day. The usual camping
field was occupied by a herd of huge Charolais cattle
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Own design
Cornish Coble
Drascombe Dabber
Whisstock Cutter
Shilling
Ilur
Ness Yole

The Grey Boat
Valentine IV
Susie
The Water Rat
(3 days)
Five Bob
(2 days)
Avel Dro
Locum

so tents for David and Niky, and Gerald and Mark
had to be erected just outside the gate. We watched a
magnificent sunset with beer in hand and ate dinner
at a long table in the cabane as we got to know each
other. We all retired quite early as alarms were set for
05.00.
It was a beautiful starry night and still dark as we
started down the creek the next morning. We were
rewarded for our early start with a stunning sunrise.
Jean-Luc sailed with Miles for the day. The ebb took
us down the Seudre and under the La Tremblade
bridge into the Coureau d’Oléron. Turning north we
found the current against us but with enough wind
to take us over it and under the Ile d’Oléron bridge
towards the Brouage buoy. We anchored here for
lunch and to wait for our guide, Christian Nanjod,
who had agreed to come and lead us up the creek into
the ancient, fortified town of Brouage. After a short
time we noticed a brown sail approaching from the
west – Christian in his Ness Yole. He moored up with
us to wait for the tide. The two pennants on his boat,
in the photograph are PNCM – Patrimoine Navigant
en Charente Maritime – an umbrella organisation for
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Anchored at the Brouage Buoy for lunch (See text previous page and below)

all the smaller traditional sailing
groups in the area and SNSM
– Societé National de Sauveteurs
en Mer – the volunteer lifeboat
organisation in France.
Avel Dro with Roger and Mary
arrived just as we were about
to start, so seven boats sailed
carefully towards Brouage. The
channel through the vast expanse
of mudflats is long and winding,
marked by posts on the port
side. There are also thousands of
posts and withies marking the
huge areas of oyster beds – local
knowledge is very useful! Once
we entered the channel proper
the current was close to four
knots and most people rowed or
motored but Roger sailed on – a
demonstration of considerable
confidence and skill in this narrow
channel while being carried along

by a very strong current. Arriving
at the ‘port’ we were alarmed to
see a low bridge not 100 metres
away! Anchors were quickly
deployed or motors revved up
against the current. No serious
mishaps ensued. We realised, too
late, that the best time to leave the
Brouage buoy to enter this creek
would have been about half an
hour before high water not just
after half tide! Miles apologised
for not having done his research
more thoroughly – not realising
that on every tide this narrow
creek fills and empties a vast area
of saltmarsh behind the town,
causing the fierce currents.
There is no real port here so
boats were pulled up at high water
and allowed to dry out as the tide
receded. It was one of the biggest
tides of the year – even bigger the
Avel Dro arriving at the Brouage Buoy
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next day – so we were practically
on the road. Matt and Tim spent
an uncomfortable night with their
boat at about 30° from horizontal!
In the 16th and 17th centuries
Brouage was the biggest salt
farming and trading port in
Europe. It was first fortified in 1569
during the religious wars in France.
The fortifications were improved
by Cardinal Richelieu around 1640
and again in 1685. The barracks,
the powder store, the royal forge,
the food hall, the paved roads and
all the major external fortifications
are still in good condition today.
It is one of the best preserved
examples of a fortified town in
France. The port gradually silted
up during the 17th and 18th centuries
as the sea receded leaving Brouage
surrounded by salt marsh and
farmland instead of water.
Samuel de Champlain, explorer,
was born in Brouage in 1604 and
became an accomplished sailor
from a very young age. He made
numerous voyages, visiting Spain
before he was 20 years old and
then The West Indies and many
countries in South and Central
America. He is most famous
however as the ‘discoverer’ of
Canada and founder of Quebec.
We left early the next morning
after another beautiful starry night
and again watched a breathtaking
sunrise. There was no real plan
for the day except to be at the
port of Fouras Sud by about 1600.
In light winds some sailed to the
Ile d’Aix, others to Fort Enet or
Fouras plage but six boats arrived
at Fouras Sud soon after 1600. The
Scarlet Pimpernel that is Roger
disappeared as quickly as he had
arrived the previous day! (‘They
seek him here, they seek him
there. Those Frenchies seek him
everywhere.’) I think they would
have found him if they had sought
him in Rochefort.
We were welcomed into the port
by the Cercle Nautique de Fouras,
who generously gave us unlimited
access to their headquarters
including bar, showers and toilets;
even leaving us with the key
overnight and offering comfortable
bunks in some of their moored
boats.
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There was a reception at 19.30
with more drinks and delicious food,
including eperlans, plates of tiny
crispy fried fish similar to whitebait,
caught and cooked for us by one of
the members. They presented us
with one of their burgees – which
flew proudly on the Water Rat for
the rest of the week. Miles returned
a couple of weeks later to thank
them and present them with a
DCA burgee and a photograph of
the DCA group. We then enjoyed
dinner in a local restaurant and said
goodbye and thank you to Christian
and Patricia. They promised to be at
La Cayenne the following Saturday
to help us recover the boats.
Leaving next morning was in
daylight for a change (HW 06.35)
but with a 20 Nm route planned we
all started early. David Nutt joined
Water Rat as crew for two days.

Moored at Brouage – as the tide receded!

close to the bridge so care is
needed to get through.
Winds were light so it was a

Oyster and mussel beds everywhere

Sailing west out of the port as
far as Fort Enet, we turned north
between the Ile d’Aix and the
mainland heading for the Ile de Ré
bridge.
The Ile de Ré bridge is a most
impessive structure. Now thirty
years old, it replaced the ferries
that used to take up to an hour.
At nearly three kilometres it is the
second longest in France after the
Saint-Nazaire bridge over the Loire
estuary. It is forty-two metres high in
the middle and each of the twentyeight pillars is five and a half metres
in diameter. As you approach from
a distance in your puny little boat
and watch the tiny cars crawling
backwards and forwards like
insects it doesn’t seem so big but as
you get closer and eventually pass
underneath, the imposing scale of it
becomes apparent. The winds and
tides are always a little confused
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long day but we all made it with
some use of motors admittedly but
also an awful lot of rowing. Once
through the bridge, however, the
wind came in from the northwest
and we had a fine sail into La
Flotte bay. As usual the motorless
Grey Boat was first into port. La

Flotte is a beautiful little port and
town and traditional sailing boats
are always welcome. A section of
the visitors’ pontoon had been
reserved for us and Loic Sondag,
the young harbourmaster, was
there to welcome us with a
presentation bottle of Ile de Ré
pineau and a 50% reduction in port
fees. Dinner was again in a nearby
restaurant where we were berated
and abused by a bizarre waiter
(shades of Fawlty Towers). We
collected a tip but didn’t give it to
him! Miles used it to replenish the
communal beer cellar under Water
Rat’s floorboards!
Wednesday was a rest day in La
Flotte. Some people hired bikes,
others walked or shopped in the
local market and then cooked
lunch or dinner. Unfortunately
Gerald had a double stroke of bad
luck. One of his tent poles broke so
he was reduced to sleeping in his
boat under a tarp – but the weather

John & Josephine in The Grey Boat
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stayed fine for the rest of the week.
Then while cycling from La Flotte to
Ars en Ré he lost his wallet or it was
stolen. Luckily his bank cards were
in another wallet so he only lost his
driving licence and some cash.
On Thursday we left La Flotte by
about 10.00 heading for La Rochelle;
back along the north coast of the Ile
de Ré, past the Abbé Ru and the Fort
de la Prée and under the bridge. The
water was very low as we arrived
near the marina of Les Minimes (LW
14.05) but we managed to creep into
the Vieux Port between the famous
twin towers right in the middle of
La Rochelle. We found just enough
room for our five boats on the
visitors’ pontoon. There was time
for a bit of exploring and shopping
in the busy town centre.
Water Rat left for Port Neuf about
16.00 as we were expected for the
evening at the headquarters of
the ‘Voile et Aviron dans les Pertuis’
(La Rochelle sail and oar group,
of which Miles is a member). The
others followed a bit later, tacking
against a westerly wind, and we
were welcomed at Port Neuf by
VAP members.
Moorings had been arranged
on a nearby line of buoys so Water
Rat’s and Grey Boat’s inflatable
tenders were pressed into service
to get back to shore (HW19.44) and
for those sleeping aboard to get
back to their boats after dinner. Avel
Dro, with Roger and Mary, arrived
so that the President of the DCA
and the President of the VAP, Yves
Grosset-Grange, could meet.
Aperitifs and a five-course
Le Notre-Dame de la Clarté

The fleet of six DCA boats in the old port at Chateau d’Oléron

dinner followed at a trestle table set
up in the huge hangar that is used
jointly by five different sailing and
watersports groups in La Rochelle.
The lavish dinner consisted of
various appetisers, home made
patés and cold meats, a selection
of salads, barbecued meats, bread,
cheese and desserts. David and
Niky, Gerald, Mark and Miles all
slept on the floor in the hangar
and we all had use of the excellent
shower and toilet facilities.
In the morning Jean-Pierre (JP),
one of the VAP committee, arrived
with baguettes, croissants and pains
aux raisins for everyone and we all
breakfasted together in the hangar.
John and Josephine invited JP to
Cobnor week 2019 and he seemed
very keen to come and bring one
or two other VAP members. Miles
again visited a couple of weeks later
and presented them with a DCA
burgee and group photograph by
way of thanks.
We had another long sail planned
from Port Neuf to Chateau d’Oléron
Photograph by Jean-Pierre Bazard

but noticed during breakfast that
the light northerly wind was just
what was needed. The light wind
became lighter by midday but
everyone made good progress,
some ‘inside’ and some ‘outside’
the Ile d’Aix.
The weather was again hot and
sunny. For the whole week we had
blue skies, light winds and no rain.
By the time we got to the Ile d’Aix,
the wind strengthened from the
West and one or two boats took in
a reef. Between the Ile d’Aix and
Chateau d’Oléron there is a huge
area of oyster and mussel beds
and we took a variety of routes
through them but on a rising tide
there is little danger. Water Rat and
Valentine IV were first into port but
only because Grey Boat and Susie
had stopped for some shopping
on the Ile d’Aix and Five Bob had
deliberately taken a longer route.
Entering
port at Chateau
d’Oléron can be tricky but
we all managed to line up the
leading marks above the port and
Marennes church tower behind
us to thread our way through the
mud flats and oyster beds. The chef
du port, Sebastien Nouzille, had
moved Notre Dame de la Clarté, a
‘sloop-mytilicole’ from her normal
pontoon to clear a space for us
in the inner port next to the local
‘vieux gréements’ (old traditional
sailing fishing boats). We felt very
honoured!
See Wikipedia:
‘Le Notre-Dame de la Clarté est
un ancien sloop-mytilicole, construit
en 1955 au chantier naval Durand de
Marans’ – see photograph (left)
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Susie leaving Chateau d’Oléron

Like Brouage, Chateau d’Oléron
was originally a salt-farming
and trading centre but is now
dominated by oyster production.
The citadel is vast and impressive.
Cardinal Richelieu (him again)
started the work on the fortifications
in 16.30 after the wars of religion
had damaged the previous castle
but by the end of the century it had
been enlarged and improved by
Vauban, the most famous French
military architect, to complete a
line of defensive forts to protect the
important naval town of Rochefort
from the English.
Dinner in a local restaurant was
enjoyed by all but had a very ‘end
of term’ feel about it. At least one
Five Bob with Matt and Tim

member of the group is no longer
an oyster virgin!
Next morning, after a visit to
the famous Saturday market in
the town, five boats set off for
La Cayenne, our starting point a
week ago. Roger and Mary were
going in a different direction back
to their starting point north of La
Rochelle. A local, semi-professional
photographer had seen our boats in
the port and taken lots of pictures
there and was now waiting in the
outer port in a motor boat to record
our departure. We all received
photographs of our boats under
sail. The wind was helpful so we
were able to sail out of the port
and under the Ile d’Oléron bridge

and continue with the ebb as far as
the West cardinal in the Coureau
d’Oléron. Here we had the option
of waiting on the beach for the tide
to turn in our favour or continuing
against the ebb up to La Cayenne.
Five Bob made the right choice and
went to the beach; the rest of us had
a difficult time against wind and
tide getting up to La Cayenne and
then had to wait for two or three
hours before there was enough
water to recover the boats. The time
was not wasted as we were able to
unpack the boats and prepare them
for the road.
As promised, Christian and
Patricia were there to help us
and ferry us to the boatyard to
fetch our cars and trailers. After
farewells and exchanges of e-mail
addresses David and Niky left for
home. The others all came back to
Miles’s house for the night as crosschannel ferries were not booked
until Sunday at the earliest.
Apart from the sailing and
the wonderful weather, our
overwhelming memory of the week
is of the helpfulness, friendliness
and generosity of all the French
people we met. As a British club,
the welcome we received from
the harbourmasters, the CNF and
VAP members, Jean-Luc, Christian
and Patricia, other sailors in the
ports, interested passers-by and
photographers was unbelievable.
Miles Dent
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
David and Niky write:
‘Our magical sail to and from JeanLuc’s cabane at Port Paradis...’
Four boats launched at La
Cayenne around 13.00 on Saturday
8 September – Miles in Water Rat;
Mark and Gerald in Susie; John
and Jo in The Grey Boat and David
and Niky in Valentine IV. Matt and
Tim caught us up a little later in
Five Bob. A beautiful sunny day
saw us tacking hard up the Seudre
estuary until we turned off into an
insignificant little creek called the
Chenal de Pelard.
This is a truly delightful little
channel with vast areas of salt
marsh and oyster lagoons either
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The Water Rat and Valentine IV leaving Chateau d’Oléron

side. The wind suddenly died
and a light breeze came in from
the west so we were able to run
slowly up the whole stretch to
Port Paradis, taking in the small
gatherings of egrets, herons and
other water fowl. We sailed on
for about three miles into the late
afternoon, arriving at the remote
cabane of Miles’s friend Jean-Luc
a little before sunset. Jean-Luc and
some of his friends helped with
mooring and when we had got
our tents sorted out we enjoyed a
wonderful evening eating together
and getting to know each other in
the cabane.
Jean-Luc really was a most
generous and helpful host – the
main course jointly provided by
him and Miles (exquisitely named
‘wateratatouille’) was superb!
Miles slept in the cabane; John
and Jo on board, as did Matt and
Tim, while Mark, Gerald, Niky
and I camped next to the cabane.
Perfect except for several cows
who decided to camp in the field
next to us, just the other side of the
gate and who spent the entire night

dreaming loudly! Niky spent much
of the night digging me in the ribs,
having decided that it was me not
the cows, making the racket!
The next morning we cast off
before sunrise and retraced our
route back down the creek and
again were able to sail slowly down
watching a spectacular sunrise
behind us. Our little fleet made
a wonderful sight coming down
this beautiful stretch of water and
back out onto the Seudre estuary.
For Niky and me, given that we
normally sail out of La Rochelle,
which is always very busy, this was
truly magical! Our fond memories
of this first leg of the week include
the kindness of Jean-Luc and his
friends – a theme which was to
be repeated several times along
our route as we met various
extraordinarily kind people and
clubs. D&N P
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Gerald Turner writes:
‘The most challenging part of the
trip was sailing into Brouage...’

We anchored at the mouth of
the creek to Brouage to await the
tide to enter. At least one boat was
scudding about the anchorage,
caused by the conflicting effects
of wind and tide. When we did
go in there was a strong flood
under us pushing us along. The
creek was very narrow giving
little room for manoeuvre. Due
to a misunderstanding with our
guiding pilot the crew of Susie
managed to get their bowsprit
stuck in the muddy bank – so
began a battle to get it out before
it broke or we were rammed by
another boat.
On arrival at the beaching
point more ‘fun’ ensued! A bridge
across the creek effectively blocked
it with no room to turn. With the
strong flood carrying us along it
was very difficult trying to stop
under control. There was chaos for
a few minutes as dragging anchors
got fouled with other anchors.
Several boats bumped, entangling
bowsprits, bumpkins and oars.
Rowing against the stream was
almost impossible: as soon as
you dipped an oar you would be
pushed to the bank, ferry gliding.
With a steep muddy bank we
could not moor effectively; in fact
we beached the boats on the road
such was the height of the tide. On
reflection, we should have come in
much later, just before high water –
we would have had an easier time
of it. GT
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(Below) The same early morning sun finds The Water Rat
Leaving Port Paradis at sunrise on Sunday
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photograph: Mark Smith
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Lough Erne 2018

Photograph: in Truant with Paris Island
on the starboard bow (Keith Muscott)

June 28th ~ July 16th , Keith Muscott
Attended:

(Total attenders: 39 sailors in 24 sailboats, plus one inflatable canoe)

Keith Muscott
Mark Tingley
Jennifer Heney
Leonie Griffin
Janice Kerrisk
Frank Dearden
Margaret Dearden
Roger Blamire
Bob Tarn
Kath Hall
Nigel Hall
Anne Rushton
Andy Rushton
Eleanor Mehew
Bob Mehew
Chris Sugden
Celia Sugden
Peter Sugden
Malcolm McDougall
Richard Courts
Angela Allen
Paul Smith
Patrick Brown
Andrew Glaister
Gerald Turner
Mark Smith

Mirror 16
Truant
19’ 6” Astus Trimaran Cerebelleaux
Falmouth Bass Boat
Jonathan Seagull
“
“
“
“
“
“
Tideway
Grace
“
“
“ “
Wayfarer
Susannah
“
“
“
“
GP14
Dolly Blue
“ “
“
“
GP14 (& canoe) The Boat With No Name
“ “ “ “
GP14 & others
Dolly Blue
“ “
“
“
“
Deben Lugger
innominate
“ “
“ “
“ “ “
in various boats
Tideway
Tournesol
Tideway #15
Skuna
“
“
“ “
Skipper 17
Koru
Houdini
The Mary Cliff
Campion Canoe Yawl Delilah
Drascombe Dabber
Susie
“
“
“
“ “

26 crew in 14 dinghies and 1 trimaran
plus 1 Gumotex Palava inflatable canoe (the Rushtons)
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–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

First wave, as from June 28th:

Second wave, as from July13th:
Irish Drascombe Association rally timed to
coincide with our last weekend:
Jack O’KeeffeH
John WhiteH
Brian Potts
David Camlin
Trevor Williams
Joyce Williams
David Bruce
David Harshaw
Daphne Harshaw
Pat O’Leary
Rupert Westrup
Chris Westrup
Darina Tully §
H

Coaster
Longboat
Lugger
Coaster
Lugger
“ “
Lugger
Lugger
“ “
Dabber
Lugger
“ “

Tyboat
Lady Sheela
Petrel
Delta
Second Wind
“ “ “ “
Saol
innominate
“
“
Úna Óg
Pippin
“ “

Also members of the DCA

§

Darina has a Dabber but did not
bring it: she sailed with John White
13 crew in 9 Drascombes

LEYC

We all want to thank Tom
Bailey, his fellow club
officers, the staff and the
members of Lough Erne
Yacht Club for their generous
support and patience, which
ensured that this meeting
was a resounding success
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Boa Island

Letterkeen
12.
20.

14.

11.

Kesh

13.

15.

Broad Lough

Castle Caldwell Forest

16.
Cliffs of Magho (viewpoints)

Lower Lough Erne

1. Devenish Island
2. Paris Island Big (with Paris Island Little south of it)
3. Inishmacsaint
4. Rossclare Bay & Horse Island
5. Killadeas Bay & Hay Island
6. Trory Bay
7. Trory Jetty
8. Enniskillen Airport (St Angelo)
9. Inish Davar
10. White Island
11. Muckross Bay
12. Edgewater marina
13. Cruninish Island
14. Lusty Beg Island
15. Lusty More Island
16. Duff Point
17. Heron Island
18. Bess Island
19. Rossigh Jetty
20. Portinode Bridge (Boa Island)
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To give some idea of scale:
Boa Island is exactly 7.5 kilometres (4.66 miles)
from root of Portinode Bridge to tip of island
(east to west down centre of island)
Sketch map is aligned North
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Navigation made simple
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Enniskillen

A

s we talked online
to plan this second DCA
rally at Lough Erne one
member who had attended in 2017
was following the discussion, so I
asked if a second visit was likely.
No, there were a couple of other
meetings to be be enjoyed in early
July and apart from that, everyone
knew that Northern Ireland
was cursed with wet weather,
so as we’d enjoyed reasonable
conditions in 2017 this year’s visit
would undoubtedly be a washout.
Ach, weel...

During the crossing to Dublin I quoted
a newspaper item to Mark Tingley, which
gave credit for the highest July temperature
in Ireland to County Fermanagh, home of
Lough Erne. It was likely that the county
would break its own record that very
afternoon, on June 28th, 2018. And so it
did, but only by a third of a degree, which
is insufficient for the record books to be
changed.
The astonishing weather mostly lasted
the full duration of the rally, except for the
last couple of days when rain and wind
set in, and it went a long way towards
confirming it for me as one of the all-time
great DCA meetings. On that first day Mark
and I told each other that we would put the
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

boats on the water as soon
as we arrived, perhaps even
before erecting the tents,
but we found that there was
no breeze at Lough Erne
Yacht Club and the sun beat
down out of a steely sky.
I had carried the big
Mirror’s mast on my roof
rack. It was newly finished
in glossy black International
Perfection. When I tried
to lift it off, it burned my
hands. A couple of spun
aluminium 1-litre water
bottles, black anodised, had
been lying in the back of the
car, and provided hot water
when I drank from one to
slake my thirst. We had
few other calms after that
first day, except for Friday
13th, and they were usually
close inshore or between
the islands in their wind
–––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Left) Gerald Turner,
Mark Smith, Leonie Griffin,
Janice Kerrisk

(Below) Back row, standing, left to right: Roger Blamire, Frank Dearden, Peter Sugden, Malcolm
McDougall, Richard Courts, Bob Mehew, Bob Tarn, Paul Smith.
Middle row, standing, left to right: Chris Sugden, Celia Sugden, Angela Allen, Andrew Glaister.
Front row seated, left to right: Margaret Dearden, Keith Muscott (in gardening sweater),
Jennifer Heney, Eleanor Mehew. (Photograph taken by Mark Tingley)
Jennifer’s Bass Boat Jonathan Seagull is seen behind on the left, Mirror16 Truant to the right

~ The First Wave ~

(Above)
Mark Tingley,
Kath Hall, Anne Rushton
(with Eleanor Mehew),
Gerald Turner
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Missing from this page of first-wavers are Patrick Brown, Nigel Hall and Andy Rushton
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shadow, but we continued to have
the sun, so protection was always
needed on and off the water.
I’m getting ahead of myself.
There had been a long run of
brilliant weather in June too, and
that had enabled me to work
outside on the Mirror 16, which
had come to me through a set of
amazing circumstances that you
will hear about another time.
Maggie, the widow of the man
who had built her, asked when
my next major rally was, and then
made me promise I would have the
boat ready to take to Lough Erne. I
brought it home on a new trailer as
a sort of kit, with a sound hull but
all the fittings in carrier bags. And
then there were were a couple of
big jobs that needed doing which I
hadn’t anticipated.
The night before I left at 07.00hrs
for the STENA ferry, I was still
fitting new sheaves in the mast,
then raising it for the first time
and checking that the new shrouds
fitted as darkness fell, to the
consternation of my neighbours,
who had been listening to the
whine of cordless tools for weeks.
I rose at 05.00 and spent an hour
putting my personal kit together.
There were a few small jobs left
to do on the boat, so in the back of
the car the percentage of tools and
boat gear to personal kit was about
80:20. Well, say 90:10.
On my way out I grabbed an
old washed-out gardening sweater
that was airing in the conservatory,

Aerial shot of Lough Erne Yacht Club, taken before the new floating jetty was built
by the slipway in front of the hangar, see DC237, p31. This proved to be a boon

From left to right: there are 11 static
caravans owned by members of the
club, for which there is a waiting list.
The hammerhead pontoon directly
in front of the clubhouse was used
by DCA boats and others. The small
rectangular plot to the right of the
clubhouse is the camping area, about
40 yards square, but it was surprising
how it took us all comfortably.
The bright blue structures to the right
of the camping green are shipping
containers that form the smart RNLI
station for Lower Lough Erne. Most
of our cars and trailers were parked
between them and the WWII hangar

and it became immortalised in the
rally photographs when I should
have thrown it out long ago.
Mark decided to take the same

with big green doors, which houses
a lot of Club dinghies with their
masts up! (Now big blue doors..)
The wooded hill behind the club
area is fenced off. Roofless buildings
hidden by the trees were once the
admin block and quarters for the
men of the Operational Training
Unit and maintenance area (194145) in support of Castle Archdale,
the flying boat operations base north
of here up the lough, a front line
postion in the Battle of the Atlantic.
The wood on the hill is also the
home of the Wee Black Beast of
Killadeas – see main text.

ferries, to make the most of his
time in Ireland, but they did not
suit him very well: 08:55 going,
and then arriving in Holyhead
a minute after midnight on our
return. (I live within half an hour’s
drive of the harbour.) Nevertheless,
he was about five ahead of me in
the queue when I got there, having
used a Truck Stop as an economical
and convenient overnight bivouac.
The first weekend was a glorious
start to this rally. We were joined
first by Roger Blamire, a little later
on the same day we arrived, and
then by his crew Bob Tarn next
day, Friday June 29, when they
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Two wartime Catalinas fly over
Killadeas, the locality of the modern
Yacht Club, below. The familiar central
string of islands points the way SSE to
the route into Enniskillen, seen in the
distance just under the leading aircraft
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Mark prepares Cerebelleaux before we set out for Inishmacsaint

had a shake-down sail around the
immediate islands.
Chris and Celia Sugden also
arrived on the same day at 20.00,
by way of Cairnryan and Belfast.
They had recently returned from
Normandy and had just taken
possession of their Deben Lugger,
as yet unnamed, from Anglia
Yachts.
I shook hands with Chris but
kept my distance when I noticed
that the tops of his bare feet were
covered in a perfectly circular
brown rash, like polka dots.
Perthaps a resurgence of the Black
Death had come to Stirling?
When he slipped his footwear
back on I realised he had been
sunburned through the holes in
the top of his Crocs – this man must
tan faster than a new contestant on
‘Strictly...’
Next day the Deben Lugger was
launched for the first time and
sailed around the bay ‘to see which
ropes did what.’ (his words).
As the weekend got under way,
we put a very serviceable little
fleet together and set off up the
lough in loose convoy formation.
Very loose. Jennifer Heney had
arrived on the 29th and launched
her Bass Boat on Saturday 30th,
joining the Wayfarer, the trimaran
(containing me as well as Mark)
and the Deben Lugger. We sailed
up to Inishmacsaint and visited
the ancient chapel. Most of the
group lunched using the picnic
furniture placed just outside
the gate. The previous day I’d
worked on the Mirror on the
dusty concrete hardstanding in
the relentless sun and finally came
close to sunstroke, so I returned
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from the chapel to sit in the shade
of the trimaran’s cuddy and drink
water.

Inishmacsaint

as we approached a fisherman
anchored in an old Shetland 535.
I thought we’d frightened him
when he dropped his rod in the
boat, hauled in the anchor, fired up
the motor, and sped upwind. But
no, he anchored again far enough
away to give himself plenty of
time, then rooted out his camera
and fired off shots as we creamed
past! We waved our thanks.
The plan was to sail around
Devenish Island and back into
the main fairway to return to the
Club without stopping. The reedy
opening between two buoys into
the backwaters behind the island
was constricted and demanded a

‘...A broken chancel with a broken cross...’

Thankfully I recovered quickly
once we were moving in the
breeze, and we returned so fast
that we decided to prolong the
trip by slipping past Gublusk Bay
and the Club, and continuing to
Devenish Island. The Wayfarer
had sailed a liitle further north.
We caught a good breeze at
one point and started to fly a hull

lot of short-tacking before the
trimaran got through. (See below,
far left) This gave the Deben
Lugger, the only other DCA boat
in sight, time to catch up, which
was the first sign I noted that it
had an excellent turn of speed for
such a traditional hull form.
I was about to write that Sunday
July 1st was another beautiful

Back of Devenish Island, with the round tower showing above the low hill
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day, but my eye has just caught
Bob Tarn’s entry in the rally log
book, which mentions that it was
overcast and windy, with short
steep waves that made for a wet
experience in the Wayfarer.
Turning to Mark’s entry, I was
reminded that this was the day
when the mainsail block detached
itself from its anchor, so, ‘...
mainsail down, sail away under
jib. Forgot mainsail down and
puzzled why we couldn’t tack.
Raised mainsail. Jib furling line
breaks. Motored up to pontoon
on White Island.’ Which was the
First call on July 1st: Tully Castle
only arrival or departure made
he might have to leave and attend Despite this, most of us enjoyed
in the big trimaran under motor
to work – as he did when he this longer day away from base,
during the whole rally.
visited Belfast on the Wednesday. with Jennifer Heney’s comment
And yes, all that stuff did
Paul was to establish himself as being typical: ‘Back to LEYC in a
happen, but it was still a great day.
a popular and very supportive brisk breeze, the Falmouth Bass
I had suggested that we should
member of the group, whose Boat handled the conditions well.’
visit the strange statuary on White
contribution and company were
Mark designated Monday July
Island that has been built into a
highly valued by everybody.
2nd as ‘make and mend day’, to
ruined chapel wall to give it the
The Tully Castle visit was attend to a loose rudder pivot bolt,
appearance of a row of caryatids.
fine, but White Island had too clean the outboard’s carburettor,
Others wanted to see Tully Castle,
many large motor cruisers on the double up the trampoline lashings
the dourly impressive plantation
pontoon for comfort. A busy place. which were beginning to fray,
house, so Tully first, then across to
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
White Island, with the possibility
of slipping into Castle Archdale if
time allowed, which it did for the
Wayfarer crew.
Joining us on this day was Paul
Smith, who lives in Northern
Ireland, and had moved his
Skipper 17 Koru from Carlingford
Lough to Erne the day before, with
the intention of keeping her there
until the following Sunday.
My idea of staying for two
weeks and encouraging others
to come and go as they wished
worked very well for Paul, who
is self-employed and could not
Leaving Tully Castle : Susannah, Deben Lugger, Jonathan Seagull, Koru
forecast with any certainty when
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
and replace the shackle on the
The statues on White Island: three pairs of caryatids and atlases of different
mainsheet block. This suited me,
heights that may once have supported a pulpit, and a grinning naked female
as it gave me a final day of odd
figure with her hands resting on her thighs – a mischievous ‘Sheela na Gig’
jobs on the Mirror, such as fitting
fairleads for the Genoa brailing
line and adding shock-cord to
the downhauls of the centreboard
and rudder, with the intention of
sailing Truant as from the next day.
The breeze moderated and
Monday became hot and sunny,
so the Wayfarer, the Skipper
17 with two extra on board
(Bob and Eleanor Mehew), the
Deben Lugger, a Tideway, and
the Falmouth Bass Boat visited
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Enniskillen by way of a quick sightseeing stop on Devenish
Island to take photographs.
This was the last day of three for Leonie and Janice as
crew on Jonathan Seagull. They were due back at home.
The Enniskillen trip was a fine way to round off their visit
to Lower Lough Erne, though, and everyone appreciated
greatly their contribution to the spirit of the rally. They
were very much missed after they left on Tuesday July 3rd.
Richard Courts and Angela Allen arrived on the same
day, pitched their well-appointed tent and launched Skuna,
Tideway #15. They immediately grasped the potential of
the Lough, judging it by its beauty and its sheer size. Their
friend Malcolm McDougall, sailing Tideway Tournesol, had
been established on site as from late morning on July 1st,
and had visited Enniskillen, displaying impressive speed
and skill in the little boat when beating into the breeze.
I finished the minor jobs on Truant and launched on
Friday 3rd, a day which gave us balmy breezes and blue
skies. I caught up with Frank and Margaret Deardon and
Jennifer Heney in her Bass Boat, but then excused myself
as I had a momentary conviction that my boat was sinking.
I spun round and headed back for a hundred yards before
finding a patch of ruckled water to sail through, as that had
coincided with the ingress of water. Sure enough, up welled
a small fountain through the centreboard case as I sped Mooring Jonathan Seagull on Devenish Island: joining
the other boats heading for Enniskillen on July 2nd
through. I’d forgotten all about the
need to fit slot gasket. I removed
the hatch cover from the outside of
the transom and let it all drain out,
then sheeted in and found the Bass
Boat again.
Meanwhile, Mark had sailed
solo down to Devenish, but felt
impelled to stop for a swim at
Ardy Beg, the promontory by
St Angelo, the original name of
Enniskillen Airport. He left there
at 13.30 and arrived at Devenish
Island in mid-afternoon, landed to
photograph the ruins, then headed
back to LEYC.
Bob and Roger in Susannah took
a short sail south to the golf course
(Anne Rushton)
on the west side of the lough and Janice Kerrisk and Leonie Griffin on the new jetty at LEYC
then enjoyed a pleasant walk
photography trips around such as
cruise with the group from July
around it.
Devenish Island and Carrickreagh
It was left to Chris Sugden to 7th–14th and Kath had left her GP
viewpoint, and then they made
uphold the honour of the DCA Dolly Blue at the club on June 30th
for
Bob
and
Eleanor
Mehew
to
sail.
their way to White Island, then
on this day, and he pushed north
Inishmacsaint and Rossigh jetty,
I
was
a
little
concerned
when
they
to Castle Archdale to sample the
told
me
that
they
had
very
little
finally rowing to Inish Davar in
delights of the fleshpots of Egypt,
dinghy
experience,
but
they
did
a failing beeze. This last sail was
covering 13.5 nm in 4hrs 27min,
completed by GP The Boat With No
the
right
thing
and
stayed
around
average speed 3 knots. And
Dublusk
Bay,
keeping
an
eye
on
Name on July 12th.
arriving at 17.10, just ten minutes
The RNLI boys and girls had
the
RNLI
station
as
I
suggested,
after the café closed at 17.00hrs.
until
a
breakthrough
was
reached
a
barbecue
at the station on the
The light winds encouraged
evening of July 3rd, probably to
Paul Smith to stay in the locality on July 3rd when they confidently
celebrate a birthday. As my tent
and enjoy himself flying a sailed around Paris Island and
was within burger-throwing range
spinnaker on his Skipper 17 Koru. Long Island. By the time the rest of
their
GP
group
arrived
they
were
of their fence I went over to chat
His entry in the log: ‘Great fun
and salivate.
ready
for
anything.
Well,
almost.
again!’
By
the
10th
of
July
the
GPs
had
all
I was just about to suggest that
Kath & Nigel Hall and Anne
they
had no business hanging
taken
in
the
usual
sight-seeing
and
& Andy Rushton had decided to
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around there eating and
drinking while there might
be poor souls offshore
drowning in the mirrorcalm water, just praying for
the RNLI to go out and look
for them while I kept an
eye on the barbecue, when
I suddenly noticed one of
my fenders hanging on the
inside of their wire. I hadn’t
been able to find it earlier in
the day in the water around
the pontoons.
I had been entering
my berth when Michael
Clarke, ‘The Admiral’, had
appeared suddenly and
offered to take my line. A sudden
gust came and the Mirror surged
forward as he bent towards us.
I yanked the tiller up and not for
the first time was grateful for
the big sixteen’s dancer’s ability
to turn in her own length. She
spun round in a gybe, curtsied
gracefully, dropped her mast tip
towards the water, righted herself,
shook her sail like a wet dog, and
trickled quietly up to Michael as I
wordlessly offered him my warp
and he brought his eyebrows back
over the top of his head. ‘Fun and
games?’ said Paul Smith from his
Skipper 17 on the other side of
the pontoon. At some point in the
manoeuvre she had flipped a loose
fender over the side.
‘I see you found my fender,’
I said to them at the barbecue.

Jennifer’s first sail in a trimaran

The boot was now on the other
foot. What boat name is written
on it? What kind of boat is she?
What colour? Whereabouts in the
marina? It finally came sailing over
the wire to me and I went off to
make myself a bacon sandwich.
On July 4th those who were
prepared to go to any lengths in
search of ice cream sortied down to
Enniskillen again. Chris and Celia
Sugden sailed down to the lock
with Jennifer Heney on board, and
picked up Mark who completed
the trip into town sans trimaran,
understandably. Jennifer crewed in
the trimaran on the way back.
Four boats decided that July 4th
was a day to spread their wings. I
asked Malcolm what his intentions
were and he said ‘North...I’m

heading north...’, with a faraway
look in his eye. Richard and Angela
started fairly early, too: ‘Set sail at
10.40 in slight easterly breeze in
company with Malcolm McDougal
in Tournesol, another Tideway..’ her
log entry begins. It was soon after
when I decided to ‘head north’
myself.
After the previous day I felt that
18 years of not sailing a Mirror
16 were slipping away and it was
beginning to feel familiar once
more. I put two litre bottles of
water and my jacket in the lockers,
zipped on my buoyancy aid and
cast off.
For miles I didn’t see anyone.
The wind conditions varied a
little, but the sun continued to
beat down. Twice I was becalmed

Truant in her berth at LEYC. The patch over her starboard bow covers the hole where a spinnaker chute once exited
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between islands, burning up and
drinking water. On the second
occasion, a RNLI jetski and the
RIB lifeboat hurtled past me, and
they waved and cheered as they
went; there was no emergency, I
discovered later, it was an exercise.
The breeze returned and I
quickly put Tully Castle abaft
and slipped around the corner to
drift into a calm off Heron Island,
Holme Bay and then Duff Point. I
had been carried here by a helpful
easterly, then dumped.
A change to a northerly was
forecast, but I knew that I had to
be certain of a fair wind before
making further plans – I hadn’t yet
made rowlocks for the boat, and
the paddle, big as it is, would be
useless for covering any distance.
The Broad Lough was now flat
calm and I was staring across it
over its greatest width, diagonally
to Muckross Bay and Kesh (Nos.
16–11 on the sketch map.) It would
be exciting to cross it, but to
risk being left wallowing in the
middle...conditions on the Broad
Lough are notorious for changing
fast and throwing up a steep chop.
Then within seconds the
northerly blew in, the surface
became restless and corrugated,
the waves built and sparkled in the

Malcolm McDougall and his Tideway, Tournesol

sun, the odd white top appeared,
and the invisible presence perched
by my right ear whispered, ’Go for
it! ‘
So we did. Course 045°M.
As I crossed over I simply
couldn’t believe there was no
other sailboat in sight. A couple
of dumpy motor cruisers crawled
along a distant shoreline, but I had
this vast area of water to myself.
At one point I slackened the sheets
right off, put the helm down and
held it there with a bungee, and
made a dash for my
jacket and another
water bottle. When I
returned to the tiller
we were on a broad
reach doing about 5
knots. Note to self:
heave-to
properly
next time.
There
was
an
easy mark for me
to aim for, north of
Muckross Bay. On the
hillside above there is
a rash of white cabins,
apparently
above
Edgewater Bay, which
was hard to miss in
the bright sunlight.
Although
the
Broad Lough looked
vast and featureless,
I knew there were
things to look out
–––––––––––––––––––––
Left) Richard Courts and
Tideway#15, Skuna
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for. Soon after passing over the
deepest point (62 metres), The
Spike and Troublesome Rocks lay
to starboard. Then on either side of
my track were Gravel Ridge Island
and Gravel Ridge. Guarding the
SW approach to Kesh were Water
Horse, Black Rock, Scattered Rocks
and Horse Island. Despite the
hostile names, most of these were
provided with the usual red and
white navigation markers, but not
for the first time the thought struck
me that youngsters need look no
further for a handful of piratical
names to adorn their own Treasure
Island maps than a chart of Lower
Lough Erne!
A white sail appeared around
a distant corner, which was
probably Cruninish Island. It was
impossible to judge the size of
boat at that distance. I adjusted my
course to bring our tracks closer. It
was now after 15.00, the sun was
very bright but declining, and the
northerly wind had polished the
atmosphere, but I squinted and
eventually guessed it was a dinghy.
We were both travelling quickly,
so we closed really fast. Two crew,
wearing sunglasses and well lagged
with clothing, suddenly passed
me, then they were in my wake
and trying to close. Just trying to
close, or was this suddenly a race?
They were hiking out energetically
– a bit of a race, then; I sheeted
in, threw my weight out over the
gunwale, and off we went. But then
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there was a shout and a laugh, and
when I looked round they were back
on the reciprocal course waving their
hands in negation, and were off.
Was that Roger’s Wayfarer, came the
immediate thought, but they were
out of easy hailing distance already.
Yes, it was, I discovered later, but I
hadn’t known they were going north
beforehand. And yes, they had only
wanted to chat! I believe they were
returning from a meal on Lusty Beg.
As I closed with Muckross Point
at 15.30 I saw a sight to gladden
the heart. First one, then two little
dinghies appeared around the
point. They must have a small
sailing club based on the Lakeland
Marina, I thought, so LEYC is not
the only place with a dinghy fleet.
Once more I closed steadily, finally
recognising them as two Tideways,
the second one being the venerable
and unmistakable TW Number 15 of
Richard Courts.
In all the vast acreage of the Broad
Lough, on a sunny day with a steady,
slowly stiffening breeze, the only
boats out there sailing were four
DCA cruising dinghies of 12–16ft!
Returning, we stayed fairly close
with about 200 yards between us
until I pushed back across the full
width of the Lough, following my
outward track, while they followed
the coast around Castle Archdale
and then back to the club. I explored
a couple of interesting inlets on the
coast by Holme Bay and Heron
Island, after I’d got back to Duff
Point, then I left the upper regions
and met with Richard and Angela
en route – Malcolm was a couple
of cables’ lengths ahead down the
lough. We got back to the club at
17.40. I had been sailing for almost
seven hours, and despite drinking
two litres of water had never felt the
need for a ‘comfort stop’. Such was
the rate of dehydration that day.
Andrew Glaister arrived on the
4th (see middle right), towing Delilah,
his 17ft version of a Tom Dunderdale
double-ender, the original of which
must have been, I think, the 15ft
Circe (inset, right).
See:
http://www.campionboats.co.uk/

Summer 2018

(Top) Mark brings Cerebelleaux, his Astus trimaran, into
LEYC Marina (Anne Rushton)
(Middle) Andrew Glaister preparing his 17ft yawl on July 4th
(Bottom) Internal shot of Delilah, showing how the bigger
version offers a more spacious interior, as well as transforming
it into a serious seaboat. Tied up to the new jetty.
(Right) Thumbnail drawing of 15ft CIRCE from Campion
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Andrew stayed for five nights
and followed his own itinerary
around the lough in that time,
sociable and good-humoured
throughout, on the water and off
it. After he left, he spent some
time investigating other places in
Ireland before catching the ferry
home to Pembrokeshire. He was
most struck by Lough Corrib (see
his letter, p 9 )
Most people had a quiet day on
July 5th, as there was little wind.
The evening more than made up
for this. It was time for the first
wave to mark their stay with a
sociable night out, so we ate at a
new restaurant in Lisnarick, only
three or four miles from the Yacht
Club – ‘Tullana on the Green’:
good food, big choice, not overpriced, relaxed ambience, and the
Guinness was splendid.

Patrick Brown, whose Houdini
The Mary Cliff you read about in
the last issue, was on the pontoon
with us from July 6th to the last
weekend, and like Andrew, his
presence on the Lough became
ubiquitous.

On the 6th and 7th, Angela and
Richard set out to explore again,
and discovered a hidden truth
about the Lough. After leaving
the marina and rounding the
corner of long Gublusk Point to
head north, then moving inshore
towards the big Manor Hotel in
Killadeas Bay then Rossclare Bay,
both almost enclosed by Horse
Island and Hay Island, you have
‘enough coves and inlets to fill a
few days’ sailing’; and almost the
same picture emerges as you carry
on north to Rossinnan Bay, Finn
Mac Cool’s Stone (there are two
of these on the chart) and Rossigh
Jetty, with its excellent picnic area
and conveniences.
Inish Davar lies offshore up
there, an island which is kept
in good enough shape to host
large camping groups. So there
is no need for hours of punishing
rowing or suffering outboard
fumes when conditions fall quiet.
Mark Tingley covered the same
area over these two days, passing
between the two islands guarding
Killadeas Bay and finding a rusting
iron barge of about 40ft on Hay
Island and the wreck of a wooden
boat on the shore of Horse Island.
Then he headed north to Lusty
Beg, where he found a wedding
in full swing and everyone in kilts.
Also on this quiet day, I sailed
with Jennifer in Jonathan Seagull,
bringing back memories of Loch
Lomond in the second part of
the Border Reivers Rally a year

Richard and Angela preparing the
boat for leaving on July 13th
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

or so back. We headed for Kesh,
but there was too little wind, so
we landed on Inish Davar and
Chris and Celia joined us in their
Deben Lugger. Three of us made
a forced detour across the centre
of the island, struggling through
chest-high bracken to reach the
opposite shore. The nettles were
waist-high and I was wearing
shorts; the stings lasted 24 hours.
The gardening jumper came into
its own, though.
On Saturday July 7th, Paul
Smith picked up his sons and spent
the night on Davar – ‘Fantastic
night!’ is written in the log. The
following day, Sunday, was time
for him to recover the boat and
head for home. Jennifer Heney
spent Sunday packing, retrieving
the Bass Boat and sorting it out.
On Monday 9th she returned to
Edinburgh, very pleased with
her week – ‘unprecedented good
weather and excellent company’.
Also on the 9th, Richard and
Angela left the marina by 10.33,
arrived at Castle Tully at 13.00,
left there at 15.30 and were back
at LEYC by 18.00. A full day. On
Tuesday they left at 09.45 and
returned at 17.35 after visiting
White Island, tacking, rowing
and sailing back slowly. They
enjoyed their last sail at LEYC on
Thursday.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Bringing Mirror 16 Truant into the
Yacht Club marina, after another
cracking sail.
Photograph: Angela Allen
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While Skuna had been setting
out for White Island on the 10th,
Mark Tingley had moved on
board Cerebelleaux. This marked a
period when he camped overnight
around the lough, delving into
various places in a renewed spirit
of adventure. He was given a push
towards this independence by an
unlikely agent: the Wee Black Beast.
I was the first one to notice its
presence. It kept waking me at
dawn and I lay listening to its earpiercing whistling and chirruping,
wondering if it was a pine marten.
Then I recalled that martens are
silent, except for the loud screeching
they emit while mating.
God spare us that at 4.30 am.
Mark was on board his tri when
he saw a small black creature
scuttling from his tent across to
Angela’s and he gave her a frantic
call. On the morning of the 10th he
woke to find ‘... the black vermin
had gnawed its way through the
food coolbag. Not wanting more
holes in tent, etc., I decamped and
put all into boat. Planned a minicruise towards Kesh ...’ (Rally log.)
Richard decided to carry the
fight to the enemy. He cut a large
empty water container in two
and greased one half inside with
cooking oil, dropped a morsel of
food in and improvised a ramp
up to the lip. Immediate success.
I asked him how he had disposed
of the little perisher. It had been
relocated. Where? I asked. Behind
the big hangar. That was 50 yards
away.
It was back whistling the
following morning. Why hadn’t
he taken a more robust approach?
It had looked so sorry for itself,
fur matted with oil and a broken
whisker or two.
I was in the club bar with the
Irish Drascombe group on Saturday
evening, recounting the tale of
the whistling beast. Pat O’Leary
whipped out his iPhone, Googled
it, and stuck a photograph under
my nose:

It would look just like ours, I
said, if it was blacker and fatter –
ours had been well fed.
This mouse is from Osaka,
where the university has meddled
with mouse genes and produced a
rodent that can chirrup, sing and
twitter like a bird (as opposed to
the Kardashians and President
Trump).
Or did I dream all of this in the
moments before waking the next
morning, just after the little devil
started up again, four inches from
my right ear on the other side of
the canvas?
In other news at this time,
Roger Blamire and Bob Tarn left
for home on Friday 6th, Malcolm
McDougall on Saturday 7th.
Richard Courts and Angela Allen
left later on Friday 13th.
We wondered where Gerald
Turner could be on the 7th, but
he had missed his morning ferry
and arrived later. He took it easy
on Sunday 8th, just rigging the
Dabber and launching it. He
sailed up to Inishmacsaint on the
11th, and later that day drove to
Enniskillen to pick up Mark Smith.
On Thursday 12th they sailed to
Enniskillen via Devenish Island,
and rowed through the lock to
buy provisions. They had to take
to the oars when the wind failed
on the way back by Trory, close to
the north end of Devenish. Four
miles of rowing brought them
back to LEYC.
Some of the Irish Drascombe
group had been on an ambitious
cruise in the Baltic, sailing
around the Rügen Island area
before returning to attend the
last weekend of our Lough Erne
rally. I was impressed that some

came straight to Erne from the
Baltic. David Camlin’s Land
Rover, seemingly fitted out to
military specs, looked like it had
just returned from girdling the
globe, and his Coaster Delta had
seen hard use. David was a very
supportive member of our group
in 2017.
John White, DCA member, was
standing in for Jack O’Keeffe as
leader of the Drascombes. Jack
returned last from the Baltic,
early on Saturday.
John undertook to organise
the barbecue on Friday night
using the club’s big hearth that
is handily placed just outside the
fire-door by the bar. He spread
out sufficient charcoal to smelt
ore, and about two dozen of us
sat down and were royally fed,
not just with our own provisions,
but by the generosity of the
visitors. My thanks to Daphne
and David Harshaw, whom I sat
with. Daphne’s huge bag was a
cornucopia from which delicious
foodstuffs flowed. This was the
last weekend of the rally. The
weather began to turn, but at least
the barbecue was saved from rain.
The Drascombe fleet had
decided on the classic visit
to Tully Castle on Saturday,
stopping briefly at Inishmacsaint
en route to take refreshment.
Patrick Brown on The Mary
Cliff sailed with the fleet on
Saturday as his final sortie on the
rally, a memorable experience to
end with.
I sailed with David Bruce in his
Lugger Saol. We did exceptionally
well until I dropped the boat into
a hole in the wind in the channel
between Tully Point and Bess

David Camlin’s Drascombe Coaster, Delta
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progressed.
I bowed out
of this one
in order
to begin
packing.
Judging
it to be too
windy for
the trimaran,
Mark Tingley
sailed with
Mark Smith
and Gerald
in Dabber
Susie over
the weekend, View from a canoe: taken by Anne Rushton from their Gumotex
putting the
Palava inflatable canoe on Upper Lough Erne.
gunwale
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
under at
times on Saturday. They returned
Mark and I left the club on
from Devenish under reefed main
Monday at about 1.30 pm to make
at 16.00 on Sunday.
our way back across Ireland to the
Dublin ferry. As we drove off, the
On Friday 13th, on the other groundsman raced on to the grass
hand, there had been little wind, so with his mower – his first chance
the Rushtons played truant:
for 19 days. Mark Smith and Gerald
Turner had left the Club by then,
“ ... took Gumotex Palava but stayed in Northern Ireland a
inflatable canoe to Crom on the while longer to see the sights and
Upper Lough. Paddled a 16km visit Belfast.
circular route. Kingfisher and
Frank and Margaret Deardon
damsel flies blue against yellow lily had left on July 7th to travel south;
flowers and green leaves. All sorts they returned on Thursday July
of insects skating over the water 19th to pick up their Tideway, and
surface. Cows gathered along the stayed overnight before driving to
water’s edge were surprised to see the ferry on Friday.
us before hearing us. Cut through
Looking back, I think the Deben
to the Republic – same navigation Lugger emerged as a surprisingly
symbols, same reeds and birds ...”
fast, versatile and well thought-out
boat. An excellent cruiser.
– Anne Rushton, in the log: a
The best DCA rally I’ve attended?
‘postscript’ I am very pleased she Well, let’s say I can’t recall a better
found the time to write.
one. There were many reasons
for this, but four stand out: the
weather, the hospitality of the Club,
the mighty Lough – but most of all,
the people who attended: you were
all great, without exception. It was
a privilege to sail and meet up with
you.
On a personal note, sailing Mark’s
trimaran, Jennifer’s Bass Boat,
David’s Lugger and particularly my
Mirror 16 on its first outing in my
hands made it all a bit special, too.
We left the WBB in its sylvan
retreat, nibbling only nuts and
acorns now and dreaming of the
day the DCA might return – now
that’s a scary thought... KM
All nine Drascombes on the Inishmacsaint pontoon on the way down to Tully –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Island, instead of more sensibly
taking the outer route.
Our stay at the Castle did not
last long in the rising wind and
intermittent showers. The plan
now was to head over to Inish
Davar and visit briefly. The wind
we encountered getting there was
fearsome, pushing the Lugger over
suddenly at times and generating
big waves. When David got right
up on the bow to sort out the roller
reefing for the Genoa, I had to watch
the waves and anticipate the gusts,
and on two occasions shout for him
to stop working and watch out for
himself as the boat heeled violently.
We made excellent time, though,
and reached the Davar jetties before
the fleet, then agreed that we did not
wish to stop there, so we pushed on,
beating to windward. Down came
the sails and on went the outboard
before we reached Gublusk Point,
which almost turned out to be a
mistake. The connector into which
the pipe from the remote fuel tank
fitted had become loose and was
allowing air in to starve the motor
of fuel. It would run well for a
minute or two, fade away, then
stop. It was restarted, only to run at
slow speed for a short time before
fading once more. It was nail-biting,
grindingly slow progress, during
which we expected the engine to
stop completely and refuse to be
resuscitated, but we staggered into
the marina at last, with the engine
dying, and tied up just in time.
On Sunday the fleet embarked on
a second classic trip – to Devenish
Island, in overcast weather which
deteriorated badly as the day

Castle. Soon to be Joined by Gerald Turner’s Dabber Susie. The collective noun?
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Southsea & Eastney Esplanade Walk,

Alan Moulton

Southsea Castle now
Being a Substitute for the Portsmouth Harbour Daysail, October 27th, 2018
Attended:

Len Wingfield
Liz Baker
Alan Moulton

The forecast for the weekend was poor with
very strong northerly winds and low temperatures.
With members showing no interest in sailing in
Portsmouth Harbour I decided to propose a walk
in Portsmouth instead, calling at a couple of local
historic landmarks. Thankfully, Liz and Len decided
they were interested.
The starting point was Canoe Lake, a small boating
lake in Southsea which is a legacy of Southsea’s
popularity as a seaside destination in Victorian times.
We walked in sunshine to Southsea Castle enjoying
the views, untroubled by the northerly breeze.
There is always activity afloat along this section of
the coast, given its proximity to the approaches to
Southampton Water and Portsmouth Harbour, and
this day was no exception.

Cowdray’s engraving showing the castle and the sinking of the
Mary Rose (1545), with one poor soul clinging to the mast
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Southsea Castle was built by Henry VIII in 1544
and formed a significant part of the defences against
the French, who were threatening to invade. They did
so the following year but lost the battle, whilst Henry
rather embarrassingly lost his flagship, the Mary Rose.
The Castle is open free of charge to the public and is
well worth a visit, this story being told in more detail
by the displays within the building.
Pausing for lunch, we walked the
(Below) Liz and Len in the Eastney Beam Engine House (Alan Moulton)
opposite direction along the seafront
to Eastney to visit the Eastney Beam
Engine House. Contained in this
building is an impressive pair of
Victorian steam beam engines which
have been restored to former glory.
Their purpose? To pump sewage
from the City of Portsmouth out to
sea via Fort Cumberland. They have
been replaced by modern technology,
but the scale and age of this Victorian
engineering is impressive and (to my
eyes at least) quite beautiful. This
surely must be a first: A DCA Rally
to a Sewage Pumping Station.
A short walk back to Canoe Lake
ended this outing and as the day was
starting to cool, I was happy that we
had made the best of it. AM
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Another Misadventure! by Len Wingfield

F

ollowing my capsize
described in the Spring Issue,
repairs and improvements
were made to my old Mk2 Gull,
with items very kindly donated by
DCA members.
I therefore set out on the
Hamble rally with everything
going well. (Upper Hamble Daysail,
March 31st, 2018, reported by Liz in
DC238, p17)
I should explain that the
lower Hamble River, although
still a fascinating sail, has almost
become a linear yacht park,
leaving a narrow fairway for
boats under power, and only
negotiable with some difficulty
when tacking in dinghies. (In
several areas it is possible to sail
out of the fairway, but care must
be taken to avoid being trapped by
outlying pontoons and jetties – the
tides run very strongly at times
and retracing one‘s path could be
difficult.)
Anyway, although the tide was
running very strongly against the
Warsash jetty I managed to tack
out against it successfully, and in
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the main stream started making
fine progress with the flood, shorttacking inshore occasionally. Then
while tacking out from behind a
line of moored yachts I suddenly
found a large yacht bearing down
on me fast.
I tried to bear away but was
hit behind the mast. I expected
my quite strongly-built boat to be
simply pushed round, but with
full flood holding my dinghy
the yacht just ploughed into it as
though through cardboard, cutting
almost to the keel, splintering an
oar like matchwood, and toppling
the mast. As the boat was being
pushed under I managed to get on
the far side and level it. We were
then floating awash but remained
impaled on the yacht’s bows by
the strong flood stream.
A lady crew member came to the
yacht’s bows and I tried to climb
aboard the yacht’s deck which was
shoulder height above me, but I am
very old and was heavily clad, and
hadn’t the strength. Eventually
the yacht backed away freeing my
boat, leaving it lying awash with

me standing in it, hesitant to move
because of the imminent risk of it
overturning and my being pitched
into the water. (So far I was dry
from thighs upwards.)
The yacht skipper made
several failed attempts to get the
yacht alongside me. Having to
balance the flooded boat I could
not do much to help. Eventually
the
Hamble
lifeboat
(nonRNLI) arrived, lifted me off and
attempted to tow my wrecked
boat back to Warsash, but because
they couldn’t get a proper bow
attachment the wreck remained
part sideways on to the lifeboat,
and even with their powerful
motor they could not make
significant headway against the
flood.
As the flood eased we
eventually got to the lifeboat’s
jetty in Hamble village, and I was
taken ashore into the warm, given
a much needed hot drink and
went through the hypothermia
routine. Meanwhile the lifeboat
coxwain set to with bolt-cutters
and cleared the tangle of rigging
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The wrecked Gull Asa on its trailer by the car park close to Warsash Sailing Club. This photograph, taken by Liz Baker,
shows what a narrow escape Len had when it was pinned against the tide by a big cruiser moving too fast against it.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

from the dinghy so that a straight
tow could be made. I was then
taken back to Warsash where the
DCA members were very kindly
waiting to put the wreck on my
trailer. It had spoiled what could
have been a fine daysail for them,
but there were no complaints.
The aftermath was that the
yacht skipper (who was not the
owner) freely admitted he had
been motoring too fast and had
not kept a proper lookout and he
volunteered to pay compensation.
We
had
very
gentlemanly
negotiations. He offered an
average figure for an elderly Gull,
but I said it was too high, and my
lower figure was agreed. Several
members next kindly set about
finding me a replacement boat.
Alan found an Otter newly on the
market, but it was miles away on
the Cornish border. With great
kindness he drove me there, but
we found the sails were as old as
the boat. I made a top offer but
the owner wanted a bit more.
With Alan’s concurrence we drove
away. Meanwhile, a Mk3 Gull
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dinghy had come up in Alan’s
own village! I bought it and it sails
well.
I hope my next bulletin offering
will not be another horror story
causing Keith to print my name in
trembling type!
–––––––––––––––––––––––––
Note:
In my previous article I reported
that my Aquapac phone pouch
had leaked and filled, wrecking
my phone, and that I had replaced
the phone with a large KT
‘waterproof’ phone. I now feel
that the KT should be regarded as
‘water resistant’ not waterproof,
and I have reverted to an ordinary
size phone carried in the Aquapac
but sealed in transparent sheet.
Also I have tested the Aquapac
immersed and found no leak.
It could be that my struggles to
right the boat from turn-turtle
inversion, followed by attempts
to board from the bows then from
the stern before finally hooking
in over the side had defeated the

Aquapac. Or it could be that I had
somehow closed the Aquapac
incorrectly.
The Mk3 Gull, is unlike other
11-foot Gull types in being both 6
inches beamier and round bilged,
not double chine, but is claimed to
be identical in racing performance.
The Mk3 cockpit is less suitable
for overnight sleeping than the
Mkl and Mk2 Gulls but these days
my chances of getting away for
weekend cruising are about nil.
This Gull is Bermudan rig,
which I prefer for simplicity. The
mast on this boat allows ample
boom height for a non-bendy
oldie, and I thought the mast
might be off a slightly larger boat,
but Gerald, who had re-furbished
a Mk3 Gull, says it is right.
Without a mast pivot I will no
longer be able to shoot bridges
with mast partly up, but at last I
have the windward performance
I longed for. (On test the Gull
compared quite well for light
wind performance with Alan’s
lovely own-built boat Kheya.) LW
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Hatseflats : A 15-foot Pram
Dinghy for Cruising
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

by Hubert Bakker

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

HatseflatsH design – May 2017
Hatseflats is a Dutch ‘vlet’,
hence its name. Others would call
it a Norwegian pram.
In 2016 I read Roger Barnes’
excellent
Dinghy
Cruising
Companion, which inspired me to
take up dinghy cruising. Having
decided that my self-designed
TooPhat (an 11ft dinghy with a
Topper rig) would be too small,
I went looking for a cruising
dinghy of around 15ft. Either a
used dinghy or a dinghy that I
could build myself. Late in 2016
I decided to design and build a
boat that I could use for longer
trips, sometimes alone, or with
my wife Klarie.
The new dinghy should be
large enough to sleep aboard, and
small enough to sail by myself.
I decided to design and build
a Norwegian Pram. Prams are
easy to build. Due to the volume

in the bow they are relatively
seaworthy and are easy to sail
downwind.
Early in the new year I took a
paper model to sailmaker Frank
van Zoest who suggested that I
chose a Tirrik rig. I ordered the
rig and started to design the boat
around it.
I first set the basic dimensions
to 15ft by 5ft, which incidentally

was about the biggest hull I could
build in my garage. The design
was intended to be a compromise
between sailing and rowing.
I set the minimum displacement
at 300kg for sailing singlehanded
and the maximum displacement
at 450kg for doublehanded sailing
with full camping kit. To support
both displacement modes, I
designed a lot of rocker into the
hull. This meant that planing
would be off the menu.
For its narrow beam I put
more volume in the transom than
in typical raid boats. The idea
here was to improve the sailing
performance without making it
hard to row.
Dry storage would be provided
under the foredeck and aft deck.
Buoyancy tanks in the ends
should help keep the boat afloat
when flooded.
In April 2017 I finalized the
design. It had sufficient rocker
in the bow to keep it out of the
waves. The internal height was
62cm for extra volume and a dry
ride.
Early on I had decided to use
stitch and glue construction,
which means that you build
outside-in. Mid-August 2017 I
cut out the hull panels with a
circular saw. I also prepared the
bulkheads with hatches and deck
stringers. To stabilize the hull I
built a simple jig.
In September I stitched the

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
H

Hatseflats is a mild interjection
along the lines of ‘Bob’s your
uncle’, ‘My goodness!’ or ‘Oh
dear!’ in English. Hubert tells me
that it has a connotation of shoddy
workmanship (surely not!)
–Ed
Spring 2018
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Elfvaarwegentocht – July 2018
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camp in the boat but on land!
On September 1st my friend
Richard and I raced Hatseflats for
55km in the single-day Extreme
Raid event (see DC237). We
finished in the middle of the fleet.
Two weeks later, Klarie and
I sailed the Dorestad Raid 2018.
This is a 4-day sailing trip through
Friesland with about 20 other
boats. (See next issue.)
At this event I was awarded the
‘Pride of the Fleet’ award because
the organizers were impressed by
Hatseflats.
A very honourable debut for my
first cruising dinghy design!
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Dorestad Raid – September 2018

panels and bulkheads together and
put the hull into the jig. In October
I had completed the epoxy work
on the hull shell. In November I
made blanks for the rudder and
daggerboard and created the
daggerboard box.
During the following months I
worked on smaller components like
the foils, mast step, seats, etc. After
the cold winter months, April finally
brought fine weather. I finished the
construction work by early May.
By the end of the month, I had
painted Hatseflats and started fitting
out. In early June I took Hatseflats

for its first outing.
After I had learned to set the
balanced lug rig correctly, I took
her on a number of trips.
First I sailed the ‘Raid NL’ with
3 other boats (see page 72). In 5
days we sailed and rowed 180km
through the most beautiful parts
of the Netherlands.
The following trip was a threeday event to demonstrate fossilfree transportation to the general
public.
After that my wife Klarie and I
took the boat on several camping
trips. Truth be told: we did not

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
On Raid NL, which was held in late June 2018 (see page 72)

Hatseflats is a spacious cruising
dinghy
which
accommodates
two sailors, their provisions and
camping gear, yet still sails well.
It is a lively boat which goes well
upwind on flat water, especially
when sailing singlehanded When
going upwind in waves you have to
steer around the waves to maintain
boat speed.
When reaching and running,
Hatseflats seems faster than many
other cruising dinghies, especially
if it is windy. A steady pace without
expending much effort can be
maintained when rowing. HB
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
More information about designing,
building and sailing Hatseflats can
be found on:
http://home.casema.nl/khbakker
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
(Below) Zoutkamp botenlift, Reitdiep.
On the route of Raid NL
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Two River Rats Explore the Vistula ~ Wisła ~ River

by Peter Lord

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
On October 1st this year I posted on our Forum the sad news that Peter Lord, resident of Sweden and one of the DCA’s
‘Baltic Division’, had been struck down at home by an intracerebral haemorrhage and immediately hospitalised. Against
all odds he is now making progress and the word is that he can now read again – a significant waymark in his recovery.
The nucleus of the present Baltic Division is a select group that I count as friends from the days when a few of us in the
DCA flew over to join them in various escapades. Peter Lord was the link joining Polish and Finnish sailors in the ‘Division’
to Arne Rudstrom and friends over in Sweden. Cruising with them all in inspiring and very different Baltic locations has
provided me with outstanding sailing memories. Wojtek Baginski, whose ‘day job’ is Head of Architecture & Environment
at the Wilanow Royal Baroque Palace Museum, Warsaw, (http://www.wilanow-palac.pl/) , has always been foremost in
imagining and organising the Polish expeditions. He has proposed to me that we should print Peter’s hitherto unpublished
account of a journey with him along the mighty Vistula, in Wojtech’s Bay River Skiff Doppio, a boat I remember very well.
Here it is, with an afterword by Wojtek. The river runs through some of the most resonant places in European history, which
lends gravitas to this lighthearted trip undertaken by two friends–Ed
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

W

e were originally four, but one
didn’t like the idea of being cold
on the river, and the other, Staszek,
got to our start at Kazimierz Dolny
(Lower Kasimierz) by a day-long
bus ride from Gdansk on the
Baltic coast and developed severe
symptoms of flu on the way. So as
soon as our support team Pavel
and his car arrived, and we had
launched Doppio, he hopped in the
car and began his journey back.

Our plans had to change, as the
launching ramp and harbour here
were already closed for the winter.
We launched on the other side of the
river, taking a cable ferry to a small
jetty at its ramp. By torchlight, we
pulled Doppio onto the grassy bank
and pushed her into the water. We
raised the mainmast in the middle
thwart, as we hoped to be able to
sail some of the way, but it turned
out to be useful only as a flagpole

Vistula River map © Kmusser, Wikimedia Creative Commons
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for the DCA burgee. Then we
returned to our overnight hostel,
formerly a synagogue. The Jewish
population of the town was wiped
out by the Nazi holocaust. A sign
of revival of Jewish culture was the
restaurant next door, which served
good, warming, traditional PolishJewish food.
Next morning, we walked
through the beautiful Renaissance
town and the early morning market
in the square, then along the dike
to the ferry to take the first one at
08.00. As we had planned to leave
at 06.00, first light, for the 74 km
trip to our intended destination,
it soon became obvious that no
matter how optimistically we
calculated we would not make
it, but would become stuck
somewhere on the river with no
towns nearby when it started to
get dark at 3.30pm. Good light is
essential to navigating the river.
So we stopped at midday in the
last town with accommodation,
finding a little concrete jetty close
to a road bridge, and ate our lunch
in the sun: very good bagels and
cream cheese or ‘lox’ from the
Jewish restaurant, with beer.
Wojtek found a B&B in town,
and a helpful petrol station near the
bridge took care of the outboard
for the night. We returned at 06.00
for lattes and a toasted baguette,
and were on the water by 06.00.
By 3.30pm, we had done the
84 km to our overnight stop, a
small enclosed harbour owned by
a sand quarry. The red neon sign
of a nearby bar welcomed us for a
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Peter at the Kazimierz ferry station

beer while we waited for a taxi to
take us to our B&B. The guard of
the place, who was also a dredger
driver and thus a sympathetic river
rat, took care of our gear in a shed
so we could take the minimum to
our B&B. After dinner we were
shown the owner’s collection of
old photos and historical artifacts
from the town.
The next morning it was
raining, but we visited the local
castle ruins, Czersk, from the late
14th century. The town prospered
from river trade in the 15th and
16th centuries, but it and the castle
were destroyed by the retreating
Swedish army after the Battle
of Warka in 1656. The town was
reduced to a small village with a
large market square. The Swedish
military
invasion
(‘Swedish
Deluge’) of the 17th century
was disastrous for Poland and
Lithuania, who were at the time
united as a Commonwealth.
Sweden had a large army after
the 30 Years War, but no money.
Poland, weakened by wars with
Russia, seemed easy prey. The
invaders, including the Prussians,
came from Swedish-controlled
Pomerania in 1655. They destroyed
Warsaw and most of the towns
and cities, and in their rampage
through the country reduced its
population by 25-60%. They stole
as much as they could and the
valuable cultural treasures are still
in public and private museums in
Sweden. What they could not take
they destroyed.
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The era of this and other
invasions is proudly called the
‘Great Power Period’ in Sweden.
It ended because the Swedes were
in hostile territory for too long,
and the Poles united with allies to
expel them.
After the visit to the castle,
the rain stopped, and we had
a pleasant trip to Warsaw, its
approach announced by the power
station chimneys and then the tall
buildings. The river banks were
now contained by concrete walls,
and the river became narrower
and deeper. As we approached
the city centre, we saw a white
and a red square sail on the river,
which belonged to two replicas of
the traditional sailing barges that
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Peter as a knight of Czersk Castle

took grain and other goods down
the river to Gdansk, from where
they were taken to other Hansa
ports. We turned left through a
high metal sluice gate into a long
narrow harbour lined with jetties
and moorings, and tied up at one
of the free ones. The gate is used
to control water level in the marina
when the Vistula River floods.
Cruising down the river in the
mostly grey and slightly misty
environment was not the boring
experience you might expect. We
saw a variety of birds, many trees
cut down by beavers, and even one
beaver. The river required constant
attention to the water surface
to look for the change in colour
and surface which indicated a
sandbank. Wojtek, an experienced
river rat, could see the change of
colour from grey to slightly yellow
and the rippled change of the
surface much better than I could.
The motor would alter its note as
we passed over ones we didn’t
avoid. We got partially stuck many
times, but only once did I have to
get one leg over the side and push.
When we saw a line of sandbanks
we were doubtful about getting
through, we would stop and pull
up the motor and row or pole with
the sprit.
A line of turbulent water could
mean either a sandbank or a deep
trough beside one. We did the
same when a lot of fallen trees
blocked the only way through
deeper water. A broken propellor
would have meant the end of the
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Doppio at Deblin’s concrete jetty

voyage. The river is constantly
changing. Banks collapse and trees
with them, and get washed down
to end up on sandbanks all over
the river. Most are still close to the
bank they fell from.
The river meanders, forms an
oxbow and then breaks through,
changing its course, leaving a
small oxbow lake or billabong
(Australian), which happened in
the 16th century to make Czersk
Castle strategically useless.
Sometimes we saw 4 to 6-inch
diameter
branches
endlessly
oscillating up and down in about
1-second cycles, propelled by some
weird current. We thought that the
energy should be harnessed with a
rope and levers to generate power.
We hit a tree only twice, due to
not being able to steer as the current
swirled the boat around. Generally
we kept to the steep outer bank of
the bends. Deep water is indicated
by a steep bank, and shallow water
by a sandy beach. Switching sides
frequently increased our distance
travelled by a probable 10-12%.

Occasionally we passed a ferry
crossing, mostly cable ferries.
Occasionally, also, we would see
an old disused ramp on
either side of the river.
These were built for the
Soviet Army’s tanks,
fitted with snorkel tubes,
to pass across the river on
their way west to invade
Poland and perhaps
Germany during the
period of the Cold War.
The
river
floods
frequently, over a wide
area. After WWII, attempts were
made to control the river with
retaining walls of sand and rocks
built along banks and sticking
out from them in rows. These
are now in ruins. However, the
levees or dikes built all along the
banks seem to function to keep
floodwaters from the towns and
villages. This is one of the few wild
rivers of Europe, even if it is tamed
near its mouth. PL

Looking down the middle of the Vistula River
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Wojtek:
I always kept in my mind that
the Vistula river banks were,
during history, settled by a variety
of communities. Poles, Jews,
Germans, Mennonites and other
Frisian and Netherlands refugees,
almost all of them erased by
modernity and the big clash of two
totalitarian systems during WWII.
Fortunately
some
mixed
heritage is still present in the names
of many villages, the architecture,
local food, and by willows in the
landscape, planted by Mennonites
in rows to dry swamps and fields
and protect roads from getting
soft.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(Above) Our chart table

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
So the crew who eventually
boarded the boat – a Pole and an
Aussie living in Sweden – seemed
to be still the right mix of cultures
to continue the tradition of this
unique land. Once we started
the adventure, our good
old
Doppio became a time machine,
transporting the two of us along
the empty, quiet and nostalgic
river under the cloudy October
sky. Peter said that it was, ‘...like
reading a book, turning over page
after page’.
Never bored, always focused
on the moment and on what was
in front of us. That was a 3-day
160-kilometres trip. As Doppio
is only 17 ft long, we were fixed
where we stood: one at the stern,
responsible for the motor, the other
one in the middle, responsible for
navigation.
Well, I can hardly imagine any
other place you could occupy
without changing position for 8
hours or so, without becoming
bored. WB
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The Watchdog and the Amygdala
Part I: Cold Water Immersion – Does the Gasp Reflex exist?
by Giles de Bertodano

S

ailing involves risk.
Risk involves assumptions.
Two common ones are: if
your dinghy capsizes you will
right it. Having righted, you will
re-board it. In other words, you
will never be in the water, let alone
cold water, for long, whether
as a result of a capsize or manoverboard. In most DCA voyages
at sea, on rivers and lakes, the risk
of prolonged cold water immersion
is very, very small. After all, we
mainly sail in the summer months,
capsizes are uncommon and most
capsizes are sorted. So, before we
hit the substance, let’s sort out
some definitions.
Cold water here means below
15 degrees C, i.e. any exercise in
this cold water, by shivering or
swimming, will not prevent heat
loss from the core. The body fights
very, very hard – indeed ruthlessly
– to preserve core temperature.
Because the loss of only 2 degC
from your core temperature (37
degC) is called hypothermia.
Your local seawater temperature
is on the CEFAS website (Station
positions and data index). It is
derived in real time from the inlet
seawater cooling temperatures of
ferries and nuclear power stations.
Historical data is available. And
rather surprising. But what about
clothing, you say?
Dinghy
cruising
clothing
is an enigma. Aboard, it must
keep you warm for long hours
while immobile, so layers are
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Man meets cold water: winter swimming in the Ukraine, a cultural activity with
religious overtones
Photograph by Oleg Dubyna
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

indicated. Yet floating, it must
keep you warm and allow agility
for righting and re-boarding – so
thinness is indicated. Wet and dry
suits are fine afloat but bad for
long hours aboard. One possibility
is the Buffalo Systems pile type
(made in Sheffield, hurrah), rather
than cotton and wool layers.
Charles Dickens said: ‘Probably
every new and eagerly expected
garment ever put on since clothes
came in, fell a trifle short of the
wearer’s expectations.’ Yes. So
what is drowning?
Drowning is distinct from
cold-water death. Drowning is
technically asphyxia or lack of
oxygen. Often that happens when
the lungs fill with water. But

dry-drowning does also occur
when the throat closes in reflex
spasm as cold water hits it on first
immersion. Little water enters the
lungs but you still asphyxiate.
Well, what is the difference
between technical drowning and a
cold water death?
Cold-water death is due to
physiological derangement. The
body’s systems kill you. Whilst
trying to deal with a threat from
cold water. For example, the
BBC reported that a 36 year-old
teacher, enjoying a family break
on his birthday in September 2015,
jumped into a River Tees deepwater pool. He did not resurface.
At all, sadly. The inquest found
that there was no silliness (a
euphemism for alcohol or horseplay) and that cold shock had
killed him. Tragic, but what is cold
shock ?
A brief recap – cold water
immersion has four deadly stages :
cold shock, muscle incapacitation,
hypothermia and post-rescue
death. If this subject is new to
you, have a look at Peter Blick’s
Drowning and Hypothermia Seminar
article in Bulletin 170/45 and the
analysis in Last Tack at the Needles
by R Gooderick in Bulletin 176/49.
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The Library has two books Essentials
of Sea Survival (2002) and Royal
Naval Cold-Wet Symposium Articles
(1977) which are eminently readable.
So... having digested all that, here
is the question: what is the origin of
the gasp reflex; is it controllable, and
does it exist? (the gasp reflex is part
of cold shock).
Well, firstly, cold shock kills about
20% of people in 2–5 minutes. Cold
shock is triggered by the skin on
the face or body falling into cold
water. A number of very fast things
happen. The gasp reflex is a massive
immediate intake of air (or water,
if your head is under). You can see
it when youngsters jump into a
cold swimming pool or Boxing Day
swimmers run into the ocean. This is
followed by hyperventilation at twice
the normal breathing speed. Blood
supply to the limbs is immediately
cut off to preserve core heat. Which
immediately leads to increased blood
pressure and volume pumped. The
heart may stop abruptly, fibrillate, or
the brain have a stroke. Disorientation,
confusion
and
unconciousness
accompany all this.
So what is the origin of the gasp
reflex?
Kayakers have suggested
that the gasp reflex has evolved to
make newborn babies start crying
when they first leave the womb and
encounter the cold of the outside
world. Seems possible until you think
of Saharan babies or wonder how
babies a million years ago first started
breathing. Then again, no livestock
uses a midwife to slap their young but
they still start breathing. The kayakers
may be right. Hopefully, some of us
must be mid-wives and can comment.
These ice-floe kayakers also
suggest it may be a standard ‘startle’
reflex This originated with preNeanderthal cavemen taking a walk
and hearing a rustle in the bushes. If
it is a rabbit, they must charge quickly
and catch it for lunch. If it is a sabretooth tiger, they must make a strategic
withdrawal at speed, or they are
lunch. The brain’s amygdala (‘fight
or flee’ system) does not rationalise
but initiates an immediate great gasp
to oxygenate the muscles which are
going to be needed either way.
You can see the amygdala at work
if you look at people in a cinema
watching a horror movie. As the
Thing from the Black Swamp, the axe-
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murderer or the Ruthless Space Plasmoid moves up the stairs towards
the unsuspecting sleeping victim, people watching will have increased
heart rate, open mouths, staring dilated pupils, acute hearing and
surging adrenalin. Meanwhile the very slow rational part of the brain
(‘the watchdog’) is politely asking the amygdala: ‘Why have you hit the
alarm bell when we are safely sitting in a warm cinema eating an icecream and watching an entirely fictional account of a highly improbable
event?’ To which reasonable question the amygdala does not answer
because it is irrational.
Well, take your pick on the gasp reflex. But the ‘watchdog’ is interesting.
No racing dinghy sailor I have asked recently can remember a gasp
reflex on capsize. Either when they were learning to sail or now. They
always mention the capsize cursing reflex (a voice in your head saying
‘you idiot!’, ‘oh no, not again!’, ‘damn!’). But they never try breathing
in underwater which is what the gasp reflex lethally does. Nor do polar
divers when entering the water. Nor on the whole do ice-floe kayakers.
Nor do swimmers. So – if the gasp reflex actually exists – that suggests
that our very slow rational ‘watchdog’ can acquire ‘water sense’.
Water sense is what sailing youngsters are deliberately taught for
capsize drill. They are encouraged to turn their own, and their friends’,
boats over for fun, to swim back and forth and experiment in righting,
to be towed behind boats until they feel it is as normal to be afloat as on
board. So they and the ‘watchdog’ learn that precipitation into water is
not a threat. This contrasts strongly with DCA dinghy sailors. There
are 90 capsize articles in the Bulletin over 63 years. The overwhelming
tone is that the sea water is an alien place best kept out of. At any cost.
But, equally, there is no report of a gasp reflex happening when they
capsized and were precipitated unexpectedly into the oggin. Nor, in the
four hypothermia reports (all mild), is there any sign of a gasp reflex.
So does the gasp reflex actually exist? Has anyone come across anyone
who has experienced a gasp reflex (no, no, you are better than that, stop it) ?
We have Baltic members who, every winter night, enthusiastically
run out naked from an extremely warm room and hurl themselves
into the nearest icy lake or snowbank, screaming, at the top of their
voices ‘ Hurraa risteilylle’, ‘Huurroo för jaktkryssning’, ‘Harray for
jolle cruising’, or something similar. Perhaps these sailors could advise
whether the gasp, or cursing reflex, is initiated when they hit the freezing
cold water or snow. GdB
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Christmas swim: annual festive dip organised by the Jersey Swimming Club at
Havre des Pas, St Helier, Jersey.
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First Time Foreign, by Ted Lawson
An account of the voyage of the Bluebird, a Leader sailing dinghy, from Alnmouth in
Northumberland to Middelharnis on the Island of Overflakee, The Netherlands.
Departing 30 June and arriving 12 July,1967. With a profile by Simon Rippon, DCA

Ted Lawson
Although never a DCA member, Ted embodied its spirit
as an intrepid mariner who sailed small dinghies (and
larger yachts) to places that most of us only dream of!
Ted was brought up in the North East of England and
after his national service in the RAF he became a miner,
working in a number of pits in the Northumberland
and Durham coalfields during his career. He left the
industry in the aftermath of the 1984 strike and retired to
Alnmouth, where he became a much loved member of
the community.
His sailing life began in 1965 with the purchase of a
Burnham 12 dinghy which he kept at Alnmouth. Bluebird,
a Leader dinghy, was built for him at The Aln Boatyard in
1966. A variety of yachts followed including the Ana Sira,
a Westerly Centaur, which he and two fellow members
of the River Aln Boat Club sailed across the Atlantic on a
year-long cruise. He sailed to Norway sixteen times in a
variety of yachts, winning the Millennium North Sea Race
(Blyth, Northumberland, to Mandal, Norway) in the Tina
Louise, a Nicholson 32. He also sailed to Svalbard, The
Lofoten archipelago, The Jan Mayan Islands, Greenland,
Iceland, The Azores and many destinations closer to
home.
Following the sale of the Tina Louise in 2007 he owned
a number of smaller boats, and was a stalwart of the racing
scene at Alnmouth, mainly sailing a Wanderer dinghy
with his brother Phil or singlehanded in a Pico. Ted died
in 2015 after a morning sail on the Alnmouth estuary.
I am privileged to have been lent his log books and
photograph albums by Mr John Hall. Ted’s account of his
cruise follows. Simon Rippon

Leader dinghy, the only special equipment
being a set of storm sails half the sail area of
the usual ones, a Walker log, compass and a
camping cover. We arrived at Skinningrove
having covered 48 miles in 25 hours, the wind
had varied from 0 to 8 knots and we rowed for
about 3 hours.
The following morning we only managed a
late start, this was partly due to the number of
children who followed us around constantly.
At 11.15 we launched the dinghy from the
open beach and had a sedate sail to Whitby.
At Whitby we waited a couple of hours
until the tide turned in our favour and then
set sail for Scarborough. We duly arrived off
Scarborough at 22.00 hours. For an hour or
so the wind reached 4 knots, which helped to
make the sail interesting in an uneventful day
of mainly light winds. 30 miles in 12 hours was
fairly slow progress.
We continued sailing all night. The wind
was mainly 6 to 10 knots during the night, but
from 3 in the morning it died away altogether
and we had to row for 7 hours until we reached
Bridlington at 10 o’clock in the morning. Being
very tired we then turned in and had a few
hours sleep and listened to the noon forecast.
To our consternation it was forecast to reach
20 to 30 knots and it was already blowing 16
Bluebird with tent

D

uring the first year of my sailing career I was a keen
admirer of that intrepid dinghy cruising man Frank
Dye, who had made an assortment of cruises to
Holland, Norway and Iceland in a 16-foot Wayfarer dinghy.
Having purchased a 14-foot Leader dinghy a year or so
previously I decided to see what I could do in this line. The
Leader looks similar to an Enterprise dinghy on the outside,
but the internal layout is more akin to a Wayfarer. Having
sailed the Leader, which was named Bluebird, solo up the
coast as far as Aberdeen I decided to attempt a short North
Sea crossing from Great Yarmouth to Ijmuiden.
The problem of a crew was solved by John Ledger who
volunteered to crew for me. His sailing experience was on a
par with my own, rather limited.
We set sail on a bright sunny Friday evening in a standard
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Bluebird and John at Winterton Ness
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

to 20 knots.
15.00 hours. As the wind was
offshore we decided to take a
chance. The first 15 minutes were
very hectic as we had to sail into
open water away from the shelter
of the land. Two or three times we
came very close to capsizing. It was
absolute chaos when a two-gallon
water container broke loose; also
I was wearing a snorkel diving
mask which, although it may have
looked peculiar, was very effective
in enabling me to steer the dinghy
through the very heavy spray. After
10 minutes or so we came onto a
reach and conditions became much

easier. The wind was of the same
strength but now the going was
much easier. For the next 7 hours I
took part in the most exciting sail of
my life, covering 40 miles in 7 and a
half hours.
In the evening, for an hour or
so,the wind dropped to 10 knots, but
then increased to 25 knots and was
getting stronger and we decided to
beach the dinghy near Spurn Head
at about 10.30.
The following day we were back
to light winds. We only managed a
late start at two in the afternoon and
after an easy 6-hour sail we landed
at a place we later found out was
called Anderly Creek. To get the
dinghy above the high water mark

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Bluebird ashore at Skinning Grove, with John being ‘helped’ by curious fans.
51 years on, it is startling to see so many young children enjoying such complete
freedom of movement and behaviour, unseen by parents – or anyone else, it seems
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we had to haul it through waistdeep glutinous mud which
varied in consistency
from
water to treacle. In the gathering
gloom it was a difficult task , not
without its hilarious moments
as we stumbled, lost our footing
and became covered in a coating
of mud.
The following morning was
bright and sunny, with light
westerly winds. During the sail
across the Wash the wind died
and we had to row for a couple
of hours. Approaching Wells,
the winds increased to between
12 and 18 knots. We beached the
dinghy in Wells at 20.00 hours.
During our stay at Wells we
took the opportunity to dry out
and air our clothes and sleeping
bags. We sailed down the river
but then we had to wait at the bar
for the tide to come in as there
was insufficient water to cross.
The actual sailing was interesting
with SW of about 2-3 knots. At
about 19.00 hours we beached
the dinghy at Cromer. The beach
at Cromer was quite steep and
when I jumped out of the dinghy
to haul the boat up the beach I
was waist deep in water, much
to John’s amusement.
When we left Cromer we
threaded our way through a
maze of crab pot floats in very
light winds. However, the
foul tide was too strong so we
beached the dinghy until the tide
turned and had a meal. Later the
wind increased to 16 knots and
we beached the boat on a lonely
beach near Winterton Ness. We
were unable to locate a telephone
to inform the coastguard of our
presence.
The following morning we
completed the short sail to
Great Yarmouth after freeing
the centreboard which had
been jammed with stones. At
Yarmouth the coastguard had
been put on alert and were
considering
taking
further
action, due to our inability
to contact them the previous
evening.
Having arrived late on
Saturday night we were forced
to stay over the weekend and
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Bluebird and Ted alongside at Great
Yarmouth

transact various business on the
Monday,
exchanging
money,
customs etc. It was Tuesday the
11th of July when we finally set
sail. We had received a favourable
weather forecast but I think that
we both had a slight feeling of
apprehension. When we cast off at
07.50 in the morning it was bright
and sunny with a light 6-knot SW
wind. Progress was slow, only 18
miles covered in the first eight
and a half hours. At 17.00 hours
the Walker log started to stick and
half an hour later it finally jammed.
We then had no means of telling
how far we had sailed. The winds
remained light until midnight
when it slowly started to increase
to 14 knots in strength. By 03.00 on
Wednesday the wind was about
14-18 knots and still increasing
from the east. Marginal Note: We
changed to storm main at 05.00,

and at 08.00 changed the jib. All
attempts at keeping a logbook had
been abandoned due to the wet
conditions.
John Ledger and I were doing
2-hour watches. During our offwatch period we would huddle
under the minute foredeck and try
to relax.
Many hours previously we
had given up trying to sail to our
intended destination, Ijmuiden,
against the east wind; our course
was governed by the wind. By this
time our chart, despite its plastic
waterproof case, was soaking
wet and unusable. There was a
tendency to bear off the wind and
I am sure that sometimes we were
heading in the direction of the
English Channel.
At times the winds had been
gusting 28 knots and it was difficult
to avert capsizing. However by
10.00 hours the wind had started to
moderate and we were beginning
to wonder where we were. On the
horizon I observed what I thought
to be an old-fashioned steamer
with a large funnel amidships. Our
steamship turned out to be a light
vessel so we altered course to pass
within a few hundred yards. Once
I read the name, Goeree LV I knew
exactly where we were. Once more
we altered course and headed for
the Dutch Coast, which was about
10 miles away. Near to the coast we
decided to follow a Dutch yacht.
It entered a canal and sailed to a
picturesque and beautiful harbour
called Middelharnis on the Island
of Overflakee which was situated
12 miles south of
Rotterdam.
Our eventual landfall was about
50 miles south of our intended
destination, Ijmuiden.
The North Sea crossing took 34
hours.
Total sailing time: 112 hours,.
Distance covered: 364 miles.
Tied up at Middelharnis 1800hrs,
12 July 1967. TL
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Photographs (left)
The Goeree Light Vessel 10 miles off
the Dutch coast
Bluebird and Ted alongside at
Middelharnis,12 July 1967
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A Solway Gale, remembered by Peter Reid

W

e’d had an old
ship’s boat for over
five years, which we
had converted into a small fishing
boat of 24ft length, but her size
and layout restricted her use
considerably so we were on the
lookout for a larger vessel. The ‘We’
consisted of my wife’s uncle, Ernie
Robinson, and myself, Peter Reid,
and our search eventually took us
to Workington.
Leaning against the harbour
wall, as the tide was out, was a
fishing boat, the Kiaora, and it was
love at first sight, despite the fact
that when we had a trial in her she
was leaking like a sieve.
Built by Walter Reekie at St
Monans on the East Coast of Fife in
1937, classed as 40ft but 43ft overall,
13ft wide with a draft of 4.5ft and
weighing about 14 tons, she was
showing her age.
We took her to Annan after a
few months of fishing and she sat
on the town quay for nearly a year,
being re-built by Tom Willacy and
his sons Tom and Malcolm. This
consisted of re-nailing and caulking
the hull and deck, fitting new keel
bolts and renewing all timber
above deck level. We also took the
opportunity to replace the original
Kelvin K3 engine with a new Ford,
and following a repaint she was as
good as new.
We kept her at Kippford on
moorings in the Urr estuary, until
a crisp, bright, clear and sunny
winter’s day, the 27th January, 1974.
It was three years after the re-build,
when due to bad weather we’d had
no chance in the previous three
weeks to run the engine. There
was no wind and the sea was flat
calm, although the BBC Shipping
Forecast was predicting gales from
the South West with rain and sleet
to set in before midnight. We were
only going out for at the most three
to four hours over the high tide; we
would be back long before then. As
it was going to be a very short trip,
one of the crew brought his nephew
with him to experience a run in a
fishing boat for the first time – it
was to turn into an experience he
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Not the Kiaora, but the lovely little canoe-sterned seine-netter Favourite, née Margaret
Anna, also built by Walter Reekie, in 1947, and still seaworthy. 36ft long, 12ft 6ins
beam, 5ft draft. Now cared for by the Northumberland Fishing Heritage Trust

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
would long remember. Also three was time to head for home and
young lads came with us for the started the winch to haul in the
run.
net, but before doing this we put
We dropped the moorings and the three lads into the wheelhouse
headed down the estuary against to keep them out of the way of
the tide, which was flowing at the winch wires with the load on
quite a rate by this time, due to the them. The vessel’s engine was set
fact we were on very high springs. to slow speed ahead and the two
Once past Rough Island it seemed otter boards, holding open the
too good a chance to miss so we mouth of the net, came aboard
decided to drop the net and get a and were tied off to a gantry
few fish for the deep freezer and it either side of the boat’s stern, just
would also help to fill the time.
behind the wheelhouse, with the
We shot the trawl net past net now travelling at very slow
Almorness and headed south out speed behind.
into the Solway. When we had
The next thing was to release
cleared Heston Island we turned the wires from the boards and
to the West a little against the tide, get the net up to the stern gantry,
which by this time was nearly high. and this had just been completed
After another hour we decided it when the boat suddenly shot in

Walter Reekie’s Bonita, being launched in 1932
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North Solway Firth c.1955, by AE Taylor

Scale: Miles
The Royal Burgh of Annan
Hestan Island and Balcary Point

Workington

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
gear full astern, over the net, for one
of the boys had leaned out of the
wheelhouse window and put his
elbow on the gear lever, throwing
it into reverse.
The propeller stopped, as it had
picked up the bottom wire rope of
the net and the boat started drifting
with the tide, towards Heston. We
dropped anchor, a heavy plough
type with 60ft. of chain and heavy
nylon rope, and set about trying
to clear the prop, but from the
engine room we could not get it to
turn and so we called up Liverpool
Coastguard and told them the
situation. They said they would call
Kippford RNLI and see what they
could do as their inshore rescue
boat was not on station during the
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winter months. Between times I
thought that I would have a go to
get the wire free as fortunately I had
my diving suit on board. The tide
was starting to run out with some
speed by this time and I found that
the water was so full of sediment
that it was not possible to see the
prop or net wire at a depth of three
feet and when cutting the wire with
a hacksaw at minute intervals, to
allow for breath, the cuts were in a
different place. The cold, even in a
suit, was intense and after a short
time I had to give up.
We were then told by Liverpool
that Kippford were sending a boat
out to us and about an hour later a
large dory was seen approaching
and at about the same time the

wind and sea got a lot rougher. The
dory was just coming alongside
when its steering wire parted and
it shot off on a zig-zag course, out
of control.
By cutting back on the throttle
Tony Heskith, the only occupant,
managed to come alongside and tie
up, but it was obvious with the sea
condition that he could not aid us
in any way and that getting back to
shore on his own was impossible
with no steering. So Bill, one of
our crew, joined him in the dory
and steered it by controlling the
engine with both hands but could
use only very low power. They left
us and we lost sight of them almost
immediately in the waves and
worried for their safety till we were
notified by Kippford via Liverpool
that they had got to safety.
It was now getting dark and
the seas were building up because
the tide was running out against
the wind and with the heavy
boat pitching it was only time
before the anchor rope parted.
We then decided it was time to
issue a Mayday and call out the
lifeboat, which was done by the
Coastguard, and they came back to
us after about an hour to say that
Kirkcudbright Lifeboat, the nearest
on station, could not be launched,
as due to the spring tide there was
not enough depth fo cover their
slip at low water, but they were
sending the Workington boat.
Unfortunately due to some slip-up
this was not done for three to four
hours and by this time the tide was
turning and the weather had got
worse with horizontal rain and
sleet and the boat was pounding on
the sand, but not taking any harm
due to her strength.
Liverpool Coastguard radio
came on to say that the boat coming
to us was not the usual Workington
one, as this was off station and away
for annual overhaul. The reserve
boat had no radar system, and this
was long before satnav. Conditions
were so rough on board the lifeboat
they made navigation difficult so
that they would be relying on us
to show our position with flares.
We were fortunate that although
the wind and sea were blowing a
lot harder, the rain and sleet were
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Peter Reid (2nd from left), Editor of the book Salt in Their Blood, Mariners of the North
Solway, which he produced from vast records compiled by his friend and shipmate Ernie
Robinson up to his death in 2009. Peter is handing over a £1,000 cheque from the first
sales of the book to Kippford RNLI, to be shared between them and Workington RNLI
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

just coming over in brisk, heavy,
showers, making the visibility
fairly good at times, so that we
could send up a parachute flare
at about 20-minute intervals. We
could not see the lifeboat at all
until it was about a mile away,
by which time we were reduced
to lighting small hand flares. As
she got nearer we became aware
of the relative heights between
the boats and saw how difficult
it was going to be for the lifeboat
coxswain to come alongside, and
that there was no chance of safely
getting a tow up the estuary.
The first approach of the
lifeboat was from the direction
of our stern into the run of the
tide, wind and sea and because
of the lights on both boats it was
as bright as day. Even with the
worries of the night there was a
beauty in the colours and clarity
of the scene, and events lasting
seconds seemed to last ages; no
doubt this accounts for the fact
that I can recall the picture after
all these years as though it was

Ernie Robinson
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out. Both Liverpool Coastguard
and Kippford Lifeboat Station
had been good enough to keep in
contact with our families during
the rescue so we had friends and
families awaiting on the dockside
on our return.
Not long after we had
abandoned Kiaora the local
Portling Coastguard, who had
spent the night keeping watch on
us in case they were needed, had
reported that she had parted her
anchor chain and was drifting
up the estuary but then had
disappeared. We were sure that
she had sunk but next morning
she was found on the north end
of Rough Island, in reasonable
condition.
She was wedged between
rocks, which had kept her safely
upright and although she had
cracked seven frames and lost five
planks, which had let in the sea,
her overall condition was good.
Our insurance company got
their marine surveyor, Bert
Jackson, from Barrow in Furness
to see her and supervise her
salvage, and after first-class
temporary repairs she was towed
into Kippford on the next available
high tide. The hull was taken to
Annan on a low loader and made
good by Tom Willacy whilst the
engine was stripped down and
rebuilt at Kippford Slipway by
Rex Filler and John Robertson.
A Bronze Medal was awarded
by the RNLI to Coxswain Albert
Brown in recognition of his
courage, determination and fine
seamanship in our rescue; but
we have always thought that
there was not a crewman on the
Lifeboat who did not deserve a
medal. PR

yesterday. The lifeboat started to
come in close but a big sea came
sideways under us, lifting us well
above the other ship so we could
look down on her and her crew at
their places. In seconds the view
changed and she was well above us
and we could see under her the full
length of the keel as she heeled over
and away from trouble.
The next time she approached
it was obvious that a decision had
been taken to act quickly because the
weather was getting wilder and this
pass was set at a more acute angle
and a lot faster, but well controlled.
Even so, just as we touched, the
sea lifted us very quickly and our
bulwarks hit their rails and lifted
them clean off. Despite this the
boats stayed together and our crew,
with the boys going first, all got
aboard quickly, and the lifeboat
immediately started her return to
Workington into winds of unknown
velocity and high seas.
I am not sure how long the voyage
took, but it must have been about
two hours at least, as
speed had to be kept
low to prevent damage
because most waves
were sweeping over the
whole boat. One of the
lifeboat men said that
he had been watching
TV before the callout, and it was about
submarines, but he
hadn’t expected to be in
one before the night was Peter Reid and Ernie Robinson fishing off Hestan Island
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Galadriel at Titchmarsh

S

chool was not my
favourite place to be as a child,
in fact I spent most of the time I was
there dreaming of what else I could
be doing instead. More often than
not, this involved sailing my Mirror
Dinghy which, being a rather unimaginative Ransome fan, I named
Swallow.
I was fortunate to be living in
Lakeland, and managed to spend
many weekends visiting secret
harbours, islands and generally
messing about on the water.
However, there was one place that
I wanted to visit but my father’s
unwillingness to tow my Mirror
317 miles each way kept me from it;
obviously my eleven-year-old self
thought this was terribly selfish!
That place was Secret Water, known
more commonly as the Walton
Backwaters, a vast expanse of an
ever-changing seascape, creeks,
islands and mud … LOTS of mud.
Fast-forward two decades and
Robert, aged 31 and no longer the
youngest of the family, drove his
Vauxhall Astra in wide zigzags
across the boatyard. Following
merrily behind was another
literary-named Mirror, Galadriel
(named by a previous owner; I
have never read any Tolkein, or
even seen the films!).
It was late April and an absolutely
stunning spring day; just the
perfect day for an adventure. After
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reversing my trailer down the
slip at Titchmarsh, I slid Galadriel
gently into the water at the top of
the tide and made her fast to the
pontoon.
It was still early. As the young
ebb took me slowly down The
Twizzle, the light airs were barely
able to fill the sails so I resorted to
rowing, if what I did can be called
rowing – just a stroke or two to
keep her away from the moorings.
After about half I mile I found an
empty mooring buoy and made
fast, made coffee and relaxed
while I waited for the wind. I may
have only row-sailed half a mile,
but my inner child was delirious;
I was here, afloat in Ransome’s
‘Amazon Creek’.
After coffee and cake the wind
had turned into something that
would give me steerage way,
so I explored the creek between
Hedge-end Island and Horsey
Island, before heading out into
Hamford Water and tacking into
the F3 that had been building.
My plan had been to head to
Beaumont Quay for the night,
but the slow start and unhelpful
westerly wind made that more of
a challenge.
The beauty of somewhere like
the Walton Backwaters is that if
the wind won’t take you to your
intended destination, then you
can just pick somewhere else to

go, as long as it’s a muddy creek,
possibly inhabited by seals.
By lunchtime I found myself
near Skippers Island and was
thinking about heading down
Kirby Creek to Kirby Quay, but we
were now only two hours from low
water, and it had started to rain, so
I anchored in the creek, quickly put
the tent up and boiled the kettle. A
delicious lunch was had, of pea and
ham soup with slices of bread and
butter.
After an hour or so the rain
cleared and the wind was now
coming from the southwest, so
I took my time striking the tent,
left the wet fabric spread over the
thwarts to dry, and took a broad
reach up towards Bramble Creek.
There was very little water, but
the flood had started so I messed
about in Hamford Water for a
while, running downwind then
tacking back, before starting to sail
up Bramble Creek itself. Bramble
Creek was my plan B.
With
Beaumont Quay now an impossible
destination, I ditch-crawled as far
as I could up the muddy creek, until
I found I nice quiet corner, with
around thirty seals lounging on the
exposed mud. I have always found
seals to be quite endearing, so I
decided to make this my overnight
anchorage.
In popular anchorages that
are crowded with yachts, there is
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always someone who spoils the peace and tranquillity
of the night – people playing music, running engines or
just being plain noisy. I thought that my little corner of
a muddy ditch in Essex would have been as silent as I
could wish for, but it was not to be. Seals are extremely
noisy! Often in the night I was woken by their grunting,
and for the hours that Galadriel lay afloat, the wash of
the charming creatures’ swimming and diving in the
water sent the little boat rolling around as if she had just
been buzzed by a flotilla of jet skis. It was a bleary-eyed
morning that I woke up to, and an absolutely thumping
headache.
In the absence of paracetamol I decided coffee and
bacon were needed, both of which I made and consumed
hungrily. My plan for day two had always been to leave
Beaumont Quay and cross the causeway in Horsey Mere
back to Titchmarsh, but I wasn’t at Beaumont Quay,
so I decided to navigate my way through the drying
Cunnyfur Ooze with the flood, then head for Kirby Creek
and then into Horsey Mere.
Again, the day started with a total absence of any
wind, so I rowed through the creeks until I grounded,
waited for more water, then rowed on. Occasionally
I poled the boat forward with an oar, making a mental
note that I needed a sculling notch in Galadriel’s transom.
Eventually I found open water again in Landermere
Creek. With barely enough wind to steer, I drifted with
the flood towards Skippers Island. The wind rose to a
southerly F2 by the time I entered Kirby Creek but it
was already high water. I tacked between the withies,
gradually getting braver and sailing further past them
on each tack. I entered Horsey Mere and made careful
progress.
The bed of the mere is by no means flat; an almost
glacial landscape of muddy valleys and ridges lurks
beneath the surface, and I did not want to get stuck. I got
as far as boathouse creek before the dagger board felt
the squelch of Essex mud for the first time. I raised it a
little, hoping to sail into deeper water, but soon it became
apparent I was running out of time … and water.
Just over a quarter of a mile from the causeway, less
than a mile from Titchmarsh, I had to turn around and
head for deeper water. I had supplies, and no harm would
have come from spending low water waiting for the tide,
but my inner eleven year-old had to concede that his

Anchored for coffee

outer 31 year-old had a wife and children who he
really ought to see at some point before Monday.
The wind was rising all the time, now a good
F3 from the south, so I poled the boat from her
muddy perch, rowed back to the channel and
made a quick broad reach out of the mere, a run
up Kirby Creek and then an extremely pleasant
broad reach eastwards down Hamford Water.
Off stone Point I could really feel the ebb trying
to push me out to sea, and I had to get back into
The Twizzle against wind and tide. Luckily, I
now had a rattling good F4 to play with, and my
little Mirror and I thrashed away to windward.
Measuring our progress using distinguishing
bits of shoreline, I realised that I was making
very little ground. Bramble Creek had been plan
B and the River Orwell three miles to leeward
was, for a while at least, shaping up to be an
acceptable plan C.
But plan C was never needed as a freshening
of the wind helped me fight the tide. Throwing
the boat forwards and backwards across the
wide creek, I made more and more progress. The
wind rose more and I thought of reefing, but I
was having FAR too much fun. It took well over
an hour to make the final 1.5 miles to Titchmarsh
Marina where I recovered the boat and had more
coffee, made by someone else this time, and then
set off home.
The weekend hadn’t gone according to plan,
but it had been the realisation of a childhood
dream, and a fantastic little cruise. My only
regret was not making it to Beaumont Quay, so
I decided that Galadriel and I should
make our destination after all, even
if it was by road. My mild obsession
with Thames Barges means that
I instantly loved this place. Its
quiet location belies its one-time
importance; indeed it had its own
canal, the Beaumont Cut, built to
allow the barges easier access.
Immediately to my right as I stood
on the stone quay was the wreck
of the Sailing Barge Rose, her vast
hull decaying slowly into the mud,
but with her rudder still standing
proud, just to let us all know she’s
Sailing Barge Rose at Beaumont Quay
still there. RS
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Learning to Love Lofting...

or, The Joy of Boatbuilding from Scratch

T

he OGA dinghy
(DC237 and 238) is a
laudable project, although
the concept seems to be a racing
one-design approach rather than
creating an ideal cruising dinghy.
I’d like to encourage aspirant
boatbuilders (particularly those,
like me, on a limited budget) to
consider the option of building a
boat from plans, rather than from
a kit. It is considerably cheaper
and opens up a huge choice of
designs to choose from. And,
as I have found, it can make the
build a much more rewarding and
enjoyable activity in itself.
I’m in the process of building
a 16ft Apple lug yawl off plans
I bought from the designer,
Tom Dunderdale (of Campion
Sail and Design – http://www.
campionboats.co.uk/details.
html) – for £73.
Although
involving more thought, headscratching and hours of work
than building from a kit of parts
cut by a computer, I discovered
that lofting the traditional way,
by hand and by brain, is a very
rewarding activity.
Lofting is the process of
drawing, at full scale onto sheets of
plywood, the crucial curves for the
planks, or strakes, that will create
the 3D shape of your chosen boat.
Early on in my pre-build research
I discovered a documentary film
of the Tyneside shipyards, where
skilled workers plotted chalk
lines onto huge sheets of steel, to
be cut by oxy-acetylene torches
and riveted into ocean-going
liners. The process is the same in
principle for building a dinghy.
At first sight, it’s a daunting job
– but anyone who has drawn a
graph in school maths lessons can
loft a curve.
Before you start you need a
flat, level area to work on. My
shed floor was uneven, so I built
a platform of OSB board on 2 x 4
timbers, mounted on large castors,
so it could be moved around. The
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first stage of the build was joining
two 8x4 sheets of marine ply,
using the same glass-and-epoxyreinforced butt joint as described
in the OGA dinghy-build article.
Tom’s excellent building notes
that came with the Apple plans
give a table of offsets – think of
them as the x and y co-ordinates
for points on the curve of a
graph. Two points are measured
vertically from the base line, and
horizontally from the left hand
end of the plywood, to define
both edges of the strake. Having
plotted and marked all the points
with pencil crosses, I then remeasured them several times to
convince myself they were all
correct. It’s then just a matter of
drawing pencil lines through
the crosses, using a thin, flexible
wooden lath temporarily held in
place with panel pins... just like
drawing a graph.
I chose Tom’s Apple design
for a number of reasons. I liked
its traditional looks, with vertical
stem, multi-chine hull and
sloping, tumblehomed transom.
I liked the sail plan because I’m
keen on balance lug sails and
mizzens. I liked the option of
building in water ballast. And I
liked the fact that the underwater
shape makes it a fast, planing
hull. The final selling point was
that through clever nesting of
the strakes, Tom had created a
16ft hull out of only 4 sheets of
marine plywood. The downside
of the clever nesting was that it
demanded different base lines,
at different angles, for plotting
the curves of each strake – hence
extra headscratching and careful
remeasuring of every point
before making the first cut with
the jig saw.
Erring on the side of caution, I
kept the jig saw well away from
the lines marking the edges of
the strakes. This meant two or
three solid days of planing down
to the line with a block plane.

by Bill Haylock
There was a hiatus when I realised
that the cheap block plane I had
bought wasn’t up to the job and
kept going blunt. I had to wait
for the delivery of a Record block
plane. This proved to be one of
the two most important tools for
the project. So far, so boring – but
the next stage of the build was
where all that tedious and careful
measuring, marking, cutting and
planing seemed worthwhile.
Like the OGA dinghy, the Apple
uses the stitch-and-tape building
technique. This was originally
developed by woodwork teacher
Ken Littledyke who designed
self-build kits for plywood kayaks
under the ‘Kayel’ brand name,
which were manufactured by
Granta Boats in Cambridgeshire. It
was popularised, however, by the
original television DIY guru, Barry
Bucknell, with Jack Holt, in the
Mirror dinghy design of the early
1960s. The Mirror concept was all
about making sailing accessible to
the masses. The stitch-and-tape
tecnique made it possible to build
your own boat without specialist
tools or skills and for much less
money than a ready-made boat.
This ethos was important for
me. As a pensioner on a modest
income my budget is tight and I
don’t have a fancy workshop with
sophisticated tools.
Tom
Dunderdale’s
design
follows the original concept of
stitch-and-tape because, unlike
the OGA design, the Apple doesn’t
require the use of a building jig.
Starting with the garboard strakes,
stitched together with copper
wire and opened out like a book,
the subsequent strakes are then
stitched on with cable ties, and
the midships and bow bulkheads
stitched in after the third strake.
The strakes just need to be
supported with wooden chocks at
strategic points to ensure the hull
is straight and true.
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In just a couple of days those
is a Scottish Gaelic word meaning
GCE O-level woodwork exam!
funny-shaped and unwieldy
‘a fair breeze’ and also ‘prosperity’
I have had quite a bit of practice
plywood planks took on the
or ‘success’ – a wish or blessing
since then on DIY building
recognisable shape of a boat as
for someone going on a journey,
projects, however.
you can see in the sequence of
which in the Gaeltacht would
With stitch-and-tape you can
photographs. It seemed almost
almost always have been by boat.
get by with surprisingly few
magical! What’s more, the strakes
Building from scratch has
sophisticated tools, as long as you
all fitted together neatly – no
saved me a lot of money, as well
are prepared to spend time on lots
yawning gaps anywhere. Tom’s
as being fun. So far it has cost me
of planing to size. The two items I
construction notes had stressed
just over £1500 and that includes
would say are absolute essentials
the importance of measuring and
the sails and all the hardware
are a decent block plane and a
cutting the strakes to millimetreI need. I’ve saved money on
beefy random orbital sander. I got
perfect precision. I felt very proud
‘yacht tax’ by avoiding the usual
a hefty Sealey sander/polisher for
of my new-found lofting skills
chandlery sources where possible
just under £90 and it’s worth every
and my workmanship!
– buying 2-part Jotun epoxy
penny because you spend a lot of
The internal seams have been
paint from an industrial supplier
time sanding. And you’ll need as
double-taped and epoxied, the
at £42 for 5 litres, for example,
many cramps as you can afford or
centreboard case is in, and the
and sourcing literally dirt-cheap
get your hands on.
entire outside of the hull has been
iroko for the gunwales from a pile
The build has gone on for a
sheathed in light glass cloth and
of miscellaneous filthy, roughyear now because I keep getting
epoxy, rather than just taped, as
sawn hardwood at a scuzzy
taken away from it by other
I wanted a smooth finish so I can
plant nursery in an unlovely part
commitments. I’m beginning to
varnish the topsides rather than
of County Durham via an ebay
resent the other commitments
paint the whole hull. I’ve still to
advert. The marine ply, which
that keep me away from the
build in the water ballast tanks in
has BS1008 and FSC certification,
boat! Before I started the build,
the floor, the buoyancy chambers
came from a general timber
my motivation was mostly the
and the thwarts, and the fore and
merchants in South Shields, where
anticipation of sailing the finished
aft decks. I’ve got centreboard and
they let me go into the warehouse
boat. But I have come to realise
rudder, masts and spars to make.
and select my own sheets. It’s farthat much of the enjoyment and
Plenty to keep me busy over the
Eastern meranti and proved to
fulfilment is in the actual building.
winter if I want to achieve my
be sound while working it and
It has been much more fun and
target of launching her next
is much cheaper than that from
more engrossing than I ever
spring.
specialist suppliers.
imagined. I think I will be sad
Her name is already chosen.
You don’t need to be a highly
when it’s done and all I have to do
Soirbheas (pronounced ‘sirruvus’)
skilled woodworker. I failed my
is sail! WH
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Photo 1: Planing the strakes to the line. The port
and starboard strakes are clamped together to
ensure they are perfect mirror images of each
other
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Photo 2: The first two strakes on each side are stitched
together, with two simple formers to keep them open. The
garboard strakes are the hardest to close at the bow as they
have to twist through almost 90 degrees. I poured boiling
water over the forward end of the garboard strakes to soften
the plywood and pulled them together at the bow with a bolt
and penny washers through both strakes.
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Photo 3: (below) The third strake is on, ready for the
transom and the bow and midships bulkheads to be
stitched in.

Photo 4: (below) And now the fourth (and widest)
strake is on. It is split for about the first metre, to create
tumblehome in the quarters. Suddenly, she has become
a graceful boat!

Photo 5: (above) The first outwale is on and the boat
now feels much more rigid.
Photograph bottom left (© Tom Dunderdale):
A completed Apple 16 with the rig as designed.
Builders have introduced a variety of sailplans, and
Peter Lord’s Apple 16 Vips (sailed by the Editor with
Peter in the Baltic) has carbon fibre masts and more
complex lugsails – it’s a versatile design.
Photo 6: (below) The second outwale going on. The
bow section has been epoxied, but the scarph still
has to be cut in the aft end before the final section is
pieced in. Once the inwales were in place the boat felt
very robust.
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Gaff Rig For Octavia, a Voyager 14,

W

hen I bought my 50 yearold Voyager 14 – now
called Octavia, as being
my 8th boat – it was partly out of
nostalgia; I had owned one briefly
in the 1970s and always regretted
having to sell her to resolve a
cashflow problem. It was also
because I wanted something more
comfortable for my old bones
to cruise in than my previous,
Oughtred-designed Whillyboat,
but which would sail as well
and look more attractive than
the majority of microyachts that
try to squeeze a quart’s worth of
accommodation into a pint-sized
hull. With a few modifications, the
Voyager 14 fits that brief very well.
It was a very clever design,
though, unfortunately, rather
badly built, at least by today’s
standards, so I fully expected this
to be a substantial restoration and
development project. Four years
and about 700 hours of work later,
I think we’re just about there!
The bulk of the work was all
fairly conventional: strengthening
the almost non-existent bond
between hull and deck, new
brightwork including rubbing
strips and hatch covers, replacing
corroded keel bolts, beefing up
thin spots in the mouldings with
extra layers of glass cloth and
epoxy, new bulkheads, watertight
buoyancy tanks in the forepeak
and under the aft ends of the
cockpit sole and benches, with
access through Barton hatch
covers, and a complete re-design
of the interior fit-out. She now has
a full-width, 6ft. long cabin sole,
well-supported on plywood floors
that span the width and height of
the bilges, with no attempt to fit
raised bunks, galley, chart table, or
any of the impractical cubby-holes
beloved of (some) yacht designers.
The cabin is effectively an empty,
rigid tent, albeit with a carpeted
floor! Actually, the carpet is made
from warm red, waterproof, hard
wearing synthetic fibre doormat. I
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by David Platten
Octavia reaching

just cut pieces to shape and stuck
them down to the sole boards
with spray-on contact adhesive.
With white, anti-condensation
paint on the inside of the hull
and deckhead, and a couple of
Thermarest
mattresses
under
the sleeping bags, the cabin is
welcoming and comfortable. The
spaces under the forward ends of
the cockpit seats provide stowage
for spare clothing, a plastic box
containing galley equipment, and
a coolbag containing the victuals.
A small Portapotti sits under the
fore hatch, strapped to the forepeak
bulkhead, its filled, flushing
water tank providing 10 Kgs. of
trimming ballast (we won’t talk
about the contents of the holding
tank by the end of a cruise!) An
65Ah leisure battery occupies a
watertight compartment forward
of that bulkhead, providing
further trimming ballast as well as
power for a NASA depth sounder,
USB charger sockets for phone and
tablet, and the electric bilge pump,
which I haven’t fitted yet, while
still leaving plenty of volume in
the buoyancy tank. Above the lid
of that tank, there’s a 250mm high
space just large enough to stow a
mini inflatable tender (deflated)

and electric air-pump, a couple of
spare sails and the folded cockpit
canopy. What more could you
need?
Well, there are some details
which have aroused comment,
and which might be of interest to
DCA sailors: in particular, the rig.
Back in the 70s, I found the
original Voyager sail plan,
comprising a 57 sq. ft. Bermudan
main and 23 sq. ft. jib, on a 16
ft. mast, to be unbalanced with
heavy weather helm, and undercanvassed anyway. At that time,
I fitted a bowsprit and extra jib,
turning her into a cutter. My
current Voyager came with a 21ft
mast – not the original - and a
motley collection of sails, some
of which just about fitted once I’d
chopped six feet off the top of the
mast, but didn’t give me the 100
sq.ft. of sail area that I feel the boat
needs. I started by treating her to
a 40 sq. ft. jib on a flexible reefing
spar, from Hellyar Innovation, and
a 60 sq. ft. sliding-gunter mainsail
– a spare which I’d retained after
selling the Whillyboat – on the
now 15 ft. mast (which is as long
as I can stow in my garage). It
balanced perfectly, with just a
touch of weather even in light airs,
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Octavia broad-reaching

while driving the boat well and – important, this - looking good!
But that yard, at nearly 12 ft. long, was a pain to manhandle,
needing two halyards and twin topping lifts just to keep it
under control on the way up; even more so on the way down.
So obviously, I needed a different sort of sail.
The eagle-eyed among you will have noted from the photos
that what Octavia now has is a gaff rig, but one that doesn’t look
exactly typical; more like a conventional Bermudan sail with
the top chopped off. It is actually closely based on a Wharrham
wingsail, as set on his Tiki catamarans. Looking for ideas, I’d
found an article on the Web about the Tiki 21, which included
a clear diagram of the sail plan, and the mental light bulb lit

Octavia halyard system
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up: this, I thought, would work, providing
plenty of drive but keeping the centre of
effort where I wanted it. I also read that, at
Wharrham’s insistence, these sails are cut
completely flat – no broad seams, battened
roach or luff round – which I thought would
make it easy enough to construct at home.
I printed out the diagram, played around
with the scale, to make it fit my mast, and
bought a polytarp from Amazon! Good
quality polytarp, to be sure – 180g./sq.m.
– and a pleasing shade of off-white that
doesn’t clash too badly with my cream jib.
I had hoped to cut it out in one piece,
but the tarp turned out to be a bit smaller
than advertised (suitably critical review
submitted to Amazon) and I had to fit an
extra piece at the head, cut from the spare
material. The seams and tabling are stuck
with double-sided tape before stitching
on my domestic sewing machine. In fact,
they’re only partly sewn: the machine
couldn’t cope with multiple layers of fabric
and carpet tape around the corner patches,
but the taped-only bits seem to be holding
together all right.
Instead of a bolt rope on the luff, I fitted
brass Hipkiss eyelets, readily available, with
setting tool, from hardware stores, and nylon
sail slides. I had intended to seize these in
place with whipping twine but, impatient to
try the sail out, I quickly attached them with
nylon cable ties. They work so well I shan’t
bother replacing them.
With the sail being flat cut, it’s essential to
have a clew outhaul that is easily adjustable
while sailing, as you find yourself trimming
it almost as often as the sheets, to get the
appropriate draft in the loose-footed sail to
suit wind speed and direction.
The boom that came with the boat was
almost as thick as a telegraph pole – I
exaggerate, but not by much – so I bought
a length of 64 x 38mm CLS from the local
builders’ merchant, sanded it a bit, shaped
the ends a bit, screwed some stainless steel
sheet (ex-commercial catering kitchen
worktop) reinforcement patches on the
ends, and painted it with silver Hammerite.
I also let a 600mm length of aluminium
mast track into the top face. The sail clew
attaches with a carbine hook to a simple
slider in the track – just a standard screwdown eyeplate that happens to fit – and the
4mm Dyneema line which attaches to that
leads back to a micro cheek block at the clew
end, then forward to a jamming cleat on the
boom, located nearer the mast.
The short gaff is just a one-metre length
of 50 x 25mm roof-tile batten, also painted
silver, but where it gets clever is really down
to the ingenuity of John Perry, our SW region
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co-ordinator, whose idea I copied.
John sails with a gunter rig on an
aluminium mast with luff groove,
like mine, that wouldn’t take
kindly to conventional gaff jaws,
so he devised a special fitting that
is essentially a sliding gooseneck.
My take on it consists of a
150mm length of 50mm polyester
webbing (my wife hasn’t noticed
that our car seat belts are a few
inches shorter than they used
to be) which was folded double
around the shank of a 50mm M6
stainless steel machine screw,
with its head cut off. The portion
of tape around the screw was
bedded onto epoxy and clamped
tightly, care being taken to ensure
that there was enough epoxy
to impregnate the tape without
bleeding into the remaining
65mm length of double-thickness
tape. The 15mm of tape nearest
what was now an over-length sail
luff slide was kept free of epoxy
with some judicious application
of Vaseline, and the remaining
50mm well-impregnated with
more epoxy and clamped together
in a vice, sandwiched between
two layers of plastic milk bottle to
stop it sticking to the vice jaws.
Once fully cured, that end could
be rounded over and slid into a
3mm wide slot cut into the end of
the gaff. A 10mm hole was drilled
through the assembly from side
to side and bushed with a piece
of stainless steel tube – a fitting
salvaged from the surplus length
of mast – that was belled out
over stainless steel sheet washers
(more of that kitchen worktop)
that also serve to reinforce the end
of the gaff. The tube provides an
attachment point for the throat
of the sail, and a short rope strop
threaded through it takes the end
of the halyard.
Which brings us to that halyard
– singular, despite this being a
gaff rig. Further developing John
Perry’s idea, I fashioned a traveller
similar to the gaff gooseneck but
with the outer end sandwiched
between two 50 x 25 x 4mm layers
of Tufnol, cut from some scrap that
I’ve been hoarding for 35 years.
The top end of this pad is fitted
with a block and the internallyrove halyard runs down from
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a
masthead
sheave
box,
Wing sail, first hoist
round the block
and back up to
a
strongpoint
fitted to the mast
just below the
sheave. The 2:1
purchase
thus
achieved makes
it easy even for
my 11 year-old
grandson
to
hoist the sail.
The bottom end
of the traveller
pad is linked to
the throat end of
the gaff with a
short strop and
carbine hook. A
second, slightly
longer
strop,
with a tentguyline-type
tension adjuster
fitted into it –
also cut from
the scrap tufnol
– clips onto a
strongpoint near
the peak end
of the gaff. The
tension adjuster
allows for some
pre-determined
jib reefing spar, suggested that
fullness to be set in the head of
I buy a high-load top swivel to
the sail by slightly altering the
cope with the 3:1 purchase on the
angle of the gaff. In the halfjib halyard, needed to tension the
dozen outings it’s had, I’ve been
spar sufficiently, I have found the
very impressed with this rig’s
cheaper, plain-bearing Barton top
performance. I can get hull speed
swivel perfectly adequate – and
in 7 knots of breeze; balance is as
the flexible spar has the advantage
good or better than the gunter
that it can be removed, coiled up
rig, and reefing when the wind
with the furled sail round it and
tops 10 knots is a doddle. I made
stowed in the cabin for transit.
a simple gizmo to make roller
Not that I bother! I just lash the
reefing the mainsail easier. A
furled jib alongside the lowered
little, removable, C-shaped Tufnol
mast when the boat’s on the road
clip fits onto the square shoulders
trailer.
of the gooseneck, allowing the
I don’t expect the polytarp
boom to rotate easily on the pin
mainsail to last very long, but as
while the clew is supported by
an experimental prototype it has
the topping lift , as I wind up the
already served its purpose, at
foot of the sail round the boom
a cost of less than £35. I’ve now
by hand in the time-honoured
comissioned our local sailmaker
dinghy fashion.
Because the
to build me one out of the proper
boom is toed up from tack to clew
cloth. He’s agreed, but I have to
by about 300mm, the tack end
take him out for a trial sail with
shows no inclination to slip off
the prototype first, to convince
the pin while rotating. Although
him that it works! DP
Rob Hellyar, when supplying the
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Sailing the Kyles

by Mike Harrington
& Chris Lavender

T

he idea of sailing a small
boat around the lochs and
kyles of Western Scotland
originated at a DCA rally at
Derwent Water in the Lake
District. Chris Lavender and I had
originally chatted about sailing
around Walney Island, which then
developed into proceeding from
Inverkip in Chris’s 45 year-old
Wayfarer Ben Gunn.
We had been watching the
weather forecast like hawks; it
seemed impossible that the settled
sunny conditions would last until
our trip but amazingly they did.
After a passage plan had been
created we chatted about what to
take, the sleeping arrangements
and food. To comply with the Solas
regs we borrowed flares, a vhf and
made a radar reflector for the mast.
At last we were organised
and were ready to go: to boldly
go… where everyone else had
been before, including us, but not
together – or in a dinghy.

dusty carpark at Inverkip Marina
– to the sound of clinking halyards
and the sight of restless boats.
The wind was blowing at 22
knots from the east with some
north in it. Any wind speed that
starts with a 2 is on the edge of
comfort.
At this point we did think
about delaying our departure
until the next day and to stay
overnight in the marina, as the
forecast was for a decrease in wind
strength overnight. However, on
consideration – we’d lose a day of
our trip, the wind was in the same
direction as the ebbing tide, we’d
be running under only a jib and
we were in a loaded Wayfarer.
How bad could it be?

So we were off, into a sparkling
sea, with our spirits lifting and
confidence building. The boat
was balanced, with a light helm, a
weight of wind in our sail and the
waves chasing behind us.
Almost immediately we saw the
unmistakable form of a submarine
heading away and to seawards,
reminding us that this was the
Clyde and we should expect to see
the big naval stuff.
Then we saw a guillemot.
As we approached Toward
Point the birdlife increased in
frequency and variety. Our first
diving gannet was as dramatic
as an aircrash; the height, the
turn, the fall, the late correction
and the unbelievable speed on
impact with the sea. Seconds later,
surfacing with such buoyancy as
to be almost airborne again. No
matter how many times we saw
these birds dive we remained
spellbound by them.
The Toward Point lighthouse,
which was completed in 1812
by the Cumbrae Lighthouse
Trust, was abeam and marked
our 5-mile waypoint. The tide
and wind around this headland
caused the seas to become heavy
and breaking with quite steep
waves rising above our bow and
stern. On passing Toward Point
and Castle Toward, we turned
northwest, which put the wind
onto the stern quarter and the
waves became more orderly.
Mike with Ben Gunn

Sunday May 27th, 2018
A sunny but windy day for the
off and within twenty minutes
on the road we were on the hard
shoulder. The boat cover had torn
loose and flogged itself to death
thanks to UV degradation and
wind, not the best of starts and
hopefully not a trend! Thankfully,
after an uneventful three and a half
hours we rolled onto a windy and
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As the sun was going down we
turned into West Kyle and into
a beautiful sheltered rocky cove
just before Rubha Dubh. The hill
rose behind us and a small burn
trickled down hidden by silver
birch and small clusters of pink
rhododendron. With an anchor
fore and aft, we adjusted the boat
as the 2-metre tide rose slowly.
We landed, set up camp and
enjoyed lovely chilli and rice for
supper with a couple of welldeserved malt whiskies, and
reflected on the day’s events.
15 miles covered and almost
all under jib. We both agreed we
were so lucky with the wind and
to experience such spectacular
scenery and wildlife.
It wasn’t the most comfortable
night’s rest both of us have ever
had, Chris onboard under the
boat tent and me ashore in a
single-man tent. That’s camping
though and you have to develop
a system to get really comfortable.

A bay with a view. Loch Fyne

Monday May 28th

Chris suggested a break so we
headed in and tied up next to a
wall of metal pilings, in what I
think was part of the old Toward
Pier.
We were out of the wind, the
kettle went on and soon we were
sitting on the grass absorbing the
warm sun with tea and Kit-kats.
We had fantastic views of
Arran and Bute and of course
the two Rothesay ferries; what a
great trip so far!
From our sheltered spot we
thought the wind had eased and
we set sail again. The calm was
short-lived however and as we
sailed past the mouth of Loch
Striven the angry gusts came
thick and fast straight down the
loch which was a mass of white
horses. The seas were now on the
beam and the wind really began
to blow, banging into the hull and
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vibrating our poor jib. We luffed
into the bigger waves to avoid the
spray. But we reached and rolled
onwards and marvelled at the
pulling power of the jib and the
stability and progress of the boat.
As we sailed further up East
Kyle, conditions began to settle,
eventually to a light and fickle
breeze, which gave us time to
hear the sounds of birdsong, and
to take in the wonderful scenery.
After
passing
Colintraive
ferry we started to look for a
suitable sheltered beach for the
night as the breeze was coming
from the east. Still under jib, we
approached the Burnt Isles which
were a cacophony of nesting gulls,
oystercatchers, greylag and eider.
We sailed quietly through the
middle of these beautiful islands
hoping to see some seals but were
unlucky this time.

We awoke to the liquid sound
of willow-warblers in the birches
and rowans and the sight and
smells of the seashore at low
water. We breakfasted on bacon
rolls (the muesli having been left
in the car with the tide times and
weather forecasts, demonstrating
the need follow the checklist
properly!)
The weather could not have
been more different. The sun was
still shining, but the wind had
dropped to a mere breeze.

Chris and Ben Gunn
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At 10 o’clock the tide began to
lift our boat off the pebbles and it
was time to be leaving our little
bay. We set full sail with a jib
and a Wanderer mainsail, not to
fool anyone, but because it had
reefing points and gave us more
flexibility. With the gentler winds
we sailed up towards the private
island at the head of the Kyles and
then explored Loch Riddon and
the Burnt Isles.
It was slow going, as we were
tacking against a flood tide.
Eventually we landed for a brew
break on a beautiful shoreline
adjacent to the Burnt Isles, to the
strident piping of the waterbirds.
What a fantastic day this was,
in one of the most beautiful
of sailing areas! We continued
to sail down the West Kyle in
variable winds which allowed us,
after heaving to, to try our hand
at mackerel fishing. We were glad
we had some chilli left, as that
day the fish were not biting!
Due to the gentle conditions,
we were able to sail slowly
around the moorings at the
pretty village of Tighnabruaich.
The large boats on the mooring
buoys, we observed, were just
too large to share the bays and
shallows we explored – one of
the many advantages of dinghy
cruising. We saw a small group of
porpoises for the first time, which
was exciting and the fantastic
guided missile-like dive of the
gannets was a constant spectacle.

Obviously better
fishermen than
us!
Today was the
hottest day of the
trip and it was so
hot that during
the
afternoon
we landed on a
beach opposite
Kames to get
a break from
the sun and sit
under the trees
– how often does
one get to say
that in the UK!
After
another
brew
and
Pringles in the
shade, we left at
16:30 and sailed
/motored as the
wind was so
light, into Loch
Fyne, passing basking seals.
We had become quite fussy
by now about where we wanted
to beach the boat. We decided to
avoid Ardlamont Bay, as despite
it having a most beautiful sandy
beach, we wanted somewhere
more remote. We found a stony
beach next to Ardlamont Bay
where we beached the boat and
ate supper before investigating
the bay and discovering some
fantastic
metamorphic
rock
formations and lovely wild
flowers, together with many
rhododendron clumps.

These calm conditions gave us a false sense of security for the morning
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After eating, we sailed on as
the sun was setting, exploring
the shallows and small islets.
Finally deciding to land on an
idyllic beach at Asgog Bay with its
fantastic shells, rock formations
and soft golden sands.
With views of Arran we
experienced a spectacular sunset
and moonrise simultaneously –
what a view, well deserving of a
whisky toast!

Tuesday May 29th
It was time to head back, but
we were not in any rush to leave
this lovely place and so had a
relaxed morning with a fine
breakfast provided by Chris.
Despite a forecast of light winds
there were some significant gusts
in the bay from the East and with
this in mind we decided to set
sail on jib and reefed main. As we
left the bay the wind temporarily
dropped to a breeze but soon after
picked up to force 4-5 with gusts.
The morning was so sunny and
warm when we set out, I think it
is true to say that we didn’t pay
much attention to the clothes we
were sailing in. Despite having
reefed the sails we were in shorts
and tee shirts which proved to be
a mistake.
As the wind picked up so did
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A lovely sunset at one end of Loch Long, while the moon was rising at the other
end. We eventually found a suitable anchorage at 10pm

the waves and we were soon
wet, cold and uncomfortable. We
pulled into the next bay, beached
the boat and put the kettle on! We
changed into dry clothes and wet
weather gear and after another
brew set sail again.
This is a beautiful sailing area
and it’s easy to be complacent
in such surroundings. Back out
there, however the wind became
stronger and white horses on a
gun-metal sea stretched ahead for
as far as we could see. With both
of us sitting out we were barely
able to weather the gusts, the boat
was punching into waves and we
were taking a lot of spray aboard.
Time to make a decision.
With the relentless wind (it
was ‘reet chirpy’) and the heavier
seas we decided we would head
inshore and pull into the next bay
to wait for things to calm down.
However, discovering the bay
to be too rocky for landing, we
furled the jib away, took stock and
continued sailing under reefed
main only. We were much more
under control and comfortable
although the conditions remained
challenging. We wanted to gain
as much ground as we could
before the tide turned against the
southeasterly wind.
We eventually made it into
West Kyle where the circulating
wind made for some confused
seas. We decided a tea breakwas
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in order and landed on a pleasant
sandy beach.
Soon after beaching the boat,
the wind turned through 180
degrees, leaving us on a lee shore.
We cast off again sailing under

jib only, creeping along the coast
where we landed in shelter on
the same beach as the day before.
It was here we discovered a
serious situation that could have
disastrous consequences for our
trip. We were almost out of tea
bags!
Our food was also getting
short, so in view of these two
situations it was decided to treat
ourselves to a pub meal and
while ashore look for a shop to
replenish our dwindling supplies.
Tighnabruaich on the other side
looked favourable, although from
the water we couldn’t see any
shops.
We landed on the village’s
floating pontoon and fixed a short
bow line to allow the boat to hang
off as the wind was still a little
fresh.
We enjoyed our meal and
noticed a convenience store across
the road. A fire engine lumbered
past with a proper ‘dee-dah’
siren. The locals told us that the
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enormous pall of smoke we had
seen yesterday was a heath fire
started by a barbecue. There had
been 5 fire engines in attendance.
Back at the boat we got away
under full sail and made it almost
as far as the top of the Kyle before
waking Mr Suzuki to provide
more rapid progress. Making
our way down West Kyle with
the sun going down, it became
rather chilly so the kettle went on
to provide another brew while
under way.
Darkness was beginning to fall
as we approached Loch Striven
and there in front of us, lit up
like a tower block was the RFA
Tidespring at the Nato wharf. It
became increasingly difficult
to see anywhere suitable to
overnight as we motored up the
loch and we felt like poachers
as we crept past close to the fish
farms.
Eventually in the glare of a
big orange moon we spotted a
likely place on the far shore. This
proved ideal and was out of the
wind; unfortunately we realised
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that the shimmering clouds we
could see were midges!
Amazingly a breeze sprang up
and we were able get the tents up
almost unmolested. Although it
was midnight the moon provided
enough light for us both without
use of torches.
The next morning revealed
a beautiful low water scene,

with dramatic hills and brilliant
colours. The birdlife abounded on
the shore and gannets thudded
into the water out in the loch. As
we sat eating our breakfast by
the boat we watched a family of
porpoises puffing and chasing
their breakfast.
The tide lifted the boat at about
11 o’ clock, and as conditions
were fairly calm, we had an
hour’s unsuccessful fishing before
hoisting sail.
Our sail down the loch was
best described as serene. A light
breeze, a warm sun and the stove
was much in demand for teas and
snacks.
With the tide ebbing and the
breeze from north of east we
headed out along the ferry route
across towards the Skelmorlie
Buoy. Later when the breeze fell
away we motored back towards
Inverkip with a final attempt to
sail the last half mile with the
wind blowing directly from the
slipway!
By 6.30 the boat was back on
the trailer and we were ready to
leave.
The staff at the marina could
not have been more friendly or
obliging. We paid just £20 to use
their slip and this could have
included a pontoon for one night
and full use of their facilities. The
parking was free for the duration
of our trip. We couldn’t have
made a better choice. What a trip!
MH&CL

A lively sail back from Loch Fyne to the Kyles
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The NL Raid 2018

R

by Hubert Bakker

aid Netherlands was conceived by
Koos Winnips and Joost Engelen. A fiveday trip covering about 200 km of scenic
waterways in the north of the Netherlands.
On Sunday 25th June we assembled
at Aduarderzijl, a small hamlet north of
Groningen.There were only four of us on this
trip. Three sailing canoes and my 15ft sailing
pram Hatseflats.
Koos Winnips had brought an Artemis
sailing canoe designed by Axel Schmidt. To this
Koos had added foils from a racing catamaran
and a lugsail made by Really Simple Sails in
the Philippines.
Joost Engelen had brought his beautifully
built Viola 14 canoe designed by Michael
Storer. He was also using a lug sail made by
RSS sails.
Mark Whitelock of the Open Canoe sailing
Group, from Bristol, brought a Wenonah
Prospector 15 canoe, modified for sailing.
He steered with a paddle. At 68, Mark was the
Nestor of our little group.H
I brought Hatseflats, my new and largely
untested self-designed sailing pram.
It was raining when I arrived at the campsite
in Aduarderzijl. Mark had put up his tent and
Koos had improvised a tarp. Another tarp was
used as a shelter from the rain. Joost arrived
with the barbecue after the rain had gone. After
a good meal we turned in. I had an uneasy
night sleeping on Hatseflats.
Day 1: Aduarderzijl to Lauwersmeer –
32km
We launched our boats at Aduarderzijl.
All provisions were loaded into Hatseflats
which was going to be our supply ship for
the week. We short-tacked up the beautiful
Reitdiep which meanders all the way from the
city of Groningen to Zoutkamp. We picknicked
at Lammerburen and went through the locks.
As we approached Zoutkamp it got quite
windy. Sailing close to the lee shore we
struggled upwind and crashed into the waves.
I got many buckets of water on board Hatseflats.
Then we rounded the Sennerplaat and
sailed downwind to Dokkumer Nieuwe Zijlen.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
NESTOR:
In case you don’t know, he was a king of Pylos in
the Peloponnese. In old age he led his subjects to
the Trojan War. His wisdom was legendary. (I think
I’d settle for that, if I were Mark) –Ed
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

H
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On Hatseflats I enjoyed the conditions but Mark had some
trouble with his canoe rounding up into the wind.
We stopped for the night at a Marrekrite camp site. These
camp sites are all around Friesland and let you moor at the
jetty and pitch your tent on the grass for free. They have
no toilets or drinking water so you must bring your own
supplies.
We pitched our tents and Joost cooked a meal. As we were
eating we found that midges were everywhere. It was cold
on board Hatseflats. I woke up from the cold several times
during the night.
Day 2: Lauwersmeer to Bergumermeer – 23km
By mid-morning we were off again. After the locks at
Dokkumer Nieuwe Zijlen, the Dokkumer Diep narrowed to a
canal. There were so many bridges that we lowered our masts
and switched to paddling. Rowing Hatseflats was hard work.
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Preparing for our trip

tents and walked into Langweer to get a meal
at the Drie Swaantjes. Unfortunately they were
already closing so we contented ourselves with a
fried meal across the road.
I moved Hatseflats to another jetty to get some
comfort.
Day 4: Langweer to Ossenzijl – 42km

Joost showed me how to make longer strokes. Even then,
the canoes were soon out in front.
It was getting hot. We stopped at Langebrug for a
picnic with fried sausages. And on we went. To cool off a
little, I pulled off my anorak and then my buoyancy aid.
Sipping lemonade every few minutes gave a little energy.
The canal was beautiful with many trees, but they made
sailing impossible, so we rowed and paddled.
Finally we reached the Bergumer Meer and hoisted
our sails for a quick downwind run to Marina Klein
Zwitserland. Once we had pitched our tents we had a
meal on the terrace of the nearby restaurant. Note that
Bergumer Meer is the home of the BM sailing class,
which was designed for home builders and popularized
sailing in the Netherlands more than any other class.
Day 3: Bergumermeer to Langweer – 49km
Today’s goal was to get to Akkrum. We set off at 11.00
hours.
When we crossed the Bergumermeer the wind was
still very light. At the bottom of the lake we sailed up the
Lits, a small river.
The canal was lined with trees. Soon we were rowing
and paddling again.
It was quite busy with motor boats. We did not see
any sailboats. We then hoisted sail to cross the Leien
lake. There was hardly any wind and it was very hot. We
continued paddling and rowing along the Peinder canal
towards the city of Drachten. Before we got to Drachten
we turned right into the Wijde Ee. By now there was a
little wind so we switched to sailing again.
At last we saw some sailboats! We picnicked at a small
island. There was now a small breeze. No more bridges
for quite a while so we sailed much of the time.
Before Grou we turned left heading for Nes and
passed the Loppe Aquaduct. Soon we were in Akkrum.
As it was still mid-afternoon we decided to continue
to Langweer.
First we had a very enjoyable broad reach across the
Sneekermeer. Then we got on the Noarder Alde Wei and
crossed the Langweerder Wielen, to arrive at Langweer
at 2000 hours.
In the evening light we moored our boats between the
keelboats of the sailing school. We quickly pitched our
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Today we wanted to get to Ossenzijl which is
the gate to the National Park ‘De Weerribben’.
From the Langweerder Wielen we got to the
Skarster Rien and from there to the Tjeukemeer,
which is a vast lake crossed by the A7 motorway.
Expecting more wind here, Koos put in a
reef. On the lake there was hardly any wind.We
drifted across the lake to Echtenerbrug behind a
traditional sailing barge. We rowed and paddled
through Echtenerbrug.
Some of the bridges were so low that you
had to crouch on the bottom to get through.
We picknicked on the banks of the Pier
Christiaanssloot.
It was so hot that we sheltered under a tarp.
At the end of the canal we split up. Koos,
Joost and Mark chose the scenic route along the
river Tsjonger. I chose the shorter route along the
Jonkersvaart.
After the Oldelamer Bridge I rowed against a
headwind until I reached the Driewegsluis. Once
through the locks I got onto the Linde, a small
river winding its way to Ossenzijl. I hoisted the
sail and had a nice relaxing passage warmed by
the evening sun.
I rowed through the town of Ossenzijl and
moored at Jachthaven de Kluft, waiting for my
fellow travellers.
Koos, Joost and Mark arrived one and a
half hours later. Koos had broken his self-built
composite rudder pintles. Mark was exhausted
from the long paddling. Once we had set up
camp, Joost cooked a nice vegetarian pasta.
We chatted with a friendly couple from
Denmark and swapped our Grolsch beer for
their Carlsberg.
After offloading our supplies I set up my
cockpit tent. When I stood with my full weight
Camping by the water’s edge
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Sailing on the Tjeukemeer

on the seat, the gunwale went under and a couple of buckets of water
gushed in. I was lucky that most of my stuff was still in the dry bags.
Only the sleeping bag got a bit damp.
At night the midges kept me from sleeping until I covered my head
with a towel.
Day 5: Ossenzijl to Beulakerwiede – 21km
At the other side of the marina we ran into Arij van der Kooij and Rick
Kramer from the canoeing school ‘Herbie Bird’. We looked at a Freedom
Canoe with a Balogh sailing rig they had on display. The fully battened
sail was only 42 square feet but could be reefed with a zipper between
two battens.Arij and Rick found our boats very interesting too, but we
had to move on.
We slipped into the narrow Vaartsloot. Joost, Koos and Mark were
paddling. I hoisted sail and soon passed them. The creek was so narrow
that you could almost touch the reeds either side of the hull. It was
beautiful sailing with water plants everywhere. Sometimes there were
trees alongside the creek and we paddled in silence.
Apart from us, there were only a few open motor boats quietly
chugging away. When passing other boats, it was often a tight squeeze.
We skirted the Weerribben like this for a couple of hours. Then we
reached the Roomsloot which connects to the lake of Giethoornse Meer.
Giethoorn is called the ‘Venice of the North’ and is especially popular
with Chinese tourists. House owners have
signs with ‘Keep off the Grass’ in Chinese
but it doesn’t seem to help much.
After the lake, one more canal and
then the big lake of Beulakerwiede. On
the lake there was a stiff breeze. Joost and
Mark sailed their canoes very carefully to
prevent nose-diving.
I sailed Hatseflats without reefing. It was
very nice sailing with the big blunt bow
gently lifting up with each wave.
Koos paddled behind.
All too soon we sailed into the
Beulaekehaven at Blauwe Hand.
We took the canoes out of the water and
left them on the grass. I left Hatseflats at a
jetty.
There were rumours about a public
transport strike, so we had to improvise
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the trip back to our cars. First we
took a taxi to the city of Meppel.
We found that the train service was
still working, so took the train to
Groningen.There we took another
taxi back to Aduarderzijl.
Then we drove the cars back to
Beulaekehaven and collected our
boats.
Once we were ready for the
trip home we stopped at Elly’s
Beach Bistro and had a enjoyable
goodbye meal.
Over dinner we discussed the
past week. Generally the weather
had been very good. The winds
picked up in the afternoon to make
for some pleasant sailing.
The event could not have been
planned better. Since the school
holidays had not started, marinas
and camp sites were not crowded
at all. The people we met were
friendly and relaxed.
When sailing, Hatseflats could
hold its own with the canoes.
When rowing, the heavily laden
Hatseflats was no match for the
slippery canoes.
We all enjoyed the beautiful
landscapes and villages that we
had passed. The trip through the
Weerribben was possibly the best
part of the week.
After the dinner we all went our
separate ways. HB
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Want to see more of our trip?
Watch the video diary created
by Koos on https://youtu.be/
HkSUd5PA6qs
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(Left to right) Mark, Joost, Hubert, Koos
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Just a Business Trip

A

t the beginning of
September, I was asked
to go to Gloucester and
play some historical music to lead
the procession for ‘Gloucester
Day’, which commemorates the
lifting of the siege in 1643, during
the Civil War.
We knew that space was going
to be tight, with very little
convenient parking and even less
room for pitching tents. As such,
the obvious solution seemed
to be to travel by water, which
would give me both transport and
accommodation, as well as a lot of
pleasure.
Sailing north up the Severn
from Bristol is complicated by the
fact that I need the ebb to come
down the Avon, but the flood to
get up the Severn; so arriving at
Avonmouth I have to anchor and
sit on the mud, waiting six hours
or so for the tide to turn. This
makes it a good time for a meal
and a kip!
From the Severn, I lock up onto
the Gloucester and Sharpness
Canal, and there are no more tides
– the pressure’s off from there on!
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by Steffan Llwyd

Sharpness Lock is always a bit of
an adventure: with the strong tides
in the Severn and no real slack
water, the accepted technique, for
coasters and large power vessels
as well as Drascombe Dabbers,
is to turn downriver, against the
stream, and crab sideways into
the lock entrance – what sailors
and canoeists call ‘ferry gliding’.
One needs to leave the
Cumberland Locks at Bristol on

Above: Civil War re-enactment at
Gloucester
Below: evening on the Gloucester
& Sharpness Canal © Mike Baldwin
Bottom: a previous year’s parade

the top of one tide, and arrive at
Sharpness to lock up on the top
of the next one; it was neap tides,
so high water would be around
noon and midnight and, since
I didn’t fancy Sharpness in the
dark, I decided to leave Bristol
at 23.00 on Wednesday night,
which gave me the added bonus
of coming down the Avon in the
dark. This is always very beautiful
and you can’t really go wrong:
there’s nowhere to ‘turn off’ and
it’s all well lit – as indeed is the
Severn – although it did seem to
me that one or two lights were,
like Growltiger’s ear, somewhat
missing! Some of the lockmasters
can be a bit sniffy at the idea
of people in fifteen-foot boats
locking out and disappearing
single-handed into the middle of
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the night, but they’re getting used
to me now and one, recognising
me, was kind enough to say, ‘but
since I know it’s you, I’m not too
worried!’
My favourite anchorage is
somewhat below the Avonmouth
bridge, where a dog-leg in the
channel is marked by a darling of
a navigation buoy, group-flashing
five green every ten seconds; I’ve
never seen another buoy with
that character so you can’t really
mistake it! Give the buoy a wide
margin for the benefit of other
vessels, anchor uptide of it so you
don’t foul it as the tide turns, and
shallow-draught boats can even
lie afloat at neaps until it’s time
to leave. Foolishly I could not be
bothered to put the tent up and
bed down properly for so short a
time, so I just wriggled under a sail
and lay down; but it was a clear
night and I froze for quite some
time before conceding defeat and
getting into my sleeping bag.
The following morning I had
a quick breakfast followed by a
slow, lazy reach up river, under
the two motorway bridges,
braving the whirlpools in the
Shoots, and arriving at Sharpness
in good time, sharing the lock with
a wide-beam canal boat crewed
by a very pleasant couple with
whom I kept occasional company
all the way to Gloucester: they
had bought the boat in Leicester, I
believe, and were going on up the
river to Upton-on-Severn.
I like the canal. Just like the
Avon, there are no navigational
headaches, nowhere you can get
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lost and, with both masts down,
I can get under all the bridges
without having to wait to have
them opened, although one or
two are a very close thing. I got
too cocky once, approached too
fast, and hit one quite hard, taking
a good lump of bronze out of my
bow-roller!

About halfway up the canal
is Saul Junction with its visitor
centre run by the Cotswold Canals
Trust where you can get a cuppa
and an ice cream, and there are
civilised toilets and even a shower
if you’ve got a BW key. I’d had a
lazy lunch at Sharpness, just above
the docks complex, thinking to get
someway up the Canal and then
stop for the night and continue
in the morning, but I made good
time in fine, hot weather, and

gradually realised that I could
actually make Gloucester in one
go, and indeed I tied up in the
basin at about eight o’clock, some
twenty hours all told from Bristol,
which is a very good time and
meant that I had a whole free day
before the weekend’s festivities.
The event’s organiser came
down to see me and, I think, was
a tad disappointed that I didn’t
want to cop out and doss on his
floor but, by the time he saw me, I
was well established with tent up,
cooker at the ready, on a nice bit of
pontoon that had the sun nearly
all day! I certainly wasn’t moving.
The historical celebrations went
smoothly and we were very well
received, marching at the head of
the processions, and firing volleys
of musket and hand-cannon fire
for the City’s dignitaries; tea and
cakes were very kindly provided
by a neighbouring Baptist Church,
and plentiful beer and local cider
were available from a hostelry
practically next door, which was
kind enough to let us use their
facilities including a downstairs
room for changing.
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Mooring in the basin at Gloucester is free up to 48 hours and, not
wishing to push my luck, I left reasonably early on Sunday morning.
Just below the bridge there are water taps, and a wonderful branch of
Sainsbury’s supermarket, complete with petrol station, which is very
well supported by the boating fraternity, even having its own wharf
right alongside; so I replenished my stores of water, food and fuel,
and set off back down the canal. After another stop at Saul Junction, I
was back at my favoured spot outside Sharpness Docks, in time for a
leisurely dinner, a good night’s rest, and departure on the lunchtime tide
on Monday.
The morning dawned clear and sunny but with very little wind, and
I more or less resigned myself to motoring all the way down. Actually,
if you just point yourself in the right direction, the tide will pretty much
do it all for you: a friend once facetiously suggested doing a five or six
mile stretch in a children’s paddling pool but, when I replied that I was
up for it if he was, he suddenly went all quiet – probably just as well: I
don’t know what the Coastguard would have said!
Lots of sailors seem to be afraid of the tides in the Severn: not
infrequently I’ve had them say to me, ‘You don’t take it out in the Severn
with those tides, do you?’ I cut my sailing teeth in the Solent, and then
moved on to the Dyfi estuary, so I’m no stranger to strong tidal streams
and, yes, I’ve made my mistakes and embarrassed myself once or twice.
Bristol sailors will tell you proudly that their tidal range is the second
(or is it third?) largest in the world, but the rate of stream is stronger
elsewhere; once in the Dyfi I could not regain my anchor however I tried,
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and I had to cut the rope in the
end: I’ve never had that problem
in the Severn. A good job it was on
rope and not chain, or I might still
be there!
Anyway, time passed and the
breeze freshened a little, such
that I felt honour-bound to put
some sail up and show willing,
even though it was right on the
nose. I tacked back and forth, and
the wind veered so that I really
couldn’t point where I needed
to go and was heading back up
towards Lydney again. Right
round it went, strengthening all
the while, until I was able to tack
and take it full on one quarter,
just where a lugger likes it best,
good and strong, and heading
straight for the centre arch of
the Severn bridge! This is how
sailing is supposed to be, and
twice now since I moved here I’ve
had a soldier’s wind both ways
on the Severn on one of my little
expeditions!
Well, I shot into Avonmouth
and dropped the hook by my
favourite buoy and had a wellearned dinner, interrupted by a
phone call from the Lock Keepers:
they’d got my phone message
and wanted to confirm that I
was coming up at one o’clock
tomorrow on the afternoon tide;
but no, I was coming up at one
o’clock in the morning, please, so
that I could have another beautiful
night passage up the Avon in the
dark!
What might have been just a
business trip had turned out to be
a very enjoyable six days’ sailing.
S Ll
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MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT, 12.10.18
As of 12th October we have 540 paid up members, which is 20 more than this time last year. 70 of them (13%) have joined
in the last twelve months.
All non-renewers with email have received several reminders, in addition to the usual reminders in the bulletins.
The majority of members (303) paid by cheque or Postal Order, but there has been a substantial increase in those paying
by Direct Debit, from 90 last year to 165 this year.
67 of our members live overseas (73 last year), of whom 64 used PayPal. Half of the latter (32) set up recurrent payments
to be paid annually.
Taken together. 36% (32 + 165 = 197) of members have now set up an annual payment.
Occasionally a new applicant seeks to pay by bank transfer, but relents when Jeff or I explain that what seems a simple,
paperless method of payment for them entails a lot more work for us in repeatedly monitoring accounts to find out who
has paid. PayPal also involves more work, so it is only available to overseas members, in order to lighten our workload in
handling hundreds of renewals and applications every year.
It would be of further help to me if members paying by cheque would renew in early February 2019, rather than leaving
it till April 1st or even later.
My thanks to Jeff Rogers (Treasurer) for his help with DDs and to Tony Nield (New Members Sec.) for his help in fielding
enquiries from new members,
Best wishes,
David Morton.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

SOUTH COAST WINTER DAY-SAILS. 2018-2019
High water times quoted are for Chichester Bar. Emsworth, Itchenor and Bedhampton about 15 minutes later. First
high water Southampton is similar, second high water is 2 hours later. GMT time is quoted except where otherwise
stated. Launching/recovering possible most sites ± 2.5 hrs HW; Itchenor at any time.
Using Saturday dates leaves the option of postponing to Sunday in the event of bad weather.
Venues may be changed on the day. Please see Yahoo SC forum dinghysolent for last minute details.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Sat 15 Dec HW 16.43 Itchenor for Bosham and Dell Quay – Joe Murphy – Tel: 02085 460 310,
Mob: 07734 595 739
Wed 26 Dec HW 13.56 Emsworth for Fowley Island lunch (Boxing Day) – No host. See SC Yahoo Forum
dinghysolent for updates.
Sat 12 Jan HW 15.13 Warsash for Upper Hamble River – Alan Moulton -– Tel: 01243 573 252,
Mob: 07818 086 051
Sat 26 Jan HW 15.26 Itchenor for Pilsea Island – Joe Murphy– Tel: 02085 460 310,
Mob: 07734 595 739
Sat 9 Feb HW 14.06
Bedhampton for Langstone Sinah or Eastney, etc – Alan Moulton –
Tel: 01243 573 252, Mob: 07818 086 051
Sat 23 Feb HW 14.09 Emsworth for Langstone Village – No host. See SC Yahoo Forum dinghysolent
for updates.
Sat 9 Mar HW 13.12 Warsash for Hythe – Steve Bradwell – Tel: 02392 553 316, Mob: 07598 388 339
23 Mar HW 13.02

Itchenor for Prinsted – Steve Bradwell – Tel: 02392 553 316, Mob: 07598 388 339

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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North West Regional Planning Meeting, Saturday 2nd February 2019
Hollingworth Lake Sailing Club, Lake Bank, Littleborough, Lancs., OL15 0DQ (near Rochdale)
http://www.hlsc.org.uk/
10.30 for tea/coffee, meeting starts at 11.00
Lunch will be provided
Please let me know one week in advance if you plan to attend As usual, I will be looking for people to give
presentations in the afternoon. If you have anything related to dinghy cruising you would like to talk about, please
let me know (a computer and widescreen TV will be available)
John Hughes Tel. 0151 632 0178

Email: jmxhughes@phonecoop.coop

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

South West Area Winter Meeting, Saturday 16 February 2019
As in previous years we plan an event for a Saturday afternoon and evening – members are invited to attend for
the full period of the event or just for any part of it.
The venue will be the Forder Community Hut, Forder, Saltash PL12 4QR. This is a small meeting hall in the
village of Forder about 1.5 miles south from Saltash. Access to the hall is by foot down the private road on the west
side of Forder creek. Parking in the rest of Forder is limited so car sharing would be beneficial. There is also parking
up the hill near the Cecil Arms, St Stephen’s Hill, Saltash PL12 4AR, and a few yards further away in the road by St
Stephens church. Thanks to John Lidstone for arranging this venue for us.
We have the use of the hall from mid-day so we can gather for lunch around 1:00pm – bring your own
sandwiches, etc.. The hall does have tea/coffee making facilities. Then, unless the weather is really unfavourable,
we will set off for a walk at 2:00pm, probably taking a look at Forder creek and the River Lynher. Return to the hall
by 4pm for light refreshments and to start our meeting. The first part of the meeting will discuss our rally program
for 2019, that will be followed by members’ picture presentations, so let me know if you have pictures you would
like to show. Both technical boating subjects and holiday snaps are welcome. We will leave the hall by about 18:30
and move up the hill to the Cecil Arms for supper.
We will share the cost of the hall, tea and biscuits, etc. This will probably work out at around £3.00 per head. Let
us know if you are coming for supper, since we will be booking a table at the Cecil Arms.
Contact John Perry j_perry@btinternet.com (note underscore), 01752863730 (L) 07484668904 (M)
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

South Coast Area Winter Social, Saturday 9 February 2019
To be held at The Crown Hotel, Emsworth, on Sat 9 February 2019 from 6pm, to follow the Langstone Harbour day-sail
of the same day.
Please send cheques for £12, made out to E A Baker, to Westfield, Western Rd, Hailsham, East Sussex BN 27 3EN to
arrive no later than Fri 2 Feb, so I can notify the hotel of numbers for catering purposes. Anyone not paying in advance
will be charged £15, even if you don’t require food.
Please bring along any clever ideas, demonstrations, or photos of recent cruises to be shown through a digital
projector. Members also enjoy this opportunity to meet and chat.
Liz Baker
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